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Da oltre cinquant’anni la Turchia vede una pre-
senza di archeologi italiani di straordinaria rile-
vanza, che costituisce un fiore all’occhiello nelle 
relazioni tra i due Paesi, tanto da essere esplici-
tamente menzionata dal Signor Presidente della 
Repubblica Giorgio Napolitano nei suoi recenti 
colloqui con il Presidente turco Abdullah Gül. Si 
tratta di un’attività che ha contribuito in misura 
determinante al recupero ed alla valorizzazione 
dell’immenso patrimonio turco, mettendo a frutto 
la grande esperienza e professionalità degli ar-
cheologi italiani e grazie alla quale si sono rag-
giunti risultati di sicura eccellenza, dal punto di 
vista della qualità scientifica e della spettacolarità 
delle scoperte.
In questo contesto, la missione di Karkemish, ma-
gistralmente diretta dal Prof. Marchetti, rappre-
senta senza dubbio la punta di diamante. Proget-
to di elevatissimo valore scientifico e di grande 
ambizione, tenuto conto della estensione e della 
ricchezza del sito, si propone non solo di esplora-
re insediamenti di epoche storiche molto distanti, 

ma anche di rendere fruibile questo immenso pa-
trimonio al pubblico, attraverso la realizzazione di 
uno straordinario parco archeologico.
Particolarmente apprezzabile e fruttuosa è sta-
ta, e rimane, la collaborazione instaurata con le 
Università turche di Istanbul e di Gaziantep e con 
il Ministero della Cultura e del Turismo, che ha 
attivato sinergie indispensabili al raggiungimen-
to degli straordinari risultati ottenuti in appena 
quattro anni di scavi e che rappresenta un esem-
pio concreto della sintonia ed amicizia che legano 
storicamente Turchia e Italia.
Ringrazio il Prof. Marchetti, l’Università di Bo-
logna e tutto lo staff che, con dedizione ed entu-
siasmo, ha contribuito alla realizzazione di questo 
ambizioso progetto, dando lustro e facendo onore 
alla tradizione culturale e scientifica dell’Italia 
nel mondo.

Gianpaolo Scarante

Ambasciatore d’Italia nella Repubblica di Turchia

Premessa
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Karkamış’ta başlayan yeni dönem kazılarının ilk 
sonuçlarının tanıtıldığı bu kitabın yayınlanmasın-
dan ve bana bu kitaba bir ‘Önsöz’ yazma olanağı 
tanınmasından dolayı son derecede memnunum. 
XIX. Yüzyılın başlarından itibaren, bir kısmı dini 
ya da siyasi amaçlı, bir kısmı romantik ve araş-
tırmacı / keşfedici ama bir kısmı da gelişmekte 
olan ‘Arkeoloji Bilimi’nin yöntemleriyle Osmanlı 
İmparatorluğu topraklarının en hassas kesimle-
ri olan Mezopotamya ve Suriye’de kazı yapmak, 
pek çok Avrupalı kurum için cazip bir konu ha-
line gelmişti. Osmanlı Devleti’nin bugün Türkiye 
Cumhuriyeti’nin sınırları içinde kalan coğrafya-
sında, Troya’da amatörce ve biraz da duygusal 
yaklaşımlarla girişilen kazılar hariç tutulursa, ilk 
gerçek bilimsel çalışmalar, British Museum adına 
Karkamış’ta başlatılmıştı.
Coğrafi açıdan Kuzey Suriye ile Anadolu Yaylası 
arasındaki sınırı oluşturan Anti-Toros ve Ama-
nos Dağları’nın güneye bakan yamaç çizgisin-
den güneye, Fırat’ın batı kıyısından Akdeniz’e 
kadar (günümüzde Türkiye - Suriye sınır çizgi-
si boyunca), yaklaşık 100 km. genişliğinde do-
ğu-batı yönündeki bir bandın Türkiye sınırları 
içinde kalan yarısında, 1878’de Karkamış’ta vu-
rulan bu ilk kazmada ağırlıklı olarak Geç Hitit 
dönemine, MÖ 1. Binyılına, tarihlenen son dere-
cede önemli ve çarpıcı buluntular ele geçiyordu. 
Karkamış çalışmalardan 10 yıl sonra, 1888’de 
bu defa Karkamış’ın biraz batısında, Zincirli 
Höyüğü’nün kazılmasına başlanıyordu. König-
liche Museen zu Berlin adına yapılan Zincirli 

Höyük kazılarında da olağanüstü görkemli bir 
Geç Hitit kenti, bir krallık başkenti (Sam’al) or-
taya çıkıyor ve bu kentin resmi ve dini yapıları, 
savunma sistemi ve bu sisteme bağlı olarak üzer-
lerinde çeşitli konuların işlendiği onlarca bazalt 
ortostat gün ışığına çıkıyordu. Bu iki çok önemli 
merkezdeki kazıları, John Garstang’ın yönettiği 
Coba Höyük / Sakçagözü kazıları izliyordu. 1. 
Dünya Savaşı’nın ilk yıllarına kadar devam eden 
kazılar sonunda, o zamana kadar hemen hiç bir 
şey bilinmeyen bir dönemin son derecede önemli, 
gösterişli buluntuları ele geçmiş ve bu buluntula-
rın ait olduğu dönem ve kültürleri hakkında bir 
hayli bilgi edinilmişti. 
Türkiye Cumhuriyetinin kuruluş ve toparlanma 
yılları ile 2. Dünya Savaşı’nın zorunlu kıldığı he-
men her konudaki hareketsizlikten, sessizlikten 
sonra başlayan ve günümüze kadar gelen süreçte, 
ilgilendiğimiz bölgede ilk olarak 1950’li yıllarda 
Coba Höyük’te tekrar kazı yapılıyor, bunu birkaç 
yıl sonra başlayan Yesemek Heykel Atelyesi, Til-
men Höyük, Gedikli Karahöyük ile Kilis yakınla-
rında bulunan Oylum Höyük’te yapılan araştır-
ma ve kazılar izliyordu (bunlara bölgedeki bazı 
baraj inşaatları nedeniyle yapılmış ‘Kurtarma 
Kazıları’nı da ekleyebiliriz).
2000’li yılların başlarından itibaren de 
Zincirli’de yeniden geniş ölçekli kazılara başla-
nıyor, Tilmen’de kısa süreli bir kazı ile Taşlıge-
çit Höyük’te yine kısa süre devam eden bir çalış-
ma yapılıyor, Amuk Ovası’nda Tell Açana, Tell 
Tayinat’ta yeni bir araştırma sürecine giriliyordu. 

önsöz
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Böylece 1878’den 2014’de kadar olan 150 yıla 
yakın süre içinde bölge, Anadolu’nun en yoğun 
şekılde arkeolojik araştırma yapılmış yörelerin-
den biri haline geliyordu. 
Benzeri durum, 100 km.lik bandımızın Suriye ta-
rafındaki kesimi için de geçerlidir. Önceleri Suriye 
sınırları içinde olan Amuk Ovası’nda Tell Açana 
(Alalakh), Tell Tayinat ile Halep Kalesi (Halpa), 
Tell Mardikh (Ebla), ‘Ain Dara, Ras Shamra 
(Ugarit) ve daha pek çok önemli merkezde çeşitli 
kurum ve bilim insanları araştırma yapmışlardı.
Kuzey Suriye ve genelde bütün Suriye, MÖ 2. ve 
1. Binyılda, o günlerin büyük güçleri olan Mısır, 
Hitit, Hurri - Mitanni, Babil ve Assur gibi devlet-
lerin, imparatorlukların egemenlik alanı kurmak 
amacıyla oluşturdukları (günümüzdeki duruma 
benzer şekilde) kaotik bir ortamda idi. Yukarıda 
bazılarının adını saydığımız pek çok güçlü dev-
let ve küçük kent krallık merkezlerinde yapılmış 
kazıların, bu dönemlerdeki karşılıklı ilişkileri ve 
genelde Önasya’nın bu kesiminin kendine özgü 
kültürel nitelikleri hakkında bilinmesi gerekenleri 
tümüyle açıkladığı söylenemez. 
Önasya’nın büyük güçlerini en çok uğraştıran Su-
riye sorunlarının yazılı belgelerini verecek olan 
arşiv vesikalarının, özellikle hem Hitit İmpara-
torluk Çağı’nda çok önemli bir kent olan, hem de 
Geç Hitit döneminde güçlü bir krallık başkenti 
olan Karkamış’da bulunması muhtemel çivi yazılı 
belgelerin ve kitabelerin gün ışığına çıkartılıp de-
ğerlendirilmesi lazımdır. Diğer arkeolojik bulgu-

larla da, dönemlerin kültürel, sanatsal ve mimari 
ve diğer niteliklerinin ana hatları ile öğrenilmesi 
gerekmektedir. Bütün bunlardan ayrı olarak, yö-
renin Prehistorik dönemlerinin de bilinmesi gere-
ken pek çok karanlık noktası vardır. Karkamış ka-
zılarının sözü edilen bu konularda da yeni bilgiler 
vereceğinde kuşkumuz yoktur. Karkamış kentinin 
hemen yanındaki Yunus Mezarlığını kullanan Tell 
Halaf insanlarının yerleşmelerini, MÖ 6. Binle-
re hatta daha da gerilere giden uzun bir yaşam 
silsilesinin belgelerini de bulmak ümidi aşırı bir 
beklenti değildir.
Bölgede bizim de 19 yıl katıldığımız arkeolojik ça-
lışmaların son sayfalarını 2003’ten sonra değer-
li meslektaşım Prof. Nicolò Marchetti çevirmeğe 
başlamıştır. Önce Tilmen, daha sonra kısa süre 
Taşlıgeçit Höyüğü ve birkaç yıldır da Karkamış, 
kendisinin ve çalışma arkadaşlarının deneyimli, 
usta kazmaları ve kalemleriyle sırlarını vermeğe 
başlamıştır. 
Sevgili dostum N. Marchetti’yle Karkamış Kazı 
Kurulu’nda görev yapan diğer meslektaşlarım-
dan ve tüm çalışanlardan huzur ve emniyet içinde 
yeni, ilginç sonuçlar bekliyor ve bu kitapla başla-
yan yayın sürecinin de başarı ile sürmesini içten 
diliyorum.

Refik Duru

Protohistorya ve Önasya  Arkeolojisi Anabilim Dalı, 
İstanbul üniversitesi 
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thy which the local commanding officers always 
showed us. Although it is not allowed to mention 
them by name, the commanders of the 5th Ar-
moured Brigade and of the Border Regiment in 
Gaziantep, of the Battalion in Oğuzeli and of the 
border posts in Soylu and Karkamış should be 
credited for their friendly attitude.
The Italian diplomatic personnel in Turkey has 
always been ready to assist us: at the Ankara Em-
bassy Andrea Cascone, Marcella Zaccagnino, An-
drea Perugini, Edoardo Bonacina, in Istanbul the 
Consul General, Gianluca Alberini, and in Izmir 
the Consul, Igor Di Bernardini. The employ-
ees Şule Satar, Fabio Tito and Marcella Pecone 
should also be mentioned for their tireless help. 
The Directors of the Italian Cultural Institutes, in 
Ankara first Francesco Servida and now Gianlu-
ca Biscardi, in Istanbul first Gabriella Fortunato 
and now Maria Luisa Scolari, contributed signifi-
cantly to our endeavours.
Our work involved substantial archival work, in 
museums and research institutions. The restudy 
project on the artifacts from Karkemish was made 
possible through the kind cooperation of many 
colleagues. In the Anatolian Civilizations Mu-
seum in Ankara it was the Director, first Melih 
Aslan and now Enver Sağır, and the keeper of the 
Karkemish section, Mustafa Metin, who helped 

us most. In the Istanbul Archaeological Museums 
we are especially grateful to the Director, Zeynep 
Kızıltan, and to the other colleagues of the An-
cient Orient Museum, Gülbahar Baran Çelik, 
Rahmi Asal, Gülçay Yağcı and Tuğçe Akbaytogan. 
At the British Museum, we are most grateful to the 
Keeper of the Middle East Department, first John 
Curtis and now Jonathan Tubb, as well as to the 
colleagues Nigel Tallis, Alexandra Fletcher and 
Jon Taylor. Stephanie Clarke and Stephanie Alder 
from the Central Archive of the British Museum 
were of great help in retrieving the documenta-
tion concerning Karkemish. The Director of the 
Vatican Museums, Antonio Paolucci, has been 
most helpful in granting access to the pieces in 
the Ethnological Section, the keeper of which, 
Nicola Mapelli, kindly assisted us with Nadia Fi-
ussello. At the Museum of Gaziantep, where i.a. 
we had the possibility of examining the records on 
Karkemish, we are also grateful to Taner Atalay, 
Ahmet Beyazlar, Fatma Bulgan, Hülya Kayaöz. At 
Harvard University, I could examine Frank Peers’ 
photographs in the Fine Arts Library of the Har-
vard College Library thanks to Jeff Spurr back in 
2003 and then it was Joanne Bloom who kindly 
made them available to us. David Hawkins, among 
many other tokens of friendship, let us have the 
slides he shot during his 1966 visit to the site. Li-
anne Smith of the King’s College London Archives 
kindly allowed us to reproduce a photograph of 
the Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives. Fi-
nally, I must thank our long-standing technical 
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sponsor, the Mapei Group: the generous supply of 
their products allowed us to carry out extensive 
conservation at the site. Giorgio Squinzi, Adriana 
Spazzoli, Pasquale Zaffaroni and Davide Bandera 
as usual deserve our admiration and thankfulness 
for their care towards cultural heritage.
Many other friends, in Italy, Turkey and elsewhere, 
helped us in many ways throughout this adven-
ture. Although it is not possible to name them all 

here, they have our enduring gratitude: as a joint 
Turco-Italian project we are well aware that the 
basis for any development is trust and collabora-
tion among individuals and institutions alike.

Nicolò Marchetti

Department of History and Cultures,
Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna 

Planning ahead. From left to right: Local Governor Mustafa Gül, MP Derya Bakbak, MP 
Mehmet Sarı, Gaziantep Metropolitan Mayor Fatma Şahin, Karkamış Mayor Nuh Kocaslan.
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a cenTury of excaVaTions aT karkemisH: fillinG THe GaPs

Nicolò Marchetti
Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Department of History and Cultures

Introduction
Starting a new archaeological project in a site like 
Karkemish requires a fair amount of optimism, par-
ticularly at the time of writing but also in the years 
immediately before: the vastness of the site, the thick 
stratification with several superimposed monumental 
phases, the many critical conservation issues, the dif-
ficulties entangled by the partition of the site betwe-
en two countries and its consequent, present security 
concerns, the need for a substantial yearly budget, the 
expectations of local communities about touristic de-
velopment, the troublesome dialectic between military 
regulations and the need for an integral open access, 
the dispersal of the many finds from the previous expe-
dition among different museums of different countries 
which hampers a scientific restudy program and a glo-
bal  public presentation project, the threats posed to a 
fast-changing environment, are all aspects which had 
to be taken into account when we first conceived the 
possibility of working at this well-known site.
Coupling with so many issues is indeed possible 
within an international cooperation framework, one 
which involves not only specialists from many fields, 
but also several Universities, Museums, public Autho-
rities and private Bodies uniting their efforts towards 
shared goals and priorities. This multidisciplinary and 

multi-partner perspective responds to a contemporary 
view in which integration (also intended as a conti-
nuous feedback between all involved participants) is 
the method chosen for facing the complexities and 
the challenges posed by an anthropological approach, 
both as far as the past and the present are concerned.
What follows below is a presentation of what I feel are 
the main issues which should be made known as soon 
as possible, in order that the scientific community gets 
the information it needs after the almost century-long 
stop imposed to field research at the site.

The New Turco-Italian Project at Karkemish
We arrived at Karkemish from many personal trajec-
tories, which shaped our views and field methods. 
Personally, after the formative years at Tell Mardikh/
Ebla with Paolo Matthiae (1990-1997), during which 
we experimented one of the first modern public pre-
sentations of a Preclassical archaeological site in the 
Near East, I moved to Tell es-Sultan/Jericho in the Na-
tional Authority of Palestine (1997-2000), where toge-
ther with the Palestinian colleagues we aimed both at 
horizontal investigations of Bronze Age levels at the 
site and at their conservation and presentation. After 
a break due to political turmoil in that area, in 2003 I 
resumed fieldwork but in the Turkish area south of the 
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Fig. 1. Topographic map of Karkemish with an indication of the new excavation areas and surveyed monuments (in color; 
solid black indicates monuments surveyed only by Woolley). Contour interval 1 m.
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Taurus ranges, first at Tilmen Höyük, a MBA urban 
site which we explored, conservated and finally pre-
sented through an archaeological and environmental 
park in 2007, and then in 2009 at Taşlı Geçit Höyük, 
an emergency excavation of a Late Bronze I and Iron 
III site endangered by an artificial lake. After applying 
there some innovative systems for blocking water ero-
sion, in 2010 another archaeological park was opened 
to the public.
The cooperation with Istanbul University, activated in 
2003, draws on other long-standing academic tradi-
tions. The archaeological school of U. Bahadır Alkım, 
who between 1955 and 1972 had been active in the 
western region of Gaziantep, has been continued in 
breadth of aims and scientific openness by his one-ti-
me pupils Refik Duru and Gülsün Umurtak, while the 
Hittitological school of Belkıs and the late Ali Dinçol 
is being elaborated, among others, by their pupil Ha-
san Peker, who serves as deputy director of the Karke-
mish Expedition. The University of Gaziantep has first 
supplied an archaeological cooperation for Tilmen and 
Taşlı Geçit with Turgut H. Zeyrek and now an archi-
tectural one for Karkemish with Mustafa Özakça.
The multidisciplinary collaborations activated in pre-
vious years have been incorporated into the new Kar-
kemish project for aspects such as archaeobiological 
analyses, radiometric measurements, archaeometry, 
remote sensing, 3D surveying, environmental and lan-
dscape studies, Hittitology and Assyriology. All the 
colleagues and students participating to the project are 
listed in the opening of this book.
The possibility of starting a project at Karkemish, 
which lies at the south-eastern edge of the region of 
Gaziantep, was first conceived in 2006, at a time when 
our work at Tilmen was reaching an end and the ad-
ministrative process for the demining of Karkemish 
was being discussed: in 2007 we submitted an offi-
cial application to the Turkish Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism for 2008, which we renewed yearly until the 
excavation permit was issued to us by the Council of 
Ministers in May 2011, after demining had been com-

pleted (see below). After some final, needed permis-
sions the Expedition arrived at the end of September 
and excavations could begin on October the 3rd, la-
sting for one month. 
The integrated scientific perspectives of the new project 
aim at highlighting settlement dynamics and material 
culture patterning through space and time and, at the 
same time, pursuing conservation of monuments and 
public presentation of the site. A full-fledged historical 
approach is applied to all questions issued from our 
multidisciplinary research framework, which extends 
also to landscape and environmental studies. The early 
request which we received by the Directorate Gene-
ral for Cultural Heritage and Museums in Ankara, to 
open an archaeological park at the site by 2014, has in-
deed orientated our field excavation and conservation 
strategy towards a priority restudy of old excavation 
areas, checking their articulation, chronology and stra-
tigraphy through new excavations within and around 
them, so that visitors could grasp in extension how a 
Bronze and Iron Age capital city and a Classical town 
were articulated on the ground.

Some Toponomastic and Topographic Notes
Administratively, the Municipality of Karkamış was 
established in 1961 and it became a province (ilçe) in 
1990. The modern town was born after 1923, when 
the new borders of the Turkish Republic detached the 
railway station from Jerablus, which came to lie in Sy-
ria under French mandate: the oldest part of modern 
Karkamış lies along the north side of the station and 
in time it extended northwards beyond the nameless 
stream known in archaeological literature as the Mill 
Stream. Before World War I toponyms were mainly 
Arabic and in time they have been changed into new 
Turkish ones (Fig. 2): village people often still use in 
conversations the old names. Only a few have been 
completely forgotten, such as Yunus (now known as 
Eminlik or Eminik). It seems quite probable that the 
modern toponym of Jerabis actually derived from Clas-
sical Europos, the Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine 
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Fig. 2. Sketch map of the province of 
Karkamış with modern toponyms. Here fol-
lows an alphabetical list only of the topo-
nyms which had an older name, including 
those mentioned throughout older publi-
cations (including Woolley 1921: fig. 5); 
Deve Höyük, now a military post, lies at the 
border with Syria, in the Oğuzeli province. 
Map by courtesy of Gaziantep Provincial 
Directorate for Culture and Tourism, with 

modifications.

NEW - OLD NAME
Alaçalı - Kılcan

Arıkdere - Germiş
Ayyıldız - Nohu

Balaban - Seydimen
Beşkılıç - Tilkeri
Eceler - Melike
Eminlik - Yunus

Erenyolu - Tell Habeş
Gürçay - Girlevik

Karanfil - Çakıroğlu
Kepirler - Karahamut

Kuruyazı - Hasanız
Hilvaniye - Duk/hunuk

Öncüler - Hülmen
Örmetaş - Davudoğlu

Savaş - Şemik
Soylu - Sinsile

Subağı - Tüsülmen
Şenlik - Mamuriye

Teketaşı - Ticar
Tosunlu - Büyük Şemik

Yeşerti - Kefrik
Yurtbağı - Merj Hamis

Fig. 3. Orthostat A11c lying in the King’s 
Gate area, view from south (Frank Peers’ 
photograph from 1919, by courtesy of Har-

vard University).
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name of the site previously known as Karkemish, while 
its alternative spelling Jerab(u)lus is to be explained 
otherwise (see Hogarth 1914: 19-25).
As far as the present cadastrial situation is concerned, 
most of the ancient site of Karkemish falls into parcel 
774, which is a State property and, together with par-
cel 775 (a 3rd degree protected archaeological area, 
which has not been demined yet), it is given in use to 
the Turkish Armed Forces, which have two posts there 
(one at the entrance of the military area on the edge 
of Karkamış town and one on the acropolis). south of 
the so-called Mill Stream, running through modern 
Karkamış and reaching the Euphrates, only two fields 
along its bank, located outside of the ancient fortifica-
tion system, are currently in private property (parcels 
739 and 740) and are in the process of being expropri-
ated. north of the Mill Stream it is located the main 
ancient necropolis of Karkemish, known as Yunus, all 
in private property except the modern cemetery area 
which has been conceded to public use. Its previous 
administrative classification as a 3rd degree protected 
archaeological area has been changed in October 2012 
by Gaziantep Conservation Committee into a 1st de-
gree one, after our report which followed the prelimi-
nary survey work which we carried out in 2011 and 
2012. The new protected area extends north as far as 
the asphalt road bordering the modern cemetery (Fig. 
1), which, in fact, completely overlaps with the ancient 
one, which was larger still.
The site morphology today has not changed much in 
respect of 1920, except on a few spots. Some barracks, 
described below, had been built in the recent past in the 
Inner Town, altering the morphology and damaging 
the areas on which they have been built. It was how-
ever on the acropolis that the most dramatic changes 
have occurred: an asphalt road now cuts at the junction 
of the western rampart with the northern fortification 
wall and climbs up to the acropolis precisely over the 
saddle which once divided the mound in two sectors 
(cf. below) and which thus cannot be perceived any 
more. In the 1970s, when archaeologists from Gazian-

tep Museum photographed the site, of the so-called 
temple of Kubaba to the north-west some blocks of 
the façade still remained (Woolley and Barnett 1952: 
pls. 50b, 51a) and clear traces of the location British 
trenches on the flanks of the mound could be noted. 
These have now altogether disappeared and backfilled 
following the sharp remodelling of the acropolis when 
the present barracks were built with deep foundations 
in armed concrete. The helicopter landing area lies on 
further lower ground to the south-east and it seems 
that mechanical digging had been extensively carried 
out at the time of its construction (it almost directly 
raises over the monumental Roman temple stone plat-
form, which protrudes beneath). Several waste materi-
als have been dumped down the central stretch of the 
flank of the mound overlooking the Euphrates, thus 
altering considerably its morphology.
High-precision GPS topographic survey of the site, 
which was completed in 2013 (Fig. 1), has been car-
ried out in the Inner Town (including the outer foot of 
the rampart; cf. Bitelli et al. in this volume, reporting 
on the 2011 and 2012 fieldwork) and on the acropolis, 
with the exclusion of the areas occupied by military 
buildings. The stretch of the Outer Town between the 
ramparts and the railway line has not been mapped thus 
far for security reasons. This new graphical descrip-
tion of the morphological features of the site merits 
several topographic and archaeological explanations, 
which will be presented elsewhere.

Archival Materials and Museum Collections
The state of research up to 1914 has been admirably 
accounted for by Hogarth (1914: 3-12). In the present 
volume one can find a new study concerning George 
Smith, on the basis of an unpublished manuscript, by 
Panayotov, a synthesis on the leading figures of the 
British Museum expedition and their field methods, 
on the basis also of the original notebooks, by Benati 
(one can see, in addition, also Bernardoni and Trojanis 
2014 on P. L. O. Guy), and some remarks on the Brit-
ish Museum excavation house at the site and the ac-
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Fig. 4. Lion base B26a lying in the King’s Gate area (note 
the fallen fragments of Atrisuhas’ statue B25 next to it), view 
from north (Frank Peers’ photograph from 1919, by cour-

tesy of Harvard University).

Fig. 5. Same as preceding, with in addition orthostat A8 
and in left background one of the two lion orthostats (Frank 

Peers’ photograph from 1919, by courtesy of 
Harvard University).

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 4, with the additional visible detail of 
orthostats B26b-c to the right (Frank Peers’ photograph 

from 1919, by courtesy of Harvard University).
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Fig. 7.  View of the Royal Buttress from north, with lion base 
B53 and lower part of standing human statue above, note 
fallen body fragments on the ground (Frank Peers’ photo-

graph from 1919, by courtesy of Harvard University).

Fig. 8. Same as preceding, detailed view (Frank Peers’ pho-
tograph from 1919, by courtesy of Harvard University).

Fig. 9. A section of the Herald’s Wall, view from north, note 
the foundation course in rough stones and the above-lying 
stratification (Frank Peers’ photograph from 1919, by cour-

tesy of Harvard University). 
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Fig. 10. Detail of orthostats B14a and B13b of the Herald’s Wall, 
view from north (Frank Peers’ photograph from 1919, by cour-

tesy of Harvard University).

Fig. 11.  The bull laver B47 in the Storm-god temple court-
yard, view from east (Frank Peers’ photograph from 1919, 

by courtesy of Harvard University).

Fig. 12. Orthostat B60b photographed in the Lower Palace area 
(Frank Peers’ photograph from 1919, by courtesy of 

Harvard University).
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tivities of that archaeological expedition, on the basis 
of new excavation results and archival studies, by Di 
Cristina.
The British Museum archives reveal a good deal of 
information, both about the 1878-1881 digs, and 
about the 1911-1920 ones, with many facts relat-
ing to Hogarth’s Anatolian surveys before 1911 and 
the sculptures whereabouts after 1920. Thanks to the 
kind cooperation of the colleagues in the Middle East 
Department and in the Central Archive of the British 
Museum, I could go through the correspondence, the 
reports, the notebooks (cf. Benati in this volume, also 
on notebooks which must have gone lost), some sketch 
plans and 1150 photographic prints glued onto 200 
plates bound in two albums (I did not examine existing 
glass negatives). Occasional photographs of the site 
(on which cf. below), limiting myself to the materials 
which have been visioned directly and/or which are 
referred to in this volume, are kept in Harvard Univer-
sity, King’s College London, Royal Holloway College 
London and Gaziantep Museum.
The Karkemish finds from the British Expedition 
are mainly subdivided between museums in Ankara, 
Istanbul and London, with minor or single holdings 

Fig. 13. View of the Great Staircase area from south (Frank 
Peers’ photograph from 1919, by courtesy of 

Harvard University).

Fig. 14. Detail of the Great Staircase from south (Frank 
Peers’ photograph from 1919, by courtesy of 

Harvard University).
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also in Gaziantep Museum, the Ashmolean Museum 
in Oxford, the Louvre Museum in Paris (3 pieces), 
the Sadbırk Hanım Museum in Istanbul (1) and the 
Vatican Museums in Rome (3). The oldest lot comes 
from Henderson’s excavations at Karkemish (made at 
a time preceding the admirable Antiquities Law issued 
by Osman Hamdi bey in 1883), while in general the 
acquisition history is quite varied and merits a study 
in its own (cf. in general Hawkins 2000: 599-607; 
Güterbock 1939-1941; id. 1954; Woolley and Barnett 
1952: 266-268; Gilibert 2011: 20). In the Archaeologi-
cal Museums of Istanbul almost 100 pieces (all small 
objects) dating from the Bronze, Iron and Classical 
periods are kept, sent there by the British Expedition. 
In the British Museum in London (the collections of 
which have all been released online) there are circa 
330 pieces from Karkemish and 80 presumably from 
Karkemish. In the storerooms of the Anatolian Civili-
zations Museum in Ankara (so with the exclusion of 
the pieces exhibited in the galleries and in the garden) 

Fig. 15. The bull base B34 next to the top the Great Stair-
case, view from south (Frank Peers’ photograph from 1919, 

by courtesy of Harvard University).

Fig. 16. Same as preceding, with details of gate masonry 
visible (Frank Peers’ photograph from 1919, by courtesy of 

Harvard University).
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there are circa 260 sculpture fragments, 160 hiero-
glyphic inscriptions, 3 cuneiform inscriptions, and 150 
stone objects of various typologies (mostly vessels), 
plus a separate collection of ca. 50 clay figurines and 
stone tools reportedly coming from the site. In the Mu-
seum of Gaziantep there are lots of objects consigned 
through the years as stray finds from the site and its vi-
cinities. In the Ashmolean Museum there are 3 pieces 
from Karkemish and 10 from the area around it (infor-
mation kindly provided by Jack Green, former Curator 
at the museum).1 As for the objects excavated or bou-
ght by the British expedition coming from neighboring 
sites (as Merj Khamis, Deve Höyük, Tell Amarna etc.), 
they were “smuggled out” by Woolley (see his candid 
account in Woolley 1953: 68-71) and were subsequen-
tly distributed to various museums, although the bulk 
lies in the British Museum, holding 160 of them.2 

Research, Politics and the Recent History of 
the Site
Woolley (1939: 11-12; 1953: 78-81; Woolley and Bar-
nett 1952: Preface) briefly writes about the vicissitu-
des of the British Museum Expedition and that infor-
mation has generally been the one used by scholarship 
on the subject. A detailed study on the history of re-
search at Karkemish is being prepared by Di Cristina 
and myself and I will not dwell on other issues here, 
save for elucidating a matter which has been discussed 
in recent years (Richter 2008: 219-220), i.e. that “Ho-
garth’s excavations at Carchemish appear to have had 
some direct links to intelligence gathering” since their 
inception: despite Richter’s rejection of this claim, he 
keeps a degree of ambiguity on the funding sources 
which should thus be dissolved.3 From the correspon-
dence I examined in London, it is in fact clear that the 
expedition only had scientific aims since its very in-
ception phase in the years between 1907 and 1908 (cf. 
also Hogarth 1914: 12). It seems obvious from the let-
ters of T. E. Lawrence4 ‒ who was a talented young ar-
chaeologist, as one can also see from his original note-
books on pottery kept in the Department of the Middle 

East ‒ that the Palestine Exploration Fund request to 
Woolley and Lawrence to join a cover-up military to-
pographic operation in Sinai in early 1914 came only 
because they were British archaeologists holding a 
digging permit in the Ottoman Levant and thus they 
were best suited to avoid suspects on the nature of that 
operation (cf. also Brown 2005: 3). After having beco-
me friends with the director of the survey, Captain S. 
F. Newcombe, the two made, at his request, the only 
other real espionage piece of work before the outbreak 
of the war by gathering detailed information about the 
progress of the German railway in the difficult Cilician 
trait (candidly accounted by Woolley 1962: 88-93).
Wars “wrought havoc with our work. Thus, in June 
1914 the catalogue had been brought up to date and of 
inscribed stone fragments alone more than two thou-
sand had been recorded, and complete type-lists of all 
Early Bronze Age pottery had been drawn up; during 
the war the catalogue and the type-sheets were destro-
yed and nearly all the objects themselves were scatte-
red or broken. In 1920 the same thing happened and 
my notes on the Acropolis graves were lost, together 
with some of the plans which, being unfinished, had 
not been photographed so as to provide duplicate co-
pies (Woolley and Barnett 1952: Preface).5

The survey we conducted in 2011 inside and around 
the ruins of the expedition house revealed that the scat-
ter of sculpture and inscriptions fragments (slightly 
over 100 pieces overall) was indeed considerable and 
that several pieces which Woolley aligned along the 
entrance “boulevard” to the house had been turned 
upside down (they can be seen in Zanfini in this volu-
me, Fig. 1e, the north-south line of stones starting from 
the right corner of the house façade), probably by the 
house guardians in an attempt to disguise and protect 
them.6 The 2012 sounding into the dining room of the 
house showed that sculpture and inscription fragments 
had been reemployed to raise the floor some time after 
1920 (15 fragments in the small sounding alone; cf. Di 
Cristina in this volume) and indeed in the 2013 cam-
paign from that room alone more than 220 fragments 
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Fig. 17. View of the Euphrates valley looking north from the 
Karkemish acropolis, to the left the island (by courtesy of J. 

David Hawkins, 1966 photograph).

Fig. 18. View of the northern fortifications from the acropo-
lis top, note the mill at the foot of the Mill Tower, with the 
then barren Yunus landscape in background (by courtesy of 

J. David Hawkins, 1966 photograph).

Fig. 19. View of the north-westernmost slope of the acropo-
lis from west, in foreground the northern fortification system 

(by courtesy of J. David Hawkins, 1966 photograph).

Fig. 20. View of the Inner Town from the acropolis top, 
looking towards the South Gate (by courtesy of J. David 

Hawkins, 1966 photograph).
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were retrieved from that secondary usage (plus ano-
ther 230 in nearby rooms of the northern long side of 
the house and a few scattered on the surface). The Tur-
kish military occupying the house did indeed proceed 
to refurbish several rooms inside the house, before the 
final abandonment of the building and its subsequent 
collapse, which may have happened around or just af-
ter 1930, if we are to judge from the chronology of 
other military barracks at the site (cf. below). When 
Woolley was allowed to visit again, under guard, the 
site on October 14th 1923, he could not enter the hou-
se, although the reason he gave (“the reason for the 
prohibition is probably that the contents of the house 
have been completely looted,” CE32/19/15/2) was not 
exactly correct, as we have seen.
The expedition house is but one of several examples of 
modern occupation at the site: from 1919-1920 it dates 
the French fort in the Inner Town (marked as such in 
Woolley 1921: Frontispiece, lower right; note that Wo-
olley 1953: 78 also states that the French even briefly 

Fig. 21. View of the Storm-god temple courtyard from south, 
to the left Roman wall W.23, to the right the temple western 
tower (by courtesy of J. David Hawkins, 1966 photograph). 

Fig. 22. View of the Great Staircase from south-west, note 
on top of it the mudbrick ruins of a modern military bar-
rack, to the left the restored foundation course of the Long 
Wall of Sculpture (by courtesy of J. David Hawkins, 1966 

photograph). 

Fig. 23. View of the Storm-god temple from the top of Ro-
man floor L.603 (which has now been moved and rebuilt 
along the ancient Euphrates bed), looking north; note to the 
right the barracks in ruins along the temple side and above 
the Great Staircase (by courtesy of J. David Hawkins, 1966 

photograph). 
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Fig. 25. View from the acropolis of the ancient Euphra-
tes bed and of the railway bridge (by courtesy of J. David 

Hawkins, 1966 photograph).

Fig. 26. View of the acropolis from the railway bridge, note 
the barrack to the north of the Water Gate (by courtesy of J. 

David Hawkins, 1966 photograph).

Fig. 24. Photomontage of the south-eastern acropolis top from north-west 
(by courtesy of J. David Hawkins, 1966 photographs).
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stationed in the expedition house), still well readable 
on the ground and in aerial photographs (cf. Zanfini 
in this volume, Fig. 1b top). Also in that Frontispiece, 
two “French machine-gun emplacement” are precisely 
marked on top of the ramparts and those pits are in fact 
still well readable on the terrain. The statement in a let-
ter by Woolley dated 19 October 1920 (CE32/19/2/1) 
that “On arriving at Beyrouth, I was astonished to hear 
that Jerablus was evacuated in July and was now in 
the hands of the Kemalist Turks” is important for esta-
blishing a precise chronology of events relating to the 
Turkish War of Independence in our area. The Karke-
mish evidence, both at the field and in archival mate-
rials, represents a precious piece of information on that 
celebrated period in Turkish contemporary history, for 
which thus far there had been, however, very little ori-
ginal evidence to be seen on the ground. This opens 
new possibilities for the site display and widens the 
contents to be communicated to visitors.
The sequence of Turkish barracks at the site is also of 
interest to us. After the abandonment of the first post 
set within the expedition house (cf. above), some other 
barracks were established at the foot of the acropolis. 
Most of them are substantial buildings in mudbricks 
on stone foundations (obtained by reemploying an-
cient stones): three of them have been excavated by 
us in order to reexpose ancient monuments of the 
Lower Palace Area, which were partially or comple-
tely covered by them and which have correspondin-
gly underwent some or much damage. The earliest 
and largest of the three is an alongated barrack along 
the northern and eastern sides of the storm-god tem-
ple in area A, which has been excavated and removed 
in 2013 (Fig. 37): a bullet found inside it, is dated to 
1937. The second one is a mudbrick building over the 
Royal Gatehouse, for which several steps of the Great 
Staircase had been removed and reemployed (Fig. 38): 
when David Hawkins took a picture of it in 1966 it 
was already crumbling (Figs. 22, 23 right), so it se-
ems to date from the 1950s. The last one was partially 
excavated in 2013 in the area between the Hilani and 

the Herald’s Wall, but no dating evidence is availa-
ble for it, although it should not be too late (Fig. 39). 
Other barracks were noted on the surface: two, similar 
in plan to the first barrack excavated, are respectively 
located to the south-west and to the south of the acro-
polis (the latter along the northern limit of our area G). 
Two concrete floors should belong to the latest posts 
before the acropolis buildings: one is located just north 
of the Water Gate (Figs. 26 and 39 background) and 
the other one at the eastern outer foot of the rampart 
in front of the railway bridge. On top of the acropo-
lis, the small watch-post built on the south-eastern 
lobe,7 was removed when, around 1998, the present, 
substantial barracks and adjoining buildings on top of 
the acropolis (well visible in Google EarthTM imagery) 
were built, together with the asphalt road which passes 
through the main gulley which separated the acropolis 
mound in two distinct parts (and which may have been 
evidence, in my opinion, for an ancient gate; cf., for 
the original morphology of the mound, Hogarth 1914: 
fig. 4 and first unnumbered plate; Woolley and Barnett 
1952: 205, fig. 82).
One last modern building should be mentioned here 
for its significance in archaeological literature: the mill 
of the infamous millman of Karkemish, so because of 
his predatory raids to break up and reuse in his mill the 
basalt stone of exposed sculptures during the 1880s 
(Hogarth 1914: 7, 10, 12; Woolley 1921: 105; Woolley 
and Barnett 1952: 158, 163, 272 sub A4a). The mill 
was located at the foot of the northern tower (“Mill 
Tower”) and was served by a water channel from the 
west, which then flowed towards Jerablus along the 
edge of the acropolis and of the River Wall (the chan-
nel being still perfectly visible today, except along the 
acropolis). The mill went out of use at the end of the 
1960s (as recollected by the elderly daughter of the last 
miller, with whom I spoke in 2012). A photograph by 
David Hawkins from 1966 still shows the two-rooms 
mudbrick building on the slope between the Mill To-
wer and the Mill Stream (Fig. 18), while the mill was 
already completely in ruins in the 1970s photographs 
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of Gaziantep Museum (Fig. 27).
Following several border incidents with smugglers, 
the General Staff decided around 1956 to mine the 
whole border with Syria with anti-personnel and anti-
tank mines, creating a no-man’s-land within Turkish 
territory ca. between 300 and 500 m wide, expropria-
ting fields from private ownership. The site of Karke-
mish was since mined in successive stages too, south 
of a line passing north of the West Gate but particu-
larly along the barbed wire of the border. The General 
Staff had already admitted in principle in 1991 that the 
site of Karkemish could be excavated after demining, 
but it was only after signing the Ottawa treaty in 1998, 
that Turkey decided to demine its borders. It took, ho-
wever, some years before some test stretches could be 
completed: Karkemish was included in the priority 
areas to be demined and the relevant public bid was 
published by Gaziantep Special Provincial Admini-
stration in June 2009 and closed at the end of Sep-
tember of that year. Actual demining was completed 
between spring and autumn 2010 on the 66 hectares of 
parcel 774 (but not on parcel 775 which remained out 
of the bid) and the independent certification for mine 
clearance was issued in March 2011. IMAS standards 
classify a site as having been demined when 99.6% of 
mines have been removed: thus, out of 1000 mines, 
there is a residual statistical risk of 4 of them having 
been overlooked. Although the excellency of the de-
mining carried out has been verified in our four sea-
sons of excavations (in which we employ professional 
deminers for a double check until 1 m of depth), it is 
not possible to ignore this risk and for this reason our 
plan for the archaeological park foresees that touristic 
visit paths are railed on both sides in all areas located 
inside the previously mined zone.

Occasional Photographing of the Site
British archaeologists were quite jealous of their fin-
ds and guardians were instructed not to let them take 
photographs at the site (there is a polemic correspon-
dence between Woolley and a French colonel on the 

Fig. 27. View of the northern fortifications from the acropo-
lis top, one may see the ruins of the mill in the midst of 
the vegetation (by courtesy of Gaziantep Museum, undated 

1970s photograph).

Fig. 28. View of the north-westernmost slope of the acropolis 
from the north-west, in foreground the Mill Tower (by cour-

tesy of Gaziantep Museum, undated 1970s photograph).
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Fig. 29. View of the Great Staircase from south, the mud-
brick walls of a modern military barrack on top of it having 

further collapsed since Hawkins’ visit (by courtesy of 
Gaziantep Museum, undated 1970s photograph).

Fig. 30. View of the central acropolis slope from south, note 
the barracks on top, in right foreground the Hilani temple 

(by courtesy of Gaziantep Museum, undated 
1970s photograph).

Fig. 32. Roman masonry on the south-easternmost sector 
of the acropolis, view from north-west (by courtesy of Gazi-

antep Museum, undated 1970s photograph).

Fig. 31. The last remaining plain orthostats (which have 
disappeared by now) from the façade of “Kubaba’s temple,” 
view from south-east (by courtesy of Gaziantep Museum, 

undated 1970s photograph).
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subject and in 1919 the guardians lament - in the report 
cited in n. 6 - that during the WW I the Germans had 
extensively photographed the sculptures).8 However, 
an American US Army officer, Frank Wagner Peers, in 
1919 was stationed in Gaziantep and took some very 
interesting photographs during a trip to Karkemish, 
documenting the state of the site before the last return 
of British archaeologists (Figs. 3-16), as well some 
other details which do not exist in the published pho-

tographic record of the British expedition (such as the 
standing statue on the double lion pedestal along the 
northern stretch of the Processional Entry, Figs. 7-8).9 
After 1920, visitors were admitted to the site only oc-
casionally, depending on the good heart of local com-
manding officers, thus contributing to creating an aura 
of inaccessibility, chance and mystery around the site, 
still lasting in part, although now waning, among the 
archaeological community. The visit, already hinted 

Fig. 33. The south-easternmost sector of the acropo-
lis from north-west, in central background the blocks 
of preceding figure, in foreground Roman masonry 
(by courtesy of Gaziantep Museum, undated 1970s 

photograph). 

Fig. 34. The trail along the south-easternmost spur of the 
acropolis, view from south-east, note the Roman temple 
platform in central background (by courtesy of Gaziantep 

Museum, undated 1970s photograph).
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above, at the site (acropolis, Lower Palace area and 
bridge, the rest of the site being in fact already mi-
ned and thus not accessible) paid by David Hawkins 
in 1966 is one of these chance entrances: his photo-
graphic record is quite significant, being somewhat 
systematic and, in addition, in color (Figs. 17-26).10 
The control visits to the site which from time to time 
were paid by colleagues from Gaziantep Museum are 
also important: especially systematic is a photographic 
coverage which was presumably shot in the 1970s, by 
necessity over the same area visited by Hawkins (Figs. 
28-36).

Closing Remarks
Working in the very footsteps of colleagues from the 
past creates a sort of personal bound through time: you 
come to understand on the ground their aims, strate-
gies, problems, solutions, faults. Indeed the British 
Museum expedition at Karkemish was guided betwe-

en 1912 and 1914 by a professional, if unsystematic 
at times, spirit, but basically it was undermanned: true 
enough, Woolley and Lawrence created perhaps the 
very first archaeological park in the Near East by pla-
cing back the reliefs onto their original locations, by 
adding with mudbricks lost connections between them 
and restoring damaged reliefs and walls (although the 
latter often with incongruous materials chronological-
ly speaking; cf. Woolley and Barnett 1952: pls. 37b, 
47, B37, B56a, B59). At the same time they also prac-
ticed one of the first experiences in salvage archaeo-
logy by collecting the evidence exposed by the railway 
works (cf. Woolley 1914). The peculiar seclusion 
which fell to the site after 1920 contributed in keeping 
these ties close to one’s mind. Many trails initiated by 
them are now being picked up again and developed 
in different directions, as it should be in science. At 
the same time, the recent, most painful political de-
velopments in the Near East are but a consequence of 

Fig. 36. View of the acropolis from south; to the left the an-
cient Euphrates river bed (by courtesy of Gaziantep Mu-

seum, undated 1970s photograph). 

Fig. 35. View of the preceding feature from north-west 
(by courtesy of Gaziantep Museum, undated 1970s photo-

graph).
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decisions taken in the same crucial years of the old 
Karkemish excavations: in this sense, the site and its 
former explorers represent a powerful symbol and an 
occasion for reflecting on how and why this has come 
into being,11 thus contributing hopefully to a renewed 
historical perception and mutual understanding which 
is now most needed on all sides.

Notes: 

1. Luisa Guerri discussed in July 2014 at the University 
of Bologna a PhD dissertation on “Gli oggetti e la docu-
mentazione degli scavi  britannici a Karkemish: una nuova 
analisi,” in which she has filed all the small objects kept in 
Istanbul, Ankara and London. Except for a few vessels held 
in London and Istanbul (which also has two small boxes 
of Halaf sherds from Yunus), nothing is known about the 
whereabouts of the pottery from Karkemish and Yunus. In 
the early 1930s, over 7000 pieces are known to have been 
in Istanbul Museum, but during the WW II they were sent 
along with other antiquities to Niğde for safety reasons and 
later on were seemingly allotted to other museums, which 
we could not yet identify. Finally, the mention by Woolley 
(1939: 12) of a despatch of pieces to the Istanbul museum in 
(presumably) the summer of 1914 by Fuad bey, which would 
have never arrived to destination, represents an open problem.

2. Cf. Moorey 1980: 11, “These objects were brought to 
England in 1913. They were divided into five groups for 
despatch to museums and private collectors. Consignments 
eventually reached the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, the 
British Museum, the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 
the Merseyside County Museum, and a museum in Berlin” 
(note that those in the Merseyside County Museum are now 
in the World Museum in Liverpool).

3. Thanks to research in the British Museum archives, the 
“anonymous benefactor” (F. Kenyon in Hogarth 1914: viii; 
id. in Woolley 1921: vi) can now be identified with Wal-
ter Morrison, MP who in 1914 established the Carchemish 
Fund with an endowment of £ 10,000, which was admini-

stered by Hogarth on behalf of the Trustees of the British 
Museum. The residual of that sum – after the last 1920 cam-
paign – was turned to the Trustees in 1927 with the consent 
of Morrison’s nephew (Walter Morrison had died in 1921). 
Thus, also Fales’ remarks (2013: 66), on a supposed intel-
ligence task entrusted to Lawrence by the Foreign Office 
during the Karkemish dig, do not seem to be correct (on the 
other hand, one may refer to that paper for appreciating the 
geopolitical significance of the German railway project).

4. “We are obviously only meant as red herrings, to give 
an archaeological colour to a political job” (letter of T. E. 
Lawrence to his mother, 1st January 1914, edited by Brown 
2005: 33).

5. As a matter of fact, many of the stone pieces retrieved in 
and around the house still bore an inventory number painted 
in white or black with the notation of the year between 1912 
and 1914 followed by the absolute numbering (for example 
12/60, i.e. referring to the <19>12 campaign, or 4/60, refer-
ring to the <191>4 campaign). Inscriptions had also a sepa-
rate absolute numbering series in smaller characters, clearly 
written by a more expert hand in western script.

6. We positively know from a report by R. Engelbach to the 
British Museum in April 1919 (CE 32/16/48/1), listing the 
damages occurred during WW I, that – among the counter-
measures taken by the guardians – one was turning sculp-
tures face down in the Lower Palace area (Hamoudi states 
there “I turned most of the inscribed stones in the excavations 
face down [i.e. those which were not fixed]”). It may thus 
have been them who did the same in the “boulevard” area 
after May 1920, but we have no written evidence for this.

7. A photograph from 1966 by David Hawkins shows only 
a guard-hut along the south-east edge of the mound, whi-
le Gaziantep Museum shots from the 1970s show that two 
small barracks were already there in that same spot. Presu-
mably, the archives of the Turkish Army do preserve infor-
mation on all these issues, more research is thus needed also 
in that direction.
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Fig. 37. View in the course of the 2013 excavations of the modern long barrack built along 
the eastern side of the Storm-god temple, looking north.

8. Present whereabouts of those photographs are unknown 
to me.

9. Two albums are kept at Harvard University, carrying the 
title “Photographs taken during the year 1919 while with the 
American Committee for Relief in the Near East to Turkey 
/ Frank W. Peers.”

10. Some other occasional visits were reported to me by colle-
agues who most of the times were not allowed to take pictures, 
like Paolo Matthiae in 1962; cf. also Ussishkin 1976: 108.

11. Cf. for example some recent exhibitions which have 
focused on these problems: Trümpler 2008, Fansa and 
Hoffmann 2010.
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Fig. 38. View in the course of the 2012 excavations of the modern barrack built on top of the Great Staircase (also reemploy-
ing some steps of the latter) looking south-east, note the modern floors in concrete (foreground) and ashlar (background) of 
the barrack directly above the Royal Gatehouse (the small plain orthostats of which have been reused as foundation for the 

mudbrick walls of the barrack).
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Fig. 39. View in the course of the 2013 excavations of the small modern barrack built between 
the Hilani and the Herald’s Wall, looking east, note the large block of Roman rubble foundation, 

fallen ‒ after the abandonment of the barrack ‒ from Woolley’s excavation limit to the south.
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GeorGe smiTH’s idenTificaTion of karkemisH: from THe accounT of 
His assisTanT maTHewson

Strahil V. Panayotov

Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”, Department of Arabic and Semitic Studies1

The early explorations of Karkemish have been stud-
ied thoroughly by D. G. Hogarth (1914). Meanwhile 
the identification of the ancient city of Karkemish with 
the tell of Jerablus is generally attributed to George 
Smith (Fig. 1). However, the data offered by Hoga-
rth attribute the first identification of Karkemish more 
to the British consul of Aleppo W. H. Skene than to 
Smith. In contrast to this, a newly discovered and still 
unpublished biography of Smith’s assistant Mathew-
son attributes the identification of Karkemish to Smith 
alone. An account of the discovery of Karkemish from 
the perspective of Mathewson, supported by letters 
kept in the British Museum, is offered here.
Two years ago I came upon some Egibi tablets brought 
to a small village, Kotel, in Bulgaria (Panayotov and 
Wunsch in press). A person by the name of Peter Ma-
teev had brought them there (Fig. 2). Additionally, it 
turned out that his unpublished biography was kept in 
the local Museum. This quickly revealed that Mateev 
was in fact the assistant of Smith during his last fatal 
journey, which ended on the 19th of August 1876 with 
the death of Smith in Aleppo. The information given 
by Hogarth (1914: 6), that Smith died in Tchoban Bey, 
must now thus be abandoned. This is proved not only 
by letters from Mathewson to the staff of the British 
Museum and by his biography, but also by telegrams 

and a letter from the consul Skene to the Principle Li-
brarian of the British Museum John Winter Jones, writ-
ten two days after the death of Smith (Skene-Jones). 
Smith died at six o’clock in the morning in the house 
of Skene (Skene-Jones and Math. M.). He was buried 
in Aleppo, where his grave can still be seen (Sánchez 
2006). The biography contains an account of the whole 
journey of Smith and Mathewson, and is written in a 
vivid and descriptive style. Furthermore, there are some 
manuscripts kept in the Central State Archives and in 
the National Library in Sofia, which add some data to 
the biography. 
The original diaries of Mathewson have been unfortu-
nately not yet found. However, they were used by the 
chief librarian of the National Library in Sofia, who 
under the supervision of Peter Mateev wrote down the 
unpublished edition in 1942/3 in Sofia. The present 
quotations and excerpts, notified as Math. B., are the 
Author’s translation from the Bulgarian text of the bi-
ography. 
Mateev was born in Kotel in 1850. From there he 
moved first to a college in Malta and then to the fa-
mous Robert College in Constantinople, as they called 
Istanbul. After finishing his education, he started to 
work for the British Post in Constantinople. Having 
already good experience as travel assistant and a reli-
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Fig. 1. Portrait of George Smith (after “The Illustrated 
London News”, 10th April 1875).

Fig. 2. Photo of Peter Mateev from the National Library 
in Sofia, Bulgarian Historical Archive (НБКМ-БИА) C II 

5000; courtesy of Aleka Strezova.

able profile in the British society, he was introduced to 
Smith and became his assistant for his last expedition. 
As a Bulgarian subject of the Ottoman Empire he did 
not have the influence needed to deal with authorities 
and bureaucracy in the Ottoman Empire. Therefore, 
with the help of the British General Consul in Con-
stantinople Sir Philip Francis, his name was changed 
to Mathewson and he was provided with a British 
passport (Math. B.). For that reason he is now known 
in literature as Mathewson (cf. Evers 1993; Sánchez 
2006). 
The journey of Smith and Mathewson started in Con-
stantinople on the 8th of March 1876. The first stop 
was Smyrna (modern Izmir), where they were re-
shipped and then on the 14th they arrived at Iskend-
erun/Alexandretta (Math. M. and Math. B.). There, 
one Finnish Assyriologist from Helsinki, K. F. En-

eberg, accompanied Smith and Mathewson (cf. Sayce 
1876). Smith was contrary to the presence of Eneberg 
and thus the travellers split in Aleppo. Eneberg took 
the land road with a caravan to Mosul, where later on 
he died (Math. B., cf. also Aro and Mattila 2007). At 
this time a plague was spreading towards Aleppo and 
Smith was undecided where to head next, to Baghdad 
or to Mosul (Smith–Birch). 
Smith and Mathewson stayed some twenty days in the 
vicinity of Aleppo, from March 16 to April 6, 1876. 
Meanwhile, the consul of Aleppo, Skene, drew Smith’s 
attention to an area on the Euphrates river, which 
Smith consequently explored (Math. M. and Math. B):

“The English consul’s name was Skene, an ex-
perienced elderly man well acquainted with the 
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Fig. 3. View of the mound of Karkemish from Syria, looking north (Author’s photo, August 2008).

antiquity in these countries. Scientists had been 
working on the issue of the location of the last 
rich capital of the Hittites, a great people who 
once ruled these lands. Several places were des-
ignated to be the Hittites’ capital but the results 
were not satisfactory. Mr. Skene mentioned an 
area on the Euphrates River worth exploring for 
finding the capital of the Hittites.”(Math.B.).

Smith and Mathewson set up their journey. First they 
reached Meskene (ancient Emar) and then went up 
north, visiting different sites on their way along the 
Euphrates River (Math. M.). A big tell drew their at-

tention (Fig. 2). Mathewson and Smith arrived to the 
site on the 24th of March 1876 (cf. Hogarth 1914).

“We set off for the Euphrates River stopping at 
some stone ruins . . . We stayed overnight among 
monumental ruins on the bank of the river itself 
but with no particular historical significance. 
On the next day, passing by a few Bedouin 
camps up the river, my companion (Smith) and 
I reached a hill protruded into the river. We 
climbed a steep narrow path coming across 
half-buried black stones with various bas-re-
liefs of people and animals on the visible part of 
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the stones. When Mr. Smith went to have a look 
at them he started to draw. I continued upwards 
to look for inscriptions as directed. There was a 
large flat area with small remains of pottery. A 
few Arabs from the nearby mill on the river had 
climbed up with us, curious to see what we were 
going to do. When asked, if they had not seen 
an inscription on stone anywhere, they took me 
to a stone as large as a pillar. After overturn-
ing it, the lower part turned out to be covered 
with script unknown to me, of course. I called 
Mr. Smith, he came but obviously he did not 
feel well and after he looked at the inscription, 
dropped down on the ground. I rushed for some 
cognac and when I gave him some, it brought 
him to himself. The Archimedes’ exclamation 
“Eureka” came to his mind. Inscriptions of that 
kind were supposed to belong to the Hittites and 
only a few of them were known at that time, one 
in the British Museum, two in the Berlin Mu-
seum, another one built in the wall of a mosque 
in Aleppo and two in the town of Hamath, Syr-
ia. Not all scientists had ascribed this script 
to the Hittites. They were called “the stones of 
Hamath”. Their place of origin was unknown. 
Mr. Smith was the one who ascribed them to the 
Hittites.” (Math. B.).

After seeing the headless statue with its back covered 
with hieroglyphs Smith and Mathewson wanted to 
transport it. The statue (BM 125007) weighed ca 1 ton 
and it was impossible for the two companions to move 
it. Therefore, Smith wanted to cut it in parts and trans-
port them. Thus they rushed back to Aleppo to look for 
a saw. They returned swiftly to Karkemish on the 31st 
of March:

“for means to remove the stone secretly, but 
failed to do so. Mr. Smith therefore had to con-
tent himself with the drawings and sketches, as 
no cast could be made, the stone being rough 

and the paper bad.” (Math. M.).
Smith and Mathewson tried to cut the stone in vain, 
because:

“Nobody had an idea how to do that, the stone 
was hard black basalt. Smith was satisfied with 
taking a sketch of the inscription then we re-
turned to Aleppo again.“ (Math. B.).

The natives had certainly been familiar with the exist-
ence of the headless statue and its inscription for years. 
Probably it stood on a well visible place at the top of 
the hill. The statue had already been seen and recorded 
by a British consul of Aleppo more than a hundred 
years earlier. A. Drummond had published a drawing 
of the statue’s front side in his account of this journey 
along the Euphrates banks in 1754 (Hogarth 1914). 
After returning to Aleppo, Smith told Mr. Skene about 
the headless statue and its inscription and asked him to 
keep an eye on the discovery (Math. B.). In the time 
left before the journey to Baghdad, Smith started to 
work on deciphering the writing for the first time, but 
could not crack the code in Aleppo. He desired to go to 
England and get his books:

“I could see how eagerly George Smith got 
down to studying this inscription in order to find 
out the key to the script. Very often when I woke 
up he would look for this key in candlelight try-
ing to discover by guessing, of course, where the 
words began and finished or if the number of 
the letters in a word corresponded to those of 
the name of God or king or high priest. At last I 
heard him say: “My efforts here are useless - I 
will have to wait to go to my books at home!” 
(Math. B.).

In 1881 the same statue arrived at the British Museum 
and since then its inscription concerning the building 
of the Kubaba temple has been studied over and over 
again. However, Smith’s copy of the Luwian inscrip-
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tion is still valuable and preserves details which are 
now lost (Hawkins 2000: pl. II.26; see Fig. 4). Having 
realised the importance of the inscription on the stela, 
Smith sent a letter to his wife on the 4th of April in-
structing her not to show the copy to anyone:

“I send to you a copy of a new inscription I have 
found. I have another copy here but desire you 
to keep this for me in case I lose the one I have, 
do not show anyone the copy, as I intend to pub-
lish it on my return.” (Smith-May).

The well-secured location, the big reliefs, the inscrip-
tion in situ, and the important logistic connection with 
the Euphrates River, led Smith to think that this set-
tlement could likely be identified as Karkemish. This 

identification was also supported by the fact that for 
him Jerablus was a later variant of Hierapolis, the al-
leged last name of Karkemish. 
The name of the modern city Jerablus has many 
spellings. In Math. B it is inconsistent and appears 
as Erobolos or Jerobolos. Beside this, some modern 
spellings of the city are Jerabulus or Jerabolus are 
also attested. Additionally, Smith had the feeling that 
the name  Karkemish was preserved in the inscrip-
tion, which he was not able to read at the time. Smith 
wrote a note in cuneiform on the right top side of his 
copy stating gar-ga-mes (Fig. 4). He could not prove 
this reading at the time but after more than a century of 
studying the inscription, this turned to be true. “[. . .] for 
Kubaba, Queen of Karkamiš, I Kamanis the Ruler made 
an honoured precinct.” (Hawkins 2000: 142, 3 § 7).

Fig. 4 Smith’s copy of the Luwian in-
scription (BM 125007; KARKAMIŠ 

A31, after Hawkins 2000: 141).
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“The old Hittite capital of Carchemish had real-
ly existed at a ford in the river according to the 
old monuments and writings. These heights on 
both banks of the river were in itself a practical 
place for a ford and the ruins found on the site 
proved the existence of an important village and 
a large fortress. What remained to be done was 
to find out who the inscription had belonged 
to, which in the eyes of Mr. Smith provided evi-
dence that the area of the old Carchemish was 
here. His conclusion was also supported by the 
present name of the area – (J)erobolus or Hiero-
polis, the last name of Carchemish. That is how 
Mr. Smith solved the controversial issue of the 
location of Carchemish - the last rich and strong 
capital of the Hittites. There was something else 
encouraging George Smith in his subsequent 
discoveries - the Hittites’ monuments existing 
until then had been scattered to different places 
and nobody knew about their original location. 
It was here in the present Jerobolus, the old Hi-
eropolis and the earlier Carchemish that such 
a monument was found in its original Hittite 
place, and the inscription was much longer than 
any other familiar inscriptions so that Mr. Smith 
was soon hopeful that he would be able to find 
the key to its deciphering.” (Math. B.).

In the few days left before leaving on a steamer along 
the Euphrates river to Baghdad, Smith was more and 
more persuaded by the identity of the ancient city. 
For him it was already Karkemish and he stated this 
with confidence. On the 5th of April, the day after he 
wrote to his wife on the occasion of the inscription, 
Smith wrote a letter to the Egyptologist Samuel Birch 
‒ Keeper of the Oriental Department of the British 
Museum ‒ to inform him of the new discovery, and to 
suggest that excavating in Karkemish would be more 
profitable and easy, in logistic terms, than at the trou-
blesome Niniveh:

“My dear Sir, . . . I have used my time here in 
making examinations of the country and I have 
discovered the site of Carchemish, the great 
Hittite capital. I found many sculptures and an 
inscription of the Hittite period on a monolith, 
which I tried in vain to move. I wanted to send 
it to the Museum; it would form a unique monu-
ment there. The characters are in Hittite hiero-
glyphics (so called Hamath character) and it 
is the longest inscription yet found - the site of 
Carchemish would be a magnificent one to exca-
vate, could we not get a Firman to excavate “in 
the district of Aleppo” and spend £500 which 
would be enough to give you splendid results 
in an entirely new field, the place is very easy 
of access and one could excavate and remove 
to England with less trouble than any other site 
I know of. Some of the bas-reliefs are twice as 
heavy as the largest from Nineveh covered with 
gigantic processions, winged figures &c. but of 
course only the upper parts above ground and 
the majority are under the soil. I am sorely dis-
appointed that I cannot get you the monolith but 
it was too heavy to move and too hard to cut 
asunder. Of course I could have moved it with 
the permission of the authorities but that was 
out of the question, as I had no firman for the 
district. I leave the matter in the hands of Sir 
Henry Rawlinson and yourself, if you can or 
will do anything do it, if you cannot move in the 
matter then I will publish the discoveries I have 
made which are very remarkable - if a firman 
is asked for it should be in general terms for 
the “district of Aleppo” as if we publish first the 
discoveries somebody else will be before us as 
soon as the spot is indicated . . .” (Smith-Birch).

Smith did not have the chance to excavate in Karkem-
ish. But Smith’s mind was deeply impressed by 
Karkemish and by the inscription he found.
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“ . . . I remember Smith’s sighs while we were 
coming back through Upper Syria passing by 
the rocky valleys in the middle of nowhere. He 
was convinced he would find monuments from 
this people (Hittites) but it was impossible for 
him to get there and explore . . . “
(Math. B.).

Even one day before his death, on the 18th of August in 
Aleppo, Smith was talking in delirium about Karkem-
ish and deciphering the inscription he had copied:

“All day his mind wandered, talked of Carchem-
ish and the Hittites and . . . he said many times: 
“With the clue I have got from the Hittite in-
scription, I cannot fail to decipher it when I 
have looked at my papers at home.” (Math. M.).

Two years after Smith’s death, the then consul in Alep-
po, P. Henderson, received a “firman” and conducted 
the first excavations at Karkemish on behalf of the British 
Museum.

“The following year the area was sold to a per-
son sent by the British Museum to perform exca-
vations for a sum of money enough to buy a cow! 
The excavations were conducted and the stone 
taken away, being one of the most valuable ex-
hibits of the British Museum now. In 1923 I saw 
it where it would arouse great interest although 
the inscription had not been deciphered yet, not 
even until today. Very little was known about the 
great Hittites in those days. The scanty records 
originated in the monuments of Egypt, the Bible 
and the Chaldean chronicles.” (Math. B.).

Afterwards, the site was abandoned for some thirty 
years. The work started again with D. G. Hogarth, R. 
Campbell Thompson and with the famous C. L. Wool-
ley and T. E. Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia), who 

conducted the first large-scale excavations at Karkem-
ish on behalf of the British Museum. Mathewson un-
derstood that Woolley was leading the excavation in 
Karkemish and sent him a letter to confirm that Smith 
had initially located Karkemish and that Mathewson 
was his companion at the time:

“ . . . I wrote to C. L. Woolley the person direct-
ing the excavations to remind him that I had been 
accompanying Mr. Smith when he confirmed the 
location of Carchemish. Dated July 4th 1934, 
Mr. Woolley answered me “The British Muse-
um performed excavations on the site in 1910, 
1912 and 1919 and after unearthing interesting 
objects compiled three volumes on them. Today 
Jerobolus has been completely changed. There 
is a railway around it crossing the Euphrates 
on a bridge below the city. French soldiers are 
garrisoned in the village, which is now a town. 
I am certainly familiar with Mr. Smith’s activi-
ties but it is quite a different thing to get details 
from a witness and friend thus I am grateful for 
receiving your letter etc.” (Math. B.).

Smith’s discovery of Karkemish paved the way for 
further explorations and excavations at the site. On the 
other hand, it seems that Skene spread the news that 
Jerablus was the ancient Karkemish. Perhaps this is 
the reason why some people considered him the one 
who identified the lost city for the first time. But it 
was Smith who cunningly identified the location of 
Karkemish and informed the authorities of the British 
Museum right after he returned from Jerablus. The ac-
count of the discovery preserved in the biography of 
his assistant Mathewson supports this view. Another 
intriguing perspective would be to find the diaries of 
Mathewson and to see if further information concern-
ing the last journey of Smith and Mathewson could be 
discovered. This hope is supported by a footnote in the 
beginning of the biography, stating that for space sav-
ing reasons not the whole information from the diaries 
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was typed in the biography.

Notes:

1. Thanks are due to the Trustees of the British Museum, 
to the authorities of the Museum of History “Pantheona” 
in Kotel for letting me study the material, and especially to 
Nicolò Marchetti for giving me the opportunity to publish 
in the present volume.

Abbreviations:
Math. B.  From the Biography of Peter Ma-

teev (1943). Ed. Veliko Jordanov. 
Sofia.

Math. M. From a Letter of Mathewson to the 
Chief Librarian of the British Mu-
seum, Mersin, On board the S’.S’. 
“Alphée” 26 August, 1876 (British 
Museum Original Papers 53 C14 A 

Oct. 7 6, Stamp: BM 11 Sep 1876 
No. 4512).

Skene-Jones  From a letter of Skene to John Win-
ter Jones. Aleppo 21st August 1876 
(British Museum Original Papers 
53 C14A Oct. 76, Stamp: BM 9 
Sep 1876 No. 4495).

 
Smith-Birch From a Letter of George Smith to 

Dr. Birch, Dep. Orient Antiq. at 
BM, Aleppo April 5th 1876 (Brit-
ish Museum Original Papers 51 
May-July 1876, c5 Aug. 76 Stamp: 
BM 14 Jun 1876 No. 3024).

Smith-May From a Letter of George Smith 
to his wife May, Aleppo April 4, 
1876. 
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THe briTisH museum excaVaTions aT karkemisH (1911-1914, 1920): 
a summary of THe acTiViTies and of THe meTHods emPloyed

Giacomo Benati
Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Department of History and Cultures

Introduction1 
Shortly after G. Smith identified the mound located 
near the village of Jerablus with the ancient city of 
Karkemish, the British Museum organized the first ar-
chaeological exploration of the site. Given the sudden 
death of Smith in the August of 1876 (cf. Panayotov 
in this volume), an English diplomat, P. Henderson 
conducted the dig intermittently between 1878 and 
1881 (Hogarth 1914: 9).2 During the 1878 and 1879 
campaigns, excavations were carried out in the area of 
the Great Staircase where sculptures and architectural 
remains were partially visible on the surface. A trench 
was opened on the staircase in the first place, then a cut 
of 25 m of lenght was dug across the foot of the stairs 
(Woolley and Barnett 1952: 173). Six of the sculpted 
slabs belonging to the staircase decoration (ibidem, 
pls. A.21b, A.21c, A.22c, A.23, A.26, B.35d) were di-
smounted and transported to Aleppo in 1879 in order 
to be shipped to England via Iskenderun (Alexandret-
ta). The reliefs were carelessly pulled and many suffe-
red damages. Some trenches were also opened on the 
acropolis mound. Henderson’s trenches were plotted 
on map by H. Chermside in 1879 (Hogarth 1914: fig. 
4). According to Hogarth (1914: 9), Henderson was 
present on site only during the removal of the sculp-
tures, while it seems that a certain Shallum – an em-

ployee of the Consulate – was in charge of the ope-
rations on the field. Also, following Hogarth (ibidem, 
9, n. 2), other minor characters, such as L. Cameron, 
C. Boscawen, and L. Dickson, directed the fieldwork 
for short periods. Very little is known about the 1880-
1881 campaigns. With the aim of shipping other re-
liefs to England, Henderson had the workmen dug a 
trench stretching from the staircase to the Euphrates 
bank, and drag the slabs to the river. In so doing the 
excavators intercepted the remains of the Water Gate 
and removed some of the sculpted orthostats, which 
were however abandoned on the river bank, together 
with other blocks allegedely belonging to the staircase 
complex (ibidem, 116-117, fig. 35; Woolley and Bar-
nett 1952: 163). The results of Henderson’s excava-
tions were published by Boscawen as a short article on 
The Graphic in 1880 and then summarized by Hogarth 
(1914: 8-12), while Sayce (1876) illustrated some of 
the inscribed pieces.

A Matter of Personalities 
The circumstances under which the British Museum 
Expedition was established at Karkemish are reported 
at lenght by Hogarth (1914: 1-14). The scientific mem-
bers of the expedition have all proven, under many re-
spects, to be especially significant figures in the history 
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of the archaeological research in the Near East. Here 
follows a short biographical sketch for each of them. 

D. G. Hogarth (1862-1927)3 
Oxford educated, David George Hogarth was admit-
ted as student at the British School of Athens in 1887. 
Between 1887 and 1907 he conducted fieldwork and 
travelled in Egypt, Cyprus, Crete and Asia Minor. 
Notably, after joining the Egypt Exploration Fund, he 
carried out surveys and short excavations in Egypt. 
Between 1897 and 1900 he held the position of di-
rector of the British School at Athens, overseeing and 
conducting several excavations in the eastern Mediter-
ranean. In 1899 he accompanied Sir Arthur Evans to 

Knossos (Crete), and shortly after he became one of 
the directors of the Cretan Exploration Fund. Betwe-
en 1904 and 1905 he excavated the temple of Arte-
mis in Ephesus on behalf of the British Museum. In 
1908 he conducted a survey in the Euphrates valley, 
again under the auspices of the British Museum (cf. 
Hogarth 1909). In 1909 he was appointed Keeper of 
the Ashmolean Museum of Oxford and in 1910 he 
obtained the permit to renew excavations at Karke-
mish that he directed on behalf of the British Museum 
in 1911. Hogarth became T. E. Lawrence mentor while 
he was studying at Jesus College (Oxford University), 
and provided him scholarships to travel in the East, 
and then to join the excavations. The 1911 campaign 

Fig. 1. The Karkemish 1913 workforce: in the first row, from left to right, Gregori, T. E. 
Lawrence, C. L. Woolley, Fuad bey, Hamoudi and Dahoum (after al-Maqdissi 2008: 110).
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saw Hogarth on the field only from March to the end 
of April. Due to the apparent lack of satisfactory re-
sults, Hogarth left the direction abruptly and returned 
to Karkemish only as a visitor in 1912 and 1914. In 
1914, as a committee member of the Palestine Explo-
ration Fund, he favored the recruit of Lawrence and 
Woolley for the covert operation in the Sinai peninsula 
(see below). Given his invaluable knowledge of the 
Ottoman Empire and Arab world, after the outbreak 
of World War I Hogarth joined the Geographical Sec-
tion of the Naval Intelligence Division of the British 
Army (Richter 2008: 222). In 1916 he was appointed 
director of newly founded Arab Bureau based in Cai-

ro – under which Woolley, Lawrence and Gertrude 
Bell also served – with the aim of planning the Arab 
Revolt (Richter 2008: 217-225). After the end of the 
war in 1919 he regained his position at the Ashmolean 
Museum. His post-war endeavors mosty focused on 
publicating studies regarding Hittite material culture 
and history. In 1925 he was appointed president of the 
Royal Geographic Society and also acted as chairman 
of the Palestine Exploration Fund.

R. Campbell Thompson (1876-1941)4

After studying oriental languages at Cambridge, in 
1899 Reginald Campbell Thompson joined the Egyp-

Fig. 2. T. E. Lawrence and C. L. Woolley at Karkemish in 1913 
(Courtesy of the Trustees of the Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives).
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tian and Assyrian Department of the British Museum 
as Assistant. During this period he assisted L. W. King 
in copying the Bisutun inscription, and between 1904 
and 1905 he resumed King’s excavations at Nineveh. 
In 1906 he carried out a survey in Sudan, while betwe-
en 1907 and 1909 he held the professorship in Semi-
tic Languages at the University of Chicago. In March 
1911 Campbell Thompson joined the British Museum 
excavations at Karkemish, in the first place as assi-
stant to D. G. Hogarth together with T. E. Lawrence, 
then after Hogarth abandoned the site, as field direc-
tor. On the basis of the original records we can argue 
that he generally followed Hogarth’s methodologies in 
digging, although his papers denote a more accurate 
record-keeping activity. Between 1913 and 1914 he 
conducted excavations in Egypt, at Wadi Sargah, and 
after the outbreak of World War I he was posted to 
Mesopotamia with the British Army, serving as cap-
tain in the Intelligence service with the task of protec-
ting antiquities. After the armistice, between 1918 and 
1919, he carried out fieldwork on behalf of the British 
Museum at Ur, Tell al-‘Ubaid, Abu Shahrain (ancient 
Eridu) and Tell al-Lahm. After being discharged in 
1919 he went back to England were he focused on cu-
neiform studies and in 1923 he obtained a fellowship 
at Merton College, Oxford. Between 1927 and 1931 
he renewed excavations at Nineveh (together also with 
Max Mallowan in 1931-1932). In 1935 he became edi-
tor of the journal Iraq and between 1937 and 1941 he 
succeeded Stephen Langdon as Reader in Assyriology 
at Oxford University.

T. E. Lawrence (1888-1935) 
In order to gather material for his dissertation on Cru-
sader military architecture (published as Crusader Ca-
stles in 1936), Thomas Edward Lawrence traveled to 
the Middle East for the first time in 1909. After gra-
duating at Oxford University in late 1910, Lawrence 
traveled to Syria to join Hogarth at Karkemish. He 
spent most of the years between 1911 and 1914 in Sy-
ria, based in the dig-house of Karkemish also during 

the winter breaks, and frequently traveling to Syria 
and Turkey. In 1912 he also joined Flinders Petrie at 
the excavation of Kafr Ammar in Egypt. As to the Kar-
kemish excavations, between 1911 and 1914 he assi-
sted Hogarth and Campbell Thompson and then Wo-
olley on the field, taking care of the study of pottery, 
small finds and of photography. Notably, in 1913 he 
conducted salvage excavations together with Woolley 
at the Iron Age cemeteries of Deve Höyük and at Yu-
nus (cf. Moorey 1980). During his travels he also pur-
chased ancient items that are now part of the Ashmo-
lean Museum collection (cf. Sconzo 2013: 334, 338 n. 
2). It must be said that the period spent in Syria as an 
archaeologist was a truly formative one for Lawren-
ce. While working at Karkemish he became fluent in 
Arabic and developed a profound knowledge of Sy-
rian topography, a deep understanding of the local po-
pulation, and the capacity of working with them (cf. 
Morandi Bonacossi 2008). In January 1914, together 
with Woolley, he conducted the smokescreen archae-
ological survey of the “Wilderness of Zin” in the Ne-
gev desert on behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund. 
This was a covert military operation aimed at mapping 
an area of strategic importance for the access to the 
Suez Canal, at the time under Turkish occupation (cf. 
Woolley et al. 1914). At the outbreak of war he joined 
the Geographical Section of the British Army before 
being assigned to the intelligence section (MO-4), and 
in December 1914 he was dispatched to Cairo together 
with Woolley. In 1916 Lawrence was posted to Ara-
bia in order to assist local tribe leaders during the re-
volt. Between 1916 and 1917 he took part to guerrilla 
operations against the Ottoman forces, participating in 
the 1917 assault of Aqaba and accompanying Faysal’s 
army in the march to Damascus in 1918 (Richter 2008: 
224). After the war he worked for the Colonial Office 
in London under the direction of Winston Churchill 
and participated to the Cairo conference in 1921. In 
1922 he quit his political career and between 1922 and 
1935 he served again in the army, mostly in the RAF, 
under a false identity because of the fame gained for 
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his war exploits. In the meantime he worked to his 
book of memories, The Seven Pillars of Wisdom, pu-
blished in final form after his death in 1935. 

C. L. Woolley (1880-1960)
After graduating at New College (Oxford Univer-
sity), between 1905 and 1907 Leonard Woolley was 
employed as Junior Assistant Keeper in the Ashmole-
an Museum under Arthur Evans.  1907 he conducted 

fieldwork at Corbridge (UK), Teano (Italy) and in Nu-
bia (Sudan), where he joined the University of Penn-
syvania expedition at Karanog and Buhen. In 1912 he 
was appointed director of the Karkemish excavations 
by the British Museum, starting de facto his career as 
a near eastern archaeologist. His work at Karkemish 
was briefly interrupted in January 1914 when he was 
called by Hogarth on behalf of the Palestine Explora-
tion Fund to conduct the “Wilderness of Zin” survey 

Table 1. Synopsis of the data regarding the original notebooks of the British Museum 
expedition at Karkemish (1911-1920). 
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together with Lawrence (Woolley et al. 1914; Richter 
2008: 221-222). Then once World War I started, he 
joined the Royal Field Artillery as an officer and was 
assigned to the intelligence section based in Cairo with 
Lawrence (Richter 2008: 222). In 1915 he was in char-
ge of the Port Said intelligence office, running a net-
work of informers throughout the Levantine coast. In 
August 1916 the ship on which Woolley was traveling 
hit a mine and sunk. After swimming ashore he was 
captured by the Turks and held prisoner in a war camp 
in central Anatolia until 1918 (Richter 2008: 224). 
Once released from captivity, he was able to resume 
excavations at Karkemish, although only for a single 
campaign (1920). Between 1921 and 1922 he excava-
ted briefly at Tell el-Amarna in Egypt and immedia-
tely after he started the long-term excavation project at 
Ur, southern Iraq, that saw him on the field as director 
for twelve campaigns between 1922 and 1934. After 
being knighted in 1935, Woolley returned to work in 
the Levant excavating at Tell Atchana (ancient Ala-
lakh), between 1937 and 1939. After the outbreak of 
World War II in 1939, Woolley was re-commissioned 
by the British Army and posted to the Intelligence De-
partment of the War Office with the rank of captain. In 
1943 he was appointed Archaeological Adviser to the 
Director of Civil Affairs with the rank of Lieutenant-
Colonel, taking part to incursions in Italy and northern 
Europe together with the Monuments, Fine Arts, and 
Archives (MFAA) officers (the so-called “Monuments 
Men”), tasked with the protection of historical and cul-
tural heritage in war areas.5 The late Leonard Woolley 
focused on completing the final excavation reports of 
his digs and lectured intensely with the aim of divul-
ging his discoveries to wide audiences.

P. L. O. Guy (1885-1952)
According to J. Green (2009), Guy studied classics at 
Oxford and law at Glasgow although without fomally 
graduating. In Glasgow he also worked as a mecha-
nic and during the war he served in both British and 
French armies. Guy’s career as an archaeologist jump-

started  in 1919, when Woolley proposed him to beco-
me his assistant at Karkemish, taking over the duties 
previously fulfilled by Lawrence.6 The experience at 
Karkemish lasted only one season, but the partnership 
with Woolley continued and he worked as an assistant 
also at Amarna, between 1921 and 1922. In Egypt Guy 
approached the study of archaeological artefacts by 
working on the ceramics. In 1922 John Garstang – at 
the time director of the Department of Antiquities of 

Fig. 3. Notebook no. 5 by C. L. Woolley, 1912-13 
(Courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum). 
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Palestine and of the British School of Archaeology in 
Jerusalem – offered Guy the position of Chief Inspec-
tor in Palestine. From this moment on, Guy focused 
his academic endeavors on Palestine. Most notably, 
he directed the University of Chicago excavations at 
Megiddo between 1927 and 1934, while in 1937 he 
carried out an archaeological survey of Palestine. In 
these years Guy not only excavated important histo-
rical sites, but he also developed modern methodolo-
gies and approaches in excavating and surveying the 
archaeological remains and in studying the landscape. 
As noted by Green (ibidem, 183), much of Guy’s in-
tense activity on the field was left unpublished and as 
a consequence the results of this work still await full 
reconsideration.

Reading through the British Museum Note-
books: Digging Techniques and the Value of 
Stratigraphy
Eighteen original notebooks drafted during the exca-
vations at Karkemish are currently housed in the Bri-
tish Museum archives7 (Table 1). Following a diachro-
nic perspective, from the first campaign (1911) we 
have one notebook hand-written by Hogarth (no. 10), 
consisting of the account of the dig undertook between 
March and April 1911, both in the Lower Palace Area 
and on the acropolis mound. Then the work on the site 
was overseen by Campbell Thompson who filled four 
notebooks with notes taken between March and June 
1911 (nos. 1-2, 11-2).8 As a consequence the notes of 
Hogarth and those of Campbell Thompson partially 
overlap. Both of them arranged their accounts in diary 
form. From the same year we have also two notebooks 
wrote by T. E. Lawrence (nos. 3-4) concerning potte-
ry and small finds, mostly from the burials discovered 
digging trenches on the acropolis and to some extent in 
the Lower Palace area (cf. Sconzo 2014). 
From 1912 onwards, the direction of the excavations 
was appointed to C. L. Woolley who personally recor-
ded most of the archaeological work carried out (cf. 
Table 1). The notebooks nos. 5-9 in fact concern the 

investigations conducted between 1912 and 1914 in 
the monumental areas of the Inner Town (Lower Pa-
lace, King’s Gate, Herald’s Wall, Hilani, South Gate). 
From the 1912 campaign we have an unnumbered no-
tebook containing notes mostly written by Woolley 
on the pottery retrieved from the acropolis tombs, the 
Lower Palace, the Iron Age cemetery of Merj Khamis, 
a handful Yunus graves, and some random copies of 
Hittite inscriptions. We can assign to the 1913 cam-
paign only one notebook, again not numbered, con-
taining few pages on the pottery kilns of Halaf date 
excavated at Yunus.9 Three notebooks (nos. 13-15) can 
be safely assigned to the survey and excavations con-
ducted in 1920 along the city fortifications and in the 
Outer Town (North Gate, River Wall, Acropolis Wall, 
Water Gate, House B etc.).10 Lastly, there is a notebook 
labelled “X” that contains topographic and architectu-
ral data and sketch maps of some monumental struc-
tures (i.e. city gates and the elite houses in the Outer 
Town), surveyed by Woolley and Guy during the 1920 
campaign (cf. Bernardoni and Trojanis 2014). Below 
follows an overview of the excavation methods follo-
wed throughout the dig, as resulting from the combi-
ned study of original archival materials and published 
reports.

1911
In order to review sites suitable for excavations, in 
1908 D. G. Hogarth carried out a brief survey on be-
half of the British Museum in what was at the time 
northern Syria (Hogarth 1909, 1914: 12). In March 
1911 Hogarth resumed the excavations at Karkemish 
with R. Campbell Thompson and T. E. Lawrence as 
assistants and Gregori Antoniou as foreman.11 These 
early efforts focused in two areas: the Lower Palace 
area, where the trench dug by Henderson on the Gre-
at Staircase was enlarged, and the acropolis mound, 
tested with small pits. Quoting Woolley (in Woolley 
and Barnett 1952: 155): “the British Museum work at 
Carchemish in 1911 was frankly experimental”. Ho-
garth’s main goal was in fact that of discovering more 
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sculpted and inscribed blocks, and possibly Hittite 
monumental buildings on the acropolis (ibidem, 206).
Since the very beginning, excavations on the Lower 
Palace yielded a wealth of sculpted orthostats, small 
finds and ceramics, collected in the process of brin-
ging to light the structures forming the Great Stai-
rcase complex. In this operation, gangs of seventy to 
one-hundred men were employed under the control of 
only one or two overseers. As said before, the potte-
ry specimens and the small finds were collected and 
examined by Lawrence. The basalt blocks were ex-
posed and some of the dislodged ones were put back 
to place upon the stone footing of the Long Wall of 
Sculpture. In general, very little attention was given 
to the archaeological layers in which these materials 
were found and as a result the vertical stratigraphy of 
the area was poorly defined.
Notably, a small sounding was dug above the staircase 
steps. In this case the stratigraphy was carefully do-
cumented and the pottery fragments collected were 

Fig. 4. D. G. Hogarth at work in the Expedition House, ca. 
1913 (Copyright of the Royal Holloway College, Univer-
sity of London).

carefully drawn and described by Lawrence (cf. ibi-
dem, 232; Sconzo 2013, 2014). On the southern flank 
of the acropolis mound two soundings were excavated. 
A further sounding was opened on the summit. In so 
doing the excavators understood that the southern por-
tion of the acropolis mound was characterized by huge 
Roman foundations sunk very deeply into earlier re-
mains. This stratigraphic situation and the lack of size-
able architectural remains frustrated Hogarth’s expec-
tations. The discovery of the first series of cist graves 
on the acropolis only amplified Hogarth’s discomfort, 
and he abandoned the excavation on April 20. From 
late April to June the work on the field was directed 
by Campbell Thompson with Lawrence as deputy. The 
excavation of the step-trench across the north-western 
part of the acropolis was carried on and produced 
good stratigraphic data. In fact, summing up the re-
sults from Hogarth’s and Campbell Thompson’s work 
on the acropolis, Woolley (Woolley and Barnett 1952: 
206-207) was able to note that in spite of the scanty re-
mains uncovered, precious data on the stratification of 
the mound were indeed obtained. In this case, contour 
lines were measured starting from river level up to 
the top of the mound, and the structures encountered 
were carefully measured and plotted on a section 
drawing.12 Also, the finds were recorded by Lawrence 
according to their provenance and documented throu-
gh a series of photos. The preserved notebooks make 
it clear that Lawrence’s methods were quite refined 
and he approached the study and recording of the fin-
ds with a sharp mind. He already grasped the impor-
tance of stratigraphic and contextual information and 
displayed remarkable skills as a draughtsman and pho-
tographer. The notes taken by Lawrence with regard 
to the trenches cut on the acropolis and in the Great 
Staircase area were instrumental to the preparation of 
the final report (Woolley and Barnett 1952).
The excavations in the Lower Palace area continued 
and the court of the Storm God Temple began to be 
dug. At the end of the 1911 campaign it was clear that 
the Lower Palace area was occupied by a monumental 
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complex of “Hittite” period, while the “Hittite” strati-
fication of the south-eastern part of the acropolis was 
not preserved due to the massive foundations of the 
Roman temple and below that, much earlier remains 
(“prehistoric”) were lying. In addition, along the river 
flank of the mound, a large boundary wall, interpreted 
as the citadel wall of the Hittite period, was investi-
gated by Campbell Thompson (ibidem, 208). Notably, 
very little was recorded of the late remains that cove-
red the “Hittite” levels on the acropolis and in the In-
ner Town. It seems that monumental Roman structures 
in the Inner Town were to some extent removed using 
dynamite.13 

1912-1914
From 1912 to 1914 excavations at Karkemish were 
directed by C. L. Woolley with the assistance of T. 
E. Lawrence.14 The excavation’s trajectories changed 
dramatically once Woolley was appointed field direc-
tor. The strategy followed by Woolley consisted of an 
integrated approach that aimed at grasping not only 
the history of the site but also the morphology and the 
layout of the ancient city. In the booklet Digging up 
the Past Woolley summarized the principles that led 
his work on the field: 

“Field Archaeology is the application of scientific me-
thod to the excavation of ancient objects, and it is ba-
sed on the theory that the historical value of an object 
depends not so much on the nature of the object itself 
as on its associations, which only scientific excavation 
can detect” (Woolley 1954: 18). 

In addition, in order to re-establish (at least in part) the 
monumentality of the public areas, extensive restora-
tion works were carried out on the site. Architectural 
remains such as orthostats and sculptures were relo-
cated in their supposed original position and detailed 
notes were taken to keep track of these operations. 
As stated by Marchetti (2008), Sir Leonard was not 
keen on leaving direct responsibility to his assistants. 

The original records make it clear that he painstakin-
gly followed every stage of the archaeological work. 
Even so, it must be remarked that for Woolley was of 
extreme importance to count on the expertise of spe-
cialists, such as epigraphists, and above all, architects. 
This methodological framework allowed him not only 
to carefully investigate and restore large capital cities, 
but also to operate ethically with both his sponsors and 
local authorities throughout his long career on the field 
(ibidem).15 
As to the work plan, since 1912 the outer and inner 
fortification systems were systematically investigated, 
together with the city gates (Woolley 1921: 69-72). 
In particular, South Gate and West Gate were cleared 
between 1912 and 1913, while the northern stretch 
of the fortification wall was excavated in 1914. The 
monumental areas of the Inner Town were gradually 
excavated throughout the campaigns. The stratifica-
tion of the ramparts (Woolley 1921: figs. 11-12), as 
well as the layers of debris covering the processional 
entry (ibidem, fig. 80) and the artificial terrace of the 
Hilani (ibidem, fig. 77), were carefully observed and 
drawn.16 With the aim of verifying the data gathered in 
1911, between 1912 and 1914 Woolley also resumed 
the excavation of a large step trench on the acropolis 
(cf. Woolley and Barnett 1952: fig. 84). The dataset 
from the work on the citadel allowed the excavators 
to lay-out a relative sequence for the prehistoric and 
Early Bronze Age material culture of the site, discus-
sed in detail in the third final report.
During the 1913 campaign, the Iron Age cemetery of 
Yunus and the nearby Halaf period kilns were exca-
vated and recorded (Woolley 1934: 146-147; on the 
Iron Age cemeteries cf. also Moorey 1980).17 Of parti-
cular importance are the notes taken while excavating 
the Halaf kilns at Yunus, published by Woolley as a 
short article (Woolley 1934). Given that only few pa-
ges concerning Yunus are preserved within the archi-
ves, it seems that most of the notes on the pottery were 
discarded after the completion of the article, together 
with the notes on the Iron Age cemetery. 
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As stated above, the documentation drafted on the field 
from 1912 onwards appears to be mostly written by 
Woolley. It seems that Lawrence took care of photos 
and, to some extent, of the study of pottery and small 
finds although apparently no record of his 1912-1914 
work is preserved (cf. Table 1 above). 
Woolley’s notes consist of extremely detailed accounts 
regarding the structural remains and the building tech-
niques (cf. Woolley 1921: 133-155). While the finds 
were accounted for separately. From this material it is 
clear that the stratigraphy was described and the finds 
were somehow cataloged. We are in fact informed that 
a cataloging system was arranged to register the fin-
ds, and pottery specimens were drawn and classified 
through typologies. It is most unfortunate that these 
catalogs went lost or destroyed during the war outbre-
aks in 1914 and 1920 (Woolley and Barnett 1952: 
155). The existing notes concerning the finds make it 
clear that the typological features of the different clas-
ses of artefacts were carefully described. The notes 
also include a series of hand-made drawings and some 
sensational watercolors painted by Lawrence. 

1920
After the end of the war, Woolley resumed excava-
tions at Karkemish – at the time under French admi-
nistration – for a sixth and final campaign. P. L. O. 
Guy replaced Lawrence as deputy and photographer, 
while Hamoudi resumed Gregori Antoniou’s position 
as foreman. In 1920 the archaeologists focused on the 
investigation of the Lower Town, bringing to light por-
tions of the ill-constructed Outer Wall and some Iron 
Age elite domestic buildings. Also in this case the ar-
chitectural remains and the stratification were careful-
ly observed and described. The finds were accounted 
for on a room-by-room basis (cf. Woolley 1921: 118-
132). In this light it must be stated that Woolley alrea-
dy grasped the importance of recording the position of 
the archaeological assemblages in order to reconstruct 
their formation processes. Thanks to Guys’ technical 
skills, all the surveyed monuments were measured and 

recorded. According to S. Bernardoni and R. Trojanis 
(2014), the 1920 notebook makes it clear that trian-
gulation was the method used to record the position 
of the surveyed features. In so doing a theodolite was 
probably used to measure angles together with a band 
meter for distances.
The excavations of the South and West Gates of the 
inner fortifications were completed, and the western 
portion of the city wall was cleared together with the 
so-called North-West Fort. Furthermore, trenches on 
the acropolis were dug with the aim of verifying the 
data collected between 1911 and 1913. During this 
campaign Guy also carried out a topographic survey 
of the site, providing the dataset for an updated general 
map of the site (cf. Woolley 1921: 72, pl. 3), on which 
however the position of the Lower Palace Area was 
not marked. 

As Little Delay as Possible: Publications of 
the British Museum Expedition
The British Museum Expedition demostrated to be re-
markably prompt in communicating the results of its 
activities. Here follows a brief overview of primary 
publications written by the expedition members (cf. 
also p. 177).

Carchemish and its Neighbourhood (Hogarth 1909)
This article deals with the survey carried out by Ho-
garth in 1908 on behalf of the British Museum in the 
area of Karkemish. At the time, Roman remains were 
well-visible along the street passing through the South 
Gate, bordered by tombs on the outer side, and by 
columns along the Inner Town branch. Roman ruins 
were apparently clustered in the southern portion of 
the Inner Lower Town. The author describes also the 
remains visible in the trenches excavated by Hender-
son on the Great Staircase. 

Hittite Problems and the Excavation of Carche-
mish (Hogarth 1911)
Hogarth starts by enunciating the reasons that led to un-
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dertake excavations at Karkemish. The first was to un-
cover Hittite inscriptions, the second was to shed more 
light on the material culture of the Hittites, given the 
paucity of archaeological excavations to date. Then he 
discusses briefly the identification of the mound with 
the ancient city of Karkemish and its importance in 
the light of the written sources. The topography of the 
site and the results of the first excavation campaign are 
then summarized, starting from the citadel – investiga-
ted via shafts and trenches – to the Inner Town, whe-
re the sculpted orthostats decorating the monumental 
buildings were cleared. Lastly he provides a sketchy 
reconstruction of the history of Karkemish according 
to the archaeological evidence at his disposal.

A New Decipherment of the Hittite Hieroglyphs 
(Campbell Thompson 1913)
This lengthy article consists of a tentative decipher-
ment of the Luwian hieroglyphs according to the 
evidence at hand at the time and on the basis of the 
data gathered during the first campaign at Karkemish. 
New readings of the signs are followed by grammati-
cal insights. Notably, some remarks on the historical 
framework of the 1st millennium BC according to the 
Assyrian records are also offered. It is worth noting 
the discussion of the then known hieroglyphic inscrip-
tions, followed by a series of tentative translations, 
including also epigraphic materials from Karkemish. 
A list of signs with their values concludes the article.

Carchemish I (Hogarth 1914)
The first report on the Karkemish excavations aims at 
presenting the expedition and to provide to the scho-
larly community copies of the inscribed monuments 
unearthed on site. Hogarth enlists the travelers that vi-
sited the site of Jerablus in modern times and provides 
a brief overview of what Smith saw on the site in 1876 
according to his records and sketches. An overview of 
Henderson’s excavations based on letters and reports 
sent to the British Museum is offered by Hogarth. 
Historical sources regarding the role (and names) of 

the site of Karkemish in the past are also examined. 
The last part consists of the catalog of sculpted and 
inscribed monuments, published via photos and paper 
squeezes.

Hittite Burial Customs (Woolley 1914)
This article deals with the evidence from funerary con-
texts excavated at Karkemish, in the nearby cemete-
ry of Yunus and in the burial grounds unearthed by 
the builders of the Baghdad railway in northern Syria 
in 1913 and subjected to illegal diggings. The efforts 
towards the preservation of this endangered heritage 
may be regarded as the first salvage excavations car-
ried out in the Near East. Woolley describes the deve-
lopment of burial customs from the “Neolithic” period 
and the Bronze Age, down to the cinerary urns of the 
Iron Age, documented at Yunus, Merj Khamis, Deve 
Höyük and Amarna. The photographic plates at the 
end of the article provide significant sample of grave 
goods from the tombs. 

Hittite Seals (Hogarth 1920)
This volume, completed in 1915 and published only 
in 1920, focuses on Hittite glyptic, a rather obscure 
topic at the time. Hogarth outlines a chronological fra-
mework for this class of artefacts on the basis of the 
evidence from Karkemish itself and nearby cemeteri-
es.

Carchemish II  (Woolley 1921)
The second volume of the Karkemish excavations se-
ries deals with site morphology and defenses. As sta-
ted by Woolley (in Woolley and Barnett, 1952: 155) 
at the outbreak of the hostilities between France and 
Turkey this was the only ready manuscript and there-
fore was immediately published. The discussion of the 
citadel ring wall opens the report. Then the ramparts 
and the wall systems encompassing the Inner the Lo-
wer Town are examined. The following chapters deal 
with building techniques of the fortifications, as obser-
ved during Guy’s survey in 1920. In the case of the 
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Water Gate, a catalog of the sculpted othostats is also 
provided. Chapter VI focuses on the Outer Town buil-
dings (Houses A-G), and the graves discovered within 
the Inner Town. Both for houses and graves, catalogs 
of the finds are provided. The appendix by Campbell 
Thompson on a cuneiform tablet from House D con-
cludes the chapter. Chapter VIII is a lengthy overview 
of the materials and building techniques used at Kar-
kemish. The final part of the volume consists of a large 
series of plates composed by field photos, plans, and 
sections of the excavated buildings. Then a selection 
of finds, mostly from the houses of the Outer Town 
and from the city gates, is displayed. The last series of 
plates consist of photos and drawings of sculpted and 
inscribed pieces not discussed in the volume. 

The Prehistoric Pottery of Carchemish (Woolley 
1934)
This article concerns the Halaf period pottery kilns 
excavated at Yunus in 1913. The pottery retrieved was 
sent to Istanbul in order to be restored and eventually 
dispatched to the UK. Due to the war this never happe-
ned and as a consequence the article is based only on 
the data recorded on the field. A comparison between 
the pottery repertoire from the kilns and the assembla-
ges from the deep soundings excavated on the Karke-
mish acropolis is also attempted by Woolley.   

The Iron Age Graves of Carchemish (Woolley 1939)
The article summarizes the results from the 1913 exca-
vation of the Iron Age tombs at Yunus. Given that the 
original objects were either out of reach or scattered 
during the war, this work too is based on field notes. 
Typologies were created for the pottery from the tombs 
and the characteristics of the pots were accounted for. 
In order to sketch a chronological framework, the re-
pertoire from the tombs is compared with other Iron 
Age contexts, such as Deve Höyük, Amarna, and Merj 
Khamis. Finally, a catalog of the excavated graves 
with pottery types is provided.  

Carchemish III  (Woolley and Barnett 1952)
The publication of the third and final volume of the 
Karkemish excavations was repeatedely postponed 
due to the war episodes that interrupted the investiga-
tions in 1914 and again in 1920. These events also cau-
sed the significant loss of notes and catalogs, such as 
the type list of the Early Bronze Age pottery forms and 
the original objects, presumably kept in the dig house. 
Similarly, in 1920 the notes on the acropolis graves got 
lost together with some of the plans. An account of the 
work carried out in the Lower Palace area throughout 
the six campaigns is provided in the first place. In this 
case Woolley based his reconstruction also on the 1911 
notebooks drafted by Hogarth and Campbell Thomp-
son. The “Hilani” and the surrounding area, the He-
rald’s wall with its sculpted orthostats, and the King’s 
Gate complex are described in the following chapters. 
Then Woolley turns to the acropolis mound. Also in 
this case he offers an overview of the work carried out 
by Hogarth and Campbell Thompson in 1911 that al-
lows him to reconstruct the stratification of the mound. 
This is followed by a description of  Early Bronze Age 
graves discovered through deep cuts on the acropolis. 
The pottery sequence established on the basis of the 
notes taken by Hogarth and Lawrence and on the pre-
served notes of the years 1912-1914 and 1920 is then 
provided. Chapter XIV is dedicated to the large series 
of sculpted and inscribed orthostats, already illustrated 
in the earlier volumes, and now presented in context. 
Chapter XV deals with small finds such as jewels and 
terracotta figurines, and chapter XVI consists of a dia-
chronic account of Karkemish epigraphic materials. At 
the end of the chapter an index of the actual wherea-
bouts and museum numbers of the sculpted and inscri-
bed pieces is given. A large number of plates illustrates 
both the excavated structures and the finds.  

Notes:

1. I would like to thank Nicolò Marchetti for inviting me to 
research on the topic discussed here and for the critical com-
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ments on drafts of this paper. To Jonathan Tubb and to the 
staff of the Middle East Department at the British Museum, 
the Turco-Italian Expedition at Karkemish is indebted for 
granting permission to study the Karkemish materials kept 
there and for the help and support provided. On the renewed 
Karkemish excavations see Marchetti et al. 2012; Marchetti 
2013; 2014.

2. As customary during the pioneering years of near eastern 
archaeology, excavations were carried out by diplomats 
acting as antiquarian scholars. In this case, P. Henderson, 
active in Lybia until 1877, was appointed British Consul in 
Aleppo in 1878  replacing W. Skene. According to Pana-
yotov (in this volume) Skene had a thorough knowledge of 
the ancient sites of the area and indicated to Smith the area 
of Jerablus as suitable for exploration. Smith then travelled 
with his assistant Mathewson and surveyed Karkemish on 
behalf of the British Museum in late March 1876. As stated 
in a letter reported by Panayotov (ibidem), Smith immedia-
tely proposed to the British Museum to start excavations at 
Karkemish. However Smith died in Syria in the August of 
the same year, and therefore Henderson was chosen by the 
Museum to direct the fieldwork. 

3. This account of D. G. Hogarth’s life and achievements is 
based on the thorough article wrote by D. Gill (2004).

4. This paragraph is mainly based on the obituary publi-
shed by E. Weidner (1941-1944) that should be consulted 
for more detailed insights on Campbell Thompson scholarly 
achievements and for additional bibliography.

5. For detailed information on the role of C. L. Woolley as 
“Monuments Man” during WWII, see the website of the 
Monuments Men Foundation (http://www.monumentsmen-
foundation.org/the-heroes/the-monuments-men/woolley-
lt.-col.-sir-leonard).

6.  As reported by Winstone (1990: 101) quoting a letter 
written by Woolley, Lawrence expressed the desire to get 
back to Karkemish in 1920. However given the ongoing 

conflict between the Turkish National Army and the French 
occupation troops, Woolley feared that the presence of 
Lawrence – who had in the meantime acquired a large fame 
for his war exploits – might have triggered frictions. In this 
light he chose Guy as assistant instead. Nevertheless it is not 
entirely clear to me on what basis Woolley requested Guy’s 
presence on the field. According to Winstone (ibidem, 100) 
Guy was an architect, while Green’s (2009) article makes it 
clear that he had no specific academic background or trai-
ning as an architect.

7. The notebooks are kept in the Middle East Department 
of the British Museum and they were initially studied by N. 
Marchetti in 2010. On the basis of photographs these were 
in turn transliterated and edited (reproducing all sketches 
therein) by myself, Giulia Scazzosi (nos. 3-5 in Table 1), 
Raffaele Trojanis and Silvia Bernardoni (no. X).

8. Note that notebook no. 2 seems to be a somewhat synthe-
tic pen draft of notebook no. 12, originally written in pencil.

9. Given the impossibility of studying the pottery finds at 
the time – these are now presumably kept in Istanbul – the 
notes taken on the field were used by Woolley to write the 
article on the prehistoric pottery (Woolley 1934). However, 
only a small portion of the original notes are still preserved. 
It is possible that the majority of the notes were discarded 
after being used to write the article. According to J. Reade 
(personal communication) the practice of disposing of the 
notes once the information was incorporated into the publi-
cations was eventually followed by Woolley also in prepa-
ring the Ur final reports.

10. These data have been published right after the last exca-
vation campaign in the second volume of the Carchemish 
Excavations series (cf. Woolley 1921).

11. The Cypriot Gregorios Antoniou (a.k.a. “Gregori”) had 
already acted as foreman during Sir Arthur Evans excava-
tions at Knossos and got acquainted with Hogarth during his 
stay in Cyprus in 1888.
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12. This system was then maintained and improved by Wo-
olley (Woolley and Barnett 1952: 206, n. 1).

13. The use of dynamite was experimented by Hogarth in 
1900 while excavating the Dictaean Cave on Crete (cf. Gill 
2004).

14. Between 1912 and 1914 Gregori Antoniou and the Sy-
rian Hamoudi acted as foremen. We are also informed that 
Lawrence trained another Syrian workman, Dahum, on the 
art of photography. Furthermore, we know that one H. Reit-
linger joined the excavation team in 1913 and he was em-
ployed in “map making and in copying inscriptions” (Letter 
by Woolley, December 3, 1913).  

15. The systematic approach in digging and recording the 

excavation allowed him to publish the results of his exca-
vations with a large number of reports and articles that are 
still considered of paramount importance for the scholarly 
community. Nevertheless, the humongous array of artefacts 
and data gathered by Woolley during his investigations has 
been only partially exploited so far, and thanks to his mo-
dern methodology it is still possible for scholars to retrieve 
fresh evidence from his accounts.

16. The sections published in print are inked versions of the 
notebooks sketches.

17. During 1913 also the objects from the cemetery of 
Deve Höyük in the Sajur Valley were acquired. For an 
extensive survey of this endeavor and a study of the mate-
rials see Moorey 1980.

Fig. 5. Panoramic view from the acropolis in 1920 (after Woolley 1921: Frontispiece, detail).
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woolley’s and lawrence’s exPediTion House in karkemisH: 
Preliminary noTes for THe HisTory of THe buildinG 

Silvia Di Cristina

Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Department of History and Cultures

One of the distinctive features of the site of Karkem-
ish, other than its historical and archaeological value, 
is the fact that in the recent past it has been explored 
by scholars that can be included among the main char-
acters of near-eastern archaeology. These researches 
were aimed at setting a long-term excavation mission 
of which David George Hogarth was scientific Di-
rector in 1911. After him there came Charles Leon-
ard Woolley, who took charge of the expedition from 
spring 1912 to 1914 and again in 1920. Among the 
main characters is then to be added Thomas Edward 
Lawrence, who supported Hogarth, and Woolley af-
ter him, as the excavation’s photographer and assistant 
from 1911 to 1914, before he was sent, early in that 
year, in Sinai together with Woolley for a covert mili-
tary topographic expedition and, after that, begun the 
path that eventually made him “Lawrence of Arabia”.
In order to reconstruct the history of the British ex-
cavations at Karkemish, from the first surveys of the 
area to a mission that was intended to last at least ten 
years – but that the wartimes of the 20th century sud-
denly disrupted – a rich documentation is available: 
published and mostly unpublished, official and unof-
ficial, direct or indirect datasets.
The results of the excavations were published by the 
British Museum in three volumes printed in 1914, 

1921 and 1952. The last one was published with great 
delay due to the historical troubled events which 
are also the cause of the loss of part of the original 
documents. But this offers a greater value to the un-
published documents kept today in the museum’s ar-
chives. Karkemish documentation is now divided into 
four folders kept in the Central Archives, in addition 
to which there are collections of photographs, diggings 
journals, notes and sketches from the Middle East De-
partment Archive.
The earliest reports (19 documents) date from the pe-
riod between 1878 to 1881, when the British Consul in 
Aleppo, Patrick Henderson, was appointed by the Mu-
seum to arrange and conduct excavations in the “sup-
posed site of Carchemish locally called Jerabulus”. 
The main collection of writings is however the one of 
the years 1911-1914, when six campaigns were carried 
out. This bulk includes the official reports sent with 
monthly frequence by Hogarth, and later on Woolley, 
to Sir Frederic George Kenyon, Director and Principal 
Librarian of the British Museum between 1909 and 
1931.
From the archaeological point of view, these reports 
together with the many letters that showed the pro-
gress of the diggings with specific notes regarding the 
findings of inscribed or sculptured pieces, are highly 
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interesting. In particular they offer a chance to recall 
the original discovery context of materials allegedely 
from unkown find-spots, and  to acquire knowledge of 
findings today lost. The field notes, together with the 
pictures and plans of the site, shed light on the excava-
tion’s approach and strategy, on the specific areas that 
were searched, and on the treatment and preservation 
techniques adopted (cf. Benati in this volume).
This enables us to give some guidelines to the new ex-

cavations and to retrace the on site situation before the 
interference and alterations connected to the military 
activities occurred in the years between 1914 and 1920 
and after the closure of the excavation.
The documents mentioned above, and in particular 
those from 1915-1917 and 1919-1925, allow us to out-
line a picture of historical as well as archaeological 
value: they offer glimpses of the political situation of 
the declining Ottoman Empire, of its partitioning, of 

Fig. 1. Remains of the Expedition House in the Inner Town (based on an aerial photo by M. Zanfini and Google EarthTM).
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the rise of the Republic of Turkey and of the constitu-
tion of the French Mandate over Syria.
In order to reconstruct the history of the Karkemish 
excavations, the accounts and direct testimonies of the 
scholars that worked on the site are also useful. For in-
stance some writings by C. L. Woolley (Woolley 1920, 
1953, 1962), or the many existing collections of the 
prolific epistolary production of T. E. Lawrence,1 al-
though the attention has been so far focused, for clear  
reasons, to the letters written in the aftermath of the 
year 1914. These documents become essential to gain 
understanding of a sector of the site of Karkemish that 
apparently doesn’t match with an archaeological con-
text, but that is strictly related to it for many aspects.
The above-mentioned sector is located within the In-
ner Town ramparts where the house in which Woolley 
and Lawrence lived during the excavations was built. 
What remains today of the large Expedition House 
is just ruined walls and a few pictures, but this was 
the place where many findings from the site were col-
lected, where Lawrence’s photography studio was 
set up, where the mentioned reports and letters were 
compiled, and where new documentary methodologies 
were created for the overwhelming amount of findings 
emerging from the dig.2

For these reasons, today, the area of the Expedition 
House has been included among the dig areas in the 
forthcoming campaigns of the Joint Turco-Italian Ar-
chaeological Expedition at Karkemish.
A limited sounding has been dug during the 2012 
campaign under the supervision of C. Cappuccino, 
between the courtyard and the main room of the resi-
dential unit of the house (cf. Marchetti 2014). Under 
the collapsed structures an interesting “mélange” of 
ancient and less-ancient finds was detected. Notably, 
here were retrieved some fragments brought to light 
in the years 1911-1920 and considered lost (Marchetti 
2014: fig. 15).3

The Expedition House was built in the south-western 
area of the site (Fig. 1). In 1911, when the direction 
was entrusted to Hogarth, the archaeologists resided in 

the nearby village of Jerablus, in a house that was of-
fered to the Expedition by the head of the village. Dur-
ing the winter of 1911 the direction passed to Woolley, 
with the advise to avail himself again of the assistance 
of Lawrence – who was already experienced of the site 
and well acquainted with the locals – for archaeologi-
cal photography and documentation. Woolley, at the 
time still engaged in Egypt, sent Lawrence to the site 
in order to work out the logistics for the forthcoming 
spring campaign. One of the main tasks was to build a 
lasting dwelling place for the researchers with attached 
laboratories. The results of the preliminary campaign 
in fact convinced the British Museum to promote a 
long-term project. The campaign was supposed to get 
started in March, but when Lawrence and Woolley met 
in Aleppo, in February, the latter found out that it had 
not yet been possible to start building the house. This 
was due to the military unit engaged in patrolling the 
site during the winter, sent by the Ottoman authority 
upon English request. The soldiers revealed to be even 
too much zealous, not affording the entrance to any-
body who wasn’t the Mr. Hogarth specified in the pre-
vious excavation concession.
When the excavators arrived in Jerablus on March 13, 
1912, it was only through a courtesy visit – not very 
courteous to be fair – paid by Woolley himself, Law-
rence and the cook and interpreter Haj Wahid to the 
Turkish Local Governor in Birecik, that the situation 
could be resolved.4

So the second field campaign started on March 18, 
1912 with about a hundred workmen. At the same time 
the construction works for the dig house was initiated.5

Meanwhile, not far from the town ramparts, where the 
Germans were building the Aleppo-Baghdad railway, 
a large Roman mosaic floor was unearthed. The piece 
was executed in small polychrome tesserae and among 
the many representations there was a life-like portrait 
of the Ibis that was sacred to the villagers of Birecik at 
the time of the English excavations and that is nowa-
days the city’s emblem. The British archaeologists, af-
ter being asked to take view of the discovery, decided 
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Figs. 2.1-2.2. Roman mosaic found in 1912 near 
the site during its excavation (below). Afterwards it 
was reallocated as the floor of the living room in the 
Expedition House (right) (Middle East Department 
Archive, Carchemish, Album 2, p. 43 no. 758, neg. 
039168 and p. 98, no. 928, ps. 083704, by courtesy 

of the Trustees of the British Museum).

Fig. 3. Sounding in Area L excavated during the 
2012 campaign between the courtyard and the 
doorway to the living room, from south-east. Inside 
the room a portion of the mosaic floor with geomet-

ric decoration has been brought to light.
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Fig. 4. Courtyard and doorway of the living room of the 
Expedition House (see Fig. 7); the lintel over the entrance 
door was carved by Lawrence. On the left of the door there 
are Lawrence and Woolley washing photographic plates 

(after Woolley 1957: figure between pp. 64-65).

Fig. 5. The Expedition House in 1912 from east 
(Middle East Department Archive, Carchemish, 
Album 1, p. 287 no. 611, neg. 033795, by cour-

tesy of the Trustees of the British Museum).

to remove the mosaic preventing its destruction and 
to re-lay it as the floor of the living-room in the new 
Expedition House (Fig. 2).6 As a matter of fact, a small 
patch of this mosaic – dating from the 4th century A.D. 
– with geometric decoration, has been uncovered dur-
ing the 2012 excavation campaign (Fig. 3).
The construction works proceeded quickly with the 
active collaboration of Lawrence and Woolley and 
were completed at the end of April 1912 (Fig. 4).7 The 
first version of the building was composed of long 
and narrow rooms arranged on three sides of a court-
yard; while the fourth side, the entrance, was closed 
by a wall (Fig. 5). The roof was flat and the walls were 
made with undressed stones. The complete floor plan 
of the building is well distinguishable in aerial pho-
tography.
The house was modified over the years; the main mod-
ification was the lengthening of the side wings, and 
consequently of the courtyard, through the addition of 
two rooms to the north-east. This extension took place 
during the autumn campaign of 1913 (Fig. 6).
When Woolley could come back to Jerablus after the 
war, in December 1919, he discovered that the Expedi-
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tion House had been partly plundered. French troops 
had taken control of the region so the excavations 
were authorized by the new Authority in the person 
of General Gouraud High Commissioner and Woolley 
was aided by P. L. O. Guy, who resumed Lawrence’s 
position as assistant and acted as topographer. On this 
occasion the house was modified again but in this case 
there is no record of the works undertook other than 
pictures. In particular, in a 1920 panoramic view of 
the site from the acropolis, one can notice a new ad-
ditional building located along the eastern side of the 
house (Woolley 1921: pl. 2, Frontispiece). When the 
Turks regained the region and occupied the house, 
they made a new paving of the courtyard with irregu-
lar stone slabs, uncovered during the 2012 dig, which 
resulted in a higher elevation of the level of the area 
(Fig. 7).
For all the reasons mentioned above, the Expedition 
House is now planned to be included in the visit itin-
eraries of the Karkemish archaeological park, being 
aware of the great influence that the above-mentioned 
personalities had in the non-exclusively-archaeologi-
cal history of the 20th century and of the remarkable 
fascination which they exert on the general public, not 
affected by the “selectivity” that in some cases affects 
archaeologists.

Chronology of the Karkemish Excavations 
based on Archival Materials
1877-1881 December 17, 1877-July 30, 1881: discon-
tinuous excavations by Patrick Henderson, replaced 
in 1881 by L. Dickson, V. L. Cameron and W. S. C. 
Boscawen who took turns for short periods over the 
works’ direction.

1908 March 20: Hogarth visits Karkemish during a 
surveying travel through Syria to evaluate the possi-
bility of a new digging campaign.

1911 March 11-April 20: Hogarth, Campbell Thomp-
son, Lawrence, with Gregori Antoniou as foreman.

Fig. 6. The Expedition House in 1913 from west (Middle 
East Department Archive, Carchemish, Album 1, p. 294 no. 

627, neg. 033811, by courtesy of the Trustees 
of the British Museum).

Fig. 7. Sounding in Area L excavated during the 2012 cam-
paign between the courtyard and the doorway of the living 
room, from north-east. Note the refurbishment of the court-

yard paving made with irregular stones.
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April 20 – 4 July: Hogarth leaves the site, Campbell 
Thompson and Lawrence carry on the excavation.

1912 March 18 – June 10: Woolley and Lawrence 
(Hogarth pays some visits).
October 10 – November 24: Woolley and Lawrence 
(Hogarth pays some visits).

1913 March 4 – June: Woolley and Lawrence (Ho-
garth pays some visits).
October 4 – December 3: Woolley and Lawrence (Ho-
garth pays some visits).

1914 March 20- June 5: Woolley and Lawrence.

1919 December 21: Woolley visits the site now un-
der French administration.

1920 February (but the work can start only on March 
6 due to bad weather) – April: Woolley and Guy.
July: Turkish troops reconquer the region, the archae-
ologists cannot reach the site on arriving in Beirut in 
September.

Notes:

1. See, among others, Brown 2005. For a complete cata-
logue of the existing publications see the website: T. E. 
Lawrence Writings Project (http://telstudies.org/writings/
writings_introduction.shtml).

2. Given the ban, in effect since 1883, to export from Ot-
toman Empire’s territory archaeological finds coming 
from excavations and given the difficulty of reproducing 
precisely in pictures or drawings the Hittite hieroglyphics 
(not yet deciphered at the time of the British excavations), 
when Hogarth was in charge, the methodology applied was 

“squeezing”: creating a cast with wet paper that Lawrence 
ironically describes in a letter of March 27, 1911 to E. T. 
Leeds (Brown 2005: 31-32). That methodology was howev-
er useless for printed publication, so Woolley successfully 
tested a new technique consisting in sticking a paper sheet 
to the stone, covering it with albumen and then painting in 
black ink the background and the details. The photographs 
of those reproductions, perfectly legible and accurate, could 
be reduced on scale and published (Woolley 1953: 65-66).
 
3. Woolley in the Preface to the third volume on Karkem-
ish states that in 1914 the catalogues of over two thousand 
inscribed fragments, the complete type-lists of Early Bronze 
Age pottery and many objects left in the house were de-
stroyed. The same happened in 1920 with the notes on the 
acropolis graves and some plans.

4. The vivid (and perhaps not entirely true) narration of the 
incident made by Woolley is one of the anecdotes recounted 
by the archaeologist as an example of the not always peace-
ful relationships with local authorities. These incidents were 
allegedly solved only thanks to the wittiness and audacity of 
the English scholar (Woolley 1920: 150-157).

5. From a letter of March 31, 1912 sent by Woolley to Ke-
nyon from Jerablus (British Museum Central Archives, Box 
6, CE 32/15, nos. 324-330).

6. A large canvas was glued over the mosaic’s tesserae that 
were then detached from the original mortar while the can-
vas was rolled up on a pole. Later the canvas was re-laid 
over a fresh mortar layer on the floor of the room under 
construction (Woolley 1953: 64).

7. From the Report on the excavations sent by Woolley to 
Kenyon on April 30, 1912 (British Museum Central Ar-
chives, Box 6, CE 32/15, nos. 339-347).
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karkemisH in THe ebla TexTs: some new daTa1

Maria Giovanna Biga

Sapienza University of Rome, Department of Ancient World Studies

After the first reading of the cuneiform tablets from 
Ebla by Giovanni Pettinato, it became immediately ev-
ident that the geographical horizon of the Eblaite texts 
was quite vast: apart from some toponyms that were 
already known, these written documents provided us 
with more than a thousand new geographical names 
to be identified and put on a map. Among the cities 
already known was Mari, the capital of a state on the 
middle Euphrates, where some inscribed statues from 
the Early Dynastic period and a Pre-Sargonic Palace 
had been found. But it was a great surprise to find the 
names of cities like Kharran, Alalakh, Karkemish, and 
Emar, which were only known from textual sources of 
the second and first millennium BC. Most importantly, 
these early attestations, along with the new identifi-
cation of the site of Tell Mardikh with ancient Ebla, 
showed that northern Syria experienced an early and 
widespread urbanization in the 3rd millennium BC.2  
Karkemish, written Gàr-ga-mi-iš/suki at Ebla, was one 
of the first geographical names to be identified (Pet-
tinato 1976). The earliest attestation of the toponym 
is found in the so-called “Treaty between Ebla and 
Abarsal” (ARET XIII 5; cf. Fig. 1), from the time of 
the third last king of Ebla, Igrish-Khalab. Karkemish 
is among the cities and fortresses that were “in the 
hands of the king of Ebla” (ibidem, § 6). Its name here 

is unusually written as Gàr-gàr-mi-iški, which has been 
interpreted as an aberrant spelling due to a scribal error 
(Bonechi 1998: 229). However, such a mistake is not 
expected to occur in such an important text. Perhaps 
Gàr-gàr-mi-iški reflects a more ancient and original 
form of the name of the city. If so, then the proposed 
etimology of the name Karkemish as “Quay/Trading 
Station of (the god) Kamish” (Pettinato 1976: 14-15; 
Bonechi 1998: 229) cannot be upheld.
According to the above-mentioned treaty, Karkemish 
belonged to the commercial network of Ebla (cf. Liv-
erani 2011: 182-183), in spite of the fact that it was 
geographically closer to Abarsal (probably located on 
the other side of the Euphrates; see below).
The greatest majority of the occurrences of Karkem-
ish in the Ebla texts date to the period of the last king 
Ishar-Damu, when the office of vizier (a sort of prime 
minister) was held by Ibrium and then by the latter’s 
son, Ibbi-Zikir. Most of the attestations are found in 
tablets from the Audience Hall (L.2752) of the Royal 
Palace, which date to the last period of life of Ebla. 
The references to Karkemish, however, are not many 
(see Archi et al. 1993: 237-239; Bonechi 1993: 150). 
This fact suggests that there was probably another port 
along the Euphrates, which the Eblaite merchants used 
preferably.3 
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Some “silences” of the sources seem to be particularly 
significant. To the best of my knowledge, Karkemish 
does not occur in the so called “mu-DU” texts, prob-
ably because it was not the capital of an independent 
kingdom and, therefore, it did not send goods as gifts 
or tributes to Ebla. Not unexpectedly, no king or high-

ranking official of Karkemish is mentioned either. Nor 
are gifts on the occasion of births, deaths, or purifica-
tion rites ever sent to Karkemish. All this suggests that 
Karkemish was a minor center at that time. 
Personal names followed by the geographical indi-
cation Karkemish have also been studied in order to 

Fig. 1. Copy of the obverse of the so-called “Treaty between Ebla and Abarsal”, which 
lists Karkemish among the cities “in the hands of the king of Ebla” 

(adapted from Fronzaroli 2003: pl. VII).
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understand the language spoken in the city and the 
ethnical composition of its inhabitants (Archi 1984, 
especially pp. 235 and 248), but the names in ques-
tion may well belong to Eblaite officials or merchants 
stationed there. It is a well known fact that Eblaite 
merchants lived in Ebla’s trading stations, from where 
they interacted with other Eblaite merchants. Moreo-
ver, Ebla used to impose its own officials in the sub-
dued cities.         
Some additional information about Karkemish is pro-
vided by unpublished texts. TM.75.G.1324, a monthly 
account of textiles (hereafter MAT) from the reign of 
king Ishar-Damu, when Ibrium was the vizier (month 
Za’atum), records rich funerary gifts from Ebla for the 
dead queen of the kingdom of Manuwat and members 
of her family (cf. Biga 2008: 301). In rev. ii 10 ff., vari-
ous textiles sent to the same region are registered and 
they were delivered to their consignees in the cities of 
Karkemish and Abarsal:

(1) 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 íb+III-sa6-gùn-TÚG ba-
da-lum A-bar-sal4

ki 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+III-gùn-TÚG 
maškim-sù 1 gír-mar-tu ti kù-gi Ma-la-gú Ga-rí-umki 1 
gu-dùl-TÚG  1 íb+III-gùn-TÚG A-gi-gi-umki 1 gu-dùl-
TÚG  1 íb+III-gùn-TÚG Mar-NE-umki 1 gu-dùl-TÚG 
1 íb+III-gùn-TÚG Du-dur-ra-akki in Gàr-ga-mi-iški 
šu-ba4 -ti 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-I 1 íb+III-gùn-TÚG Gú-
da-da-númki 1 sal-TÚG 1 íb+III-gùn-TÚG maškim-sù 
in A-bar-sal4

ki šu-ba4 -ti, “1+1 textiles for the plenipo-
tentiary of Abarsal, 1+1 textiles for his attendant, 1 
martu-dagger with a gold … for Malagu of Garium, 
1+1 textiles for (a person of) Agigium, 1+1 textiles for 
(a person of) MarNEum, 1+1 textiles for (a person of) 
Dudurrak: received in Karkemish; 1+1 textiles for (a 
person of) Gudadanum, 1+1 textiles for his attendant: 
received in Abarsal” (TM.75.G.1324 rev. ii 10 - iv 5).

Karkemish and Abarsal appears to have served as dis-
tribution centers for Eblaite textiles. Abarsal is known 
to have been defeated by Ebla a short time after the 
treaty (see above). The city then became part of the 

Eblaite commercial network. In addition, this pas-
sage from TM.75.G.1324 suggests that Karkemish 
and Abarsal were not far from each other; they both 
were probably on the Euphrates, possibly on different 
sides.4 
This role of Karkemish as a distribution center for 
textiles is amply documented by additional texts. In 
the thirteenth or fourteenth year of Ibrium as vizier, a 
military expedition against the city of Khalsum (possi-
bly an ally of Armi) took place. TM.75.G.2450 (MAT, 
reign of Ishar-Damu, month Igza) is a long text of 
deliveries of textiles to individuals who, in different 
ways, took part in that expedition (cf. Biga in press). 
There are other texts that mention this campaign, but 
TM.75.G.2450 is quite unique in that it allows us to 
trace the itinerary followed by the Eblaites toward 
Khalsum, the cities conquered as they passed, and 
the help Ibrium received along the way from various 
kings. Among the cities in which textiles were received 
is also Karkemish:

(2) (1+1+1 textiles) Ki-ti-ir dumu-nita Du-bí šu-mu-
tak4 igi-du8 en in Gàr-ga-mi-iški šu-ba4-ti gaba-ru 
kaskal níg-kas4 Hal-sumki (TM.75.G.2450 xv 5-18).

In this text several cities on both sides of the Euphrates 
are mentioned, and also some cities beyond the Eu-
phrates such as Kharran. Several kings of the region 
helped Ibrium. It is possible that the campaign against 
Khalsum was the first of a series of massive campaigns 
that damaged Armi’s commercial network.5 
A further reference is provided by TM.75.G.1707 
(MAT, reign of Ishar-Damu, year 17 of vizier Ibrium,6  
month Gasum). A section at the beginning of the text 
records textiles for a messenger who came to Ebla 
with the news for the queen-mother that the king had 
been victorious and had taken the city of Zakhiran (cf. 
Biga 2010b: 45-46). This city, which is also mentioned 
in the so-called “Enna-Dagan Letter”, was located on 
the Euphrates, probably not too far from Karkemish, 
because immediately after, in the text, textiles distrib-
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uted in Karkemish to a man of Utig in exchange for 
provisions for Ibrium (and his army) are listed:

(3) [1] ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 [íb+III]-sa6-gùn-[TÚG] 
Bù-sum 1 sal-TÚG 1 íb+III-gùn-TÚG maškim-sù Ù-
ti-igki šu-mu-tak4 níg-kaskal Ib-rí-um in Gàr-ga-mi-iš 
šu-ba4-ti (TM.75.G.1707 i 17 - ii 12).7 

Ibrium, who accompanied the king in the military 
campaign along the Euphrates to take Zakhiran, re-
ceived food provisions for his army in Karkemish. His 
son Ibbi-Zikir went with him to the military campaign 
against Khalsum. A few years later Ibrium died, and 
Ibbi-Zikir replaced him as vizier and general of the 
Eblaite army.

Fig. 2. Eblaite administrative tablet mentioning Karkemish 
(adapted from Sollberger 1986: pl. VI).
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In TM.75.G.1335 (MAT, reign of Ishar-Damu, year 1 
of vizier Ibbi-Zikir), after the registration of a delivery 
of textiles to the king of Dub, received in the city of 
Durbidu, there is a long list of deliveries to high-rank-
ing personages from the same region:

(4) 2 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 2 aktum-TÚG 2 íb+III-TÚG-
sa6-gùn ba-da-lum I-ri-tumki wa Ha-ra-anki 1 ’à-da-
um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+III-TÚG-sa6-gùn en 
Ù-ti-igki  1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+III-
TÚG-sa6-gùn Gú-dur-ru12 Sa-nap-zu-gúmki 1 ’à-da-
um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+III-TÚG-sa6-gùn 
ì-giš-sag A-šu-ur-ma-lik lú Ga-na-bù 1 gu-dùl-TÚG 1 
sal-TÚG 1 íb+III-TÚG-gùn NE-zu lú Kum-nu in Gàr-
ga-mi-iški šu-ba4 ti, “2+2+2 textiles for the plenipoten-
tiaries of Iritum and Kharran, 1+1+1 textiles for the 
king of Utig, 1+1+1 textiles for Gudurru of Sanapzu-
gum, 1+1+1 textiles for the purification rite of Ashur-
Malik of (the family of) Ganabu, 1+1+1 textiles for 
NEzu of (the family of) Kumnu: received in Karkem-
ish” (TM.75.G.1335 vii 5 - viii 11).  

The cities of Iritum, Utig, and Sanapzugum must have 
been located not far from Karkemish, where their of-
ficials regularly went to take the Eblaite gifts.

(5) 2 textiles for 2 šeš-II-ib kéš-da in Gàr-ga-mi-suki, 
“2 ‘monks’ in service in Karkemish,” are recorded in 
TM.75.G.1416 iv 8-12 (MAT, reign of Ishar-Damu, vi-
zier Ibbi-Zikir, month lost). 

TM.75.G.2376 (MAT, reign of Ishar-Damu, vizier 
Ibbi-Zikir, month lost) lists textiles and bracelets for 
individuals from various cities, including people from 
Karkemish:

(6) (7+7+7 textiles) 7 gú-li-lum a-gar5 kù-gi sa-ha-wa-
II A-ba-da-nu┌x┐-duki Ib-na-im Gàr-ga-mi-suki nídba-
ì-giš A-gúki Ha-za-mi Har-ga-a-nu Gàr-ga-mi-suki Ib-
hur-NI Li-aki Bíl-za-NI A-ru12-ga-duki (TM.75.G.2376 
ix’ 9 - rev. i 13). 

A military expedition against Armi is referred to in TM 
75.G.10069 (MAT, reign of Ishar-Damu, vizier Ibbi-
Zikir, month lost). News about defeated cities and 
killed people arrived at Ebla. Among the conquered 
cities are Irkutu, Nidatum, and Ashu. People of the 
cities of Sheradu, Dana’azu, Arugadu participated in 
the campaign, as well as the son of the king of Nirar. 
Several allies of Ebla received gifts of textiles and pre-
cious metals when the war was over. Among them, 
people of Karkemish also received gifts, probably for 
their participation in the conflict:

(7) (… textiles) 1 gú-li-lum a-gar5 kù-gi sa-ha-wa-II 
’À-lik Gàr-ga-mi-iški maškim Ù-ti šu-du8 in Zu-mu-na-
anki in I-riki šu-ba4-ti (1,1,1 textiles) En-na-NI lú En-ti 
Sa-zax

ki (1+1 textiles) 1 dib 10 Ha-za-mu Gàr-┌ga┐-
mi-iški šu-du8 in Á-lumki (TM 75.G.10069 rev. ix 6’ - x 
4).

Finally, in TM.75.G.1436 (MAT, reign of Ishar-Damu, 
year 1 of vizier Ibbi-Zikir, month MA×GÁNAtenû-
sag), after a list of deliveries of textiles received in the 
city of Tin, there is a long list of deliveries of textiles 
to kings of different kingdoms and their subordinates. 
All of these kingdoms were situated to the north of 
Ebla; Utig, Inibu, and Ursaum were probably not far 
from the Euphrates, while Kharran and Sanapzugum 
were in the Balikh valley.8 The textiles in question 
were received in Karkemish. Kings and officials prob-
ably came to Karkemish to meet the envoys of Ebla, 
merchants with textiles sent as gifts by the Eblaite 
king. It seems evident that we are dealing with cities 
belonging to the same region; Karkemish was for them 
the closest city where to receive the gifts sent by Ebla:  

(8) 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+IV-TÚG-
sa6-gùn en Ù-ti-gúki 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 
1 íb-TÚG-sa6-gùn AB×ÁŠ-sù 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-I 1 
aktum-TÚG 1 íb+IV-TÚG-gùn maškim-sù 1 ’à-da-
um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+II-TÚG-sa6-gùn en 
I-ni-buki 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+IV-
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TÚG-sa6-gùn AB×ÁŠ-sù 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-I 1 aktum-
TÚG 1 íb+III-TÚG-gùn maškim-sù  1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-
II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+III-TÚG-sa6-gùn ba-da-lum 
Ha-ra-anki 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+III-
TÚG-sa6-gùn AB×ÁŠ-sù 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-I 1 aktum-
TÚG 1 íb+IV-TÚG-gùn maškim-sù 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-
II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+III-TÚG-sa6-gùn ┌ba-da-lum┐ 
Sa-nap-zu-gúmki 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 
íb+IV-TÚG-sa6-gùn AB×ÁŠ-sù 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-I 1 
aktum-TÚG 1 íb+III-TÚG-gùn maškim-sù 1 ’à-da-
um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+III-TÚG-sa6-gùn Za-
mi-su Ur-sá-umki 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 
1 íb+IV-TÚG-sa6-gùn AB×ÁŠ-sù 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-I 
1 aktum-TÚG 1 íb+IV-TÚG-gùn maškim-sù 3 ’à-da-
um-TÚG-II 6 ’à-da-um-TÚG-I 10 lá-1 aktum-TÚG 
3 íb+II-TÚG-sa6-gùn 6 íb+II-TÚG-gùn kas4-kas4 
Iš11-gi4-bar-zú 1 ’à-da-um-TÚG-II 1 aktum-TÚG 1 
íb+IV-TÚG-sa6-gùn Hu-ha-da-NAM Ha-ra-anki 1 
íb+III-TÚG-sa6-gùn Ib-dur-i-šar Gàr-ga-mi-suki in 
Gàr-ga-mi-suki šu-ba4-ti (TM.75.G.1436 rev. iv 15 - 
viii 5).

In conclusion, Karkemish in the period of the Royal 
Archives of Ebla was not yet a capital city. At the time 
of Igrish-Khalab the town on the Euphrates was cer-
tainly under the control and jurisdiction of Ebla. Later 
on, during the reign of the last Eblaite king, Ishar-Da-
mu, Karkemish continued being part of the commer-
cial network of Ebla and served as a distribution center 
for Eblaite products. However, it is not clear whether 
Karkemish belonged or not to the kingdom of Ebla.9 

Notes:

1. It is a great pleasure for me to write some notes on 
Karkemish for the proceedings of the conference organized 
by Nicolò Marchetti in Bologna on January 26, 2012, in a 
friendly and co-operative atmosphere. It is indeed a fortu-

nate new development that a permission to dig again at such 
an important site as Karkemish has been granted.

2. For some important studies on Karkemish and its region, 
see Peltenburg 2007; 2010; 2013.

3. Possibly one of the fortified sites studied by Peltenburg 
(2013; see map on p. 235).

4. The proposed identification of Abarsal with Tell Khuera 
(see most recently, Archi 2011: 5) is not only difficult, but 
also quite unlikely, since Tell Khuera is more than a hun-
dred kilometers away from the Euphrates as the crow flies. 
Khuera lies at about forty kilometers from the sources of the 
Balikh (where the river is not navigable).

5. Assuming that Armi is to be identified with Tell Bazi-
Banat (see Otto 2006; Otto and Biga 2010; cf. Archi 2011).

6. On the basis of the parallel text TM.75.G.2465 (annual 
account of metals).

7. Cf. TM.75.G.2430 (reign of Ishar-Damu, vizier Ibrium, 
month lost) vi 19 - vii 7: (1+1 textiles) Bù-sum wa I-si-lum 
Ù-ti-igki šu-mu-tak4 níg-kaskal Ib-rí-um in Gàr-ga-mi-iški 
šu-ba4-ti.

8. For the relationships between Ebla and Kharran, see most 
recently, Biga 2010a.

9. After this paper was completed, I came across an addi-
tional attestation of Karkemish in an unpublished text: 3 
sal-TÚG 3 íb+[x]-TÚG-gùn 3 g[ú]-li-l[um] a-gar5 kù-[gi] 
AB.SI-II NI-zi-ma-a-hu Gàr-ga-mi-iški šu-du8 in Ar-miki 
Dar-bí-ša-du Šè-ra-duki šu-du8 in Ti-sumki I-ti-dì-lam NI-ga-
duki šu-du8 in Da-na-NEki (TM.75.G.2409+2471 rev. i 9 - ii 
8; reign of Ishar-Damu, vizier Ibrium, month lost).
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karkemisH nel bronZo medio 

Gianni Marchesi

Alma Mater Studiorum - Università di Bologna, Dipartimento di Storia Culture Civiltà

Quantunque sia già menzionata nei testi degli Archi-
vi Reali di Ebla (XXIV secolo a.C.; si veda Archi et 
al. 1993: 237-239, Bonechi 1993: 150; Biga in questo 
volume, cf. anche Marchesi in stampa b), Karkemish 
emerge nella documentazione epigrafica come entità 
politica a sé stante solo nella prima metà del II millen-
nio. In tale epoca, detta Bronzo Medio, la città era ca-
pitale di un piccolo regno autonomo o semiautonomo, 
i cui sovrani si destreggiavano tra le grandi potenze del 
tempo, cercando di conservare la propria indipendenza 
e salvaguardare la prosperità che veniva loro dai traffi-
ci commerciali lungo l’Eufrate.
Le fonti su Karkemish relative al Bronzo Medio pro-
vengono essenzialmente da quattro siti: Tell Bi‘a, l’an-
tica Tuttul, situata alla confluenza tra i fiumi Balikh ed 
Eufrate; Tell Hariri, ovvero Mari, sul medio Eufrate;  
Tell Leilan, chiamata in antico Shekhna o Shubat-
Enlil, nel bacino del Khabur; e Tell Atçana/Alalakh, 
nella valle dell’Oronte. Da Karkemish provengono 
solamente una tavoletta di contenuto amministrativo e 
l’iscrizione frammentaria di un monarca locale (Mar-
chesi in stampa a).
Significativa, e in una qualche misura sorprendente, è 
l’assoluta mancanza di riferimenti a Karkemish nelle 
fonti paleoassire: infatti, nelle più di undicimila tavo-
lette rinvenute a Kültepe, in Cappadocia, relative alle 

attività commerciali dei mercanti assiri in Anatolia, 
non c’è nessuna attestazione di Karkemish. Ciò signi-
fica che la città era al di fuori delle rotte commerciali 
assire, facendo presumibilmente parte di un circuito 
commerciale differente e financo in competizione con 
quello assiro. A tal riguardo notiamo la clausola di un 
trattato che faceva divieto a uno sconosciuto sovrano 
anatolico di lasciar venire Accadi nel suo paese, e gli 
imponeva di consegnarli agli Assiri (Çeçen e Hecker 
1995; cf. J. G. Dercksen apud Günbattı 2004: 250 n. 
8). Gli Accadi di cui si parla erano verosimilmente 
mercanti della Mesopotamia meridionale, i quali ri-
salivano l’Eufrate fino a Karkemish e oltre per reperire 
materie prime attraverso il commercio con le città ana-
toliche (cf. Marchesi 2011: 23; Marchetti 2011: 108-
111). 
Le più antiche attestazioni della Karkemish del Bronzo 
Medio risalgono al tempo in cui Yakhdun-Lim sedeva 
sul trono di Mari (seconda metà del XIX secolo). In 
una lettera indirizzata al sovrano mariota, un signore 
locale dello Zalmaqum (vasto territorio a est di Kar-
kemish, suddiviso in vari principati; cf. Charpin 2000) 
di nome Abi-Samar così scriveva: “Le mie città, che 
non erano (mai) state prese, ora sono state prese; quel-
le città non andarono perdute neanche nella guerra con 
l’uomo di Khashshum, Urshum, l’uomo di Karkemish, 
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Fig. 1. Cretula con impronta del sigillo di Aplakh-Anda 
(da Tunca 1993: tav. 121: 3).

e Yamkhad, ma nella guerra con Samsi-Addu sono an-
date perdute” (Dossin 1950: n° 1; cf. Durand 1997: 
481-482). Il primo riferimento qui è probabilmente a 
una campagna militare condotta in passato dai sovrani 
di Khashshum e Karkemish, supportati anche da trup-
pe della città Urshum e del potente regno di Yamkhad, 
con capitale ad Aleppo. Il paese di Abi-Samar riuscì 
a respingere tale assalto, ma ora egli lamenta di non 
aver potuto resistere di fronte a un ben più agguerrito 
nemico: il grande capotribù e conquistatore amorreo 
Samsi-Addu, meglio noto col nome accadicizzato di 
Shamshi-Adad. Questi prenderà in seguito pure Mari, 
creando così una formazione politica tanto vasta (com-
prendeva la valle del medio Eufrate, l’Assiria e buo-
na parte dell’alta Mesopotamia) quanto effimera (si 
sfalderà infatti alla sua morte; cf. Charpin e Ziegler 
2003: 75-144; Charpin 2004: 147-194; Ziegler 2006-
2008). Al momento, però, Samsi-Addu trovò un freno 
alle proprie mire espansionistiche verso occidente pro-
prio nella persona di Yakhdun-Lim, che lo sconfisse 
nei pressi di Nagar (Tell Brak), nella regione dell’al-
to Khabur (Charpin e Ziegler 2003: 38-39; Charpin 
2004: 138).
Al periodo di Yakhdun-Lim si deve forse far risalire 
anche un testo da Tuttul, il quale elenca una serie di 
individui che “furono rilasciati alla città di Karkemish” 
(Krebernik 2001: KTT 283; cf. Durand e Marti 2004: 
138, 149). Si tratta verosimilmente di prigionieri di 
guerra, che vennero liberati dietro pagamento di un 
riscatto. Sebbene nulla si sappia delle circostanze che 
portarono alla loro cattura, è probabile che tale epi-
sodio sia da mettersi in relazione con la conquista di 
Tuttul da parte del re di Mari (cf. Krebernik 2001: 7; 
Charpin e Ziegler 2003: 41-42). 
Le lettere e i documenti economico-amministrativi 
degli Archivi Reali di Mari forniscono informazioni 
su tre re di Karkemish – Aplakh-Anda, Yatar-Ami e 
Yakhdun-Lim – che regnarono al tempo del celebre 
Khammu-Rapi (= Hammurabi) di Babilonia (prima metà 
del XVIII secolo). Il padre di Aplakh-Anda, suo proba-
bile predecessore sul trono di Karkemish, è noto da una 

cretula trovata ad Acemhöyük, in Anatolia centrale, 
che reca impresso il sigillo dello stesso Aplakh-Anda 
(Tunca 1993: 630, tav. 121: 3). Il suo nome, quantun-
que conservato solo parzialmente nell’impronta sulla 
cretula, può essere ricostruito come Khadni-Anda 
(Marchesi in stampa a). 
Di tutti i re di Karkemish del Bronzo Medio a noi 
noti, il più importante e meglio conosciuto è senz’al-
tro Aplakh-Anda. Oltre che nella documentazione di 
Mari, il suo nome figura anche nelle leggende di al-
cuni sigilli di provenienza ignota, appartenuti uno a 
una sua figlia, gran sacerdotessa della dea anatolica 
Kubaba, e gli altri a funzionari di Karkemish in ser-
vizio sotto di lui (Frayne 1990: 774-775; cf. Collon 
1999: 51-53 nn° 3-5). 
Da Mari ci sono pervenute una serie di lettere indi-
rizzate da Aplakh-Anda a Yasmakh-Addu, il figlio a 
cui Samsi-Addu aveva affidato il governo di Mari. In 
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queste lettere (Dossin 1952: nn° 5-13), Aplakh-Anda 
si dice fratello di Yasmakh-Addu e chiama Samsi-Ad-
du “mio padre” (cf. Durand 1997: 400), riconoscendo 
quindi la sua subordinazione allo “sceicco” amorreo 
(cf. Charpin 2004: 297-298). Da altre lettere dello stes-
so periodo emerge che Karkemish si schierò assieme a 
Khashshum e Urshum con Samsi-Addu nella guerra con-
tro il re di Yamkhad Sumu-Epukh (Durand 1997: 513-
514), e che Aplakh-Anda aiutò Samsi-Addu durante 
la rivolta che scoppiò nello Zalmaqum, ottenendo, in 
cambio, due città in dono (Charpin 1993: 147; cf. Zie-
gler 2009: 199-200). 
Le strette relazioni tra Karkemish e Mari al tempo di 
Yasmakh-Addu sono riflesse anche nella documenta-
zione della città di Tuttul, ormai inglobata nel regno 
di Mari: vari testi registrano infatti consegne di olio o 
prodotti alimentari a messaggeri o emissari provenien-
ti da Karkemish (Ziegler 2009: 196-197 e n. 73). Ciò 
tuttavia non impedì ad Aplakh-Anda di offrire asi-
lo all’esule Zimri-Lim, della casata di Yakhdun-Lim 
e, come tale, pretendente al trono di Mari (Kupper 
2002; cf. Charpin e Durand 1985). Quando quest’ul-
timo si impossessò della città, dopo la morte di Samsi-
Addu, i rapporti tra Karkemish e l’importante centro 
sul medio Eufrate si rinsaldarono ulteriormente (cf. 
Durand 2012; Guichard 2012: 19-24); documenti am-
ministrativi dell’epoca registrano invii a Mari di vino, 
miele, olio d’oliva, vesti raffinate, vasellame di lusso 
e prodotti d’oreficeria da parte di Aplakh-Anda, della 
regina Nabisatum e del primo ministro Sidqum-Lanasi 
(Bardet et al. 1984: n° 61; Limet 1986: n° 47; Guichard 
2005: nn° 228-229; Chambon 2009: nn° 10, 65, 101, 
144, 146; Durand 2009: 288 M.12066 ed M.8994, 308 
M.11375 ed M.11447; Arkhipov 2012: 346 M.11245, 
366-367 M.5291+M.11367), e, viceversa, uscite di 
stagno, manufatti preziosi e tessuti pregiati per il re 
di Karkemish e il suo primo ministro (Durand 1983: 
n° 237 [cf. Arkhipov 2012: 351]; Bardet et al. 1984: 
n° 524; Durand 2009: 528 M.12573; Arkhipov 2012: 
229-230 M.11323, 361 M.11307). Ma è soprattutto 
l’abbondante documentazione relativa a quest’ultimo Fig. 2. Sigillo di “Matrunna, figlia di Aplakh-Anda, servitri-

ce di Kubaba” (da Collon 1999: 51, Seal 2).

(lettere e documenti amministrativi) a essere rivela-
trice dei profondi  interessi commerciali che legava-
no i due regni (Lafont 1988; 1991; 1997; cf. Heimpel 
2003: 404-410, 507-509, 513): da essa apprendiamo 
che Karkemish riforniva Mari oltre che di vino e mie-
le anche di cereali, legname, rame, cavalli e schiavi, 
ricevendone in cambio soprattutto argento (cf. Michel 
1996: 387-390, 393-394). 
Sul piano politico-diplomatico, mentre le relazioni 
tra Aplakh-Anda e Zimri-Lim erano improntate alla 
“fratellanza”, ovvero al reciproco riconoscimento di 
una parità di rango (cf. Lafont 1988: n° 534; Heimpel 
2003: 406-407), non altrettanto può dirsi dei rapporti 
con l’altro potente vicino, Yamkhad. Scomparso dalla 
scena politica Samsi-Addu, Karkemish si riavvicinò 
ad Aleppo, e Aplakh-Anda divenne alleato e vassal-
lo di Yarim-Lim, nel frattempo succeduto a Sumu-
Epukh (Kupper 1998: 23). I due sovrani, Yarim-Lim 
e Aplakh-Anda, intrapresero assieme una spedizione 
contro lo Zalmaqum, ma ancora una volta, come già 
in passato, il tentativo di Yamkhad e Karkemish di 
espandere la propria influenza a est dell’Eufrate tro-
vò l’opposizione dei principi della regione, i quali si 
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coalizzarono attorno ad Aduna-Addu, re di Khanzat, 
e sconfissero gli invasori (Guichard 2002: 121-126).
Aplakh-Anda morì durante l’undicesimo anno del re-
gno di Zimri-Lim (Lafont 1988: 511), probabilmente 
in seguito a una malattia (cf. Durand 1988a: 581-582; 
Heimpel 2003: 283). Gli successe il figlio Yatar-Ami, 
e a questi, dopo un anno e mezzo solamente, Yakhdun-
Lim (Durand 1988b).  
Nelle sue lettere a Zimri-Lim (Kupper 1998: nn° 18-
22), Yatar-Ami si mostra estremamente ossequioso e 
prono al volere del re di Mari. Il rapporto non è più 
paritetico, come ai tempi di Aplakh-Anda: Yatar-Ami 
chiama Zimri-Lim “mio padre” e si autodefinisce suo 
figlio. Il suo successore, Yakhdun-Lim, era forse un 
esponente di un ramo cadetto della famiglia reale (Fig. 
4; Marchesi in stampa a). Non è chiaro il motivo per 
cui il regno di Yatar-Ami fu così breve, né sono note 
le circostanze che portarono Yakhdun-Lim a sedere 
sul trono di Karkemish. Possiamo solo notare che la 
successione tra i due avvenne senza che i rapporti tra 
Karkemish e Mari subissero significative variazioni 
(cf. Durand 1988b; Kupper 1998: nn° 23-24; Guichard 
2012: 24-25). 
Di lì a poco, con la conquista e distruzione di Mari 
da parte di Khammu-Rapi di Babilonia, cessano le in-
formazioni fornite degli archivi marioti e Karkemish, 
come altri centri dell’area siriana, cade nel quasi com-
pleto oblio. 
Alcune lettere da Leilan, di poco posteriori, alludono a 
una spedizione di truppe babilonesi a Karkemish (Ei-
dem 2011: 109-110 no° 41) e menzionano un secon-
do re di nome Aplakh-Anda (ibidem, pp. 104-105 n° 
35, pp. 119-120 n° 48), il quale presumibilmente re-
gnò sulla citta al tempo del re babilonese Samsu-iluna 
(Marchesi in stampa a). Gli archivi contemporanei di 
Alalakh contengono due soli riferimenti a Karkemish. 
Il primo è in una tavoletta amministrativa che registra 
una distribuzione di cereali da parte del Palazzo: tra 
gli assegnatari figura un messaggero di Karkemish 
dal nome khurrita (Wiseman 1959: 27-28 n° 268). Di 
maggior interesse è un secondo documento relativo a 

una spedizione di “28.800 pecore che – dice il testo 
– inviò l’uomo di Karkemish” (Wiseman 1953: 98 n° 
*349, tav. XXXV: 349). 
L’ultima attestazione di Karkemish nel Bronzo Medio 
è nel cosiddetto “Assedio di Urshu”, una composizio-
ne letteraria antico-ittita, probabilmente del tempo di 
Khattusili I (seconda metà del XVII secolo). In tale 
testo (Beckman 1995) viene fatta menzione de’ “l’uo-
mo di Karkemish” e de’ “il servitore dell’uomo di 
Karkemish”. Mentre il primo è verosimilmente il re di 
Karkemish, non è chiaro chi si intenda con la secon-
da espressione: se, cioè, il re di Urshu (così Beckman 
1995: 26), o piuttosto un alto dignitario di Karkemish 
che si trovava nella città al momento dell’assedio degli 
Ittiti (cf. Güterbock 1938: 131). Come che sia, pare di 
capire che Karkemish avesse agito al fianco di Urshu 
contro il comune nemico ittita.
Né Khattusili I né Mursili I menzionano Karkemish 
nei resoconti delle loro campagne siriane. Un passo 
del cosiddetto “Editto di Telipinu” (testo del 1500 
a.C. ca., che riporta alcuni eventi del passato relati-
vi ai primi sovrani ittiti) lascia intendere tuttavia che 
Karkemish fosse passata sotto l’egemonia ittita dopo 
la conquista di Aleppo da parte di Mursili I. Stando 
all’“Editto”, al tempo di Khantili I (il successore di 

Fig. 3. Sigillo di “Akhzib-Karkamis, servitore di 
Aplakh-Anda” (da Collon 1999: 52, Seal 5)
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Mursili I) alcuni territori, tra cui Ashtata (= Emar) e 
Karkemish, smisero di fornire truppe al paese di Khatti 
(Hoffmann 1984: 20-21). Quello di provvedere soldati 
per le guerre era infatti uno dei principali obblighi de-
gli stati vassalli verso le potenze egemoni. Una volta 

affrancatasi dal dominio ittita Karkemish entrò presu-
mibilmente nell’orbita dello stato di Mitanni, ma poco 
o nulla si sa circa lo status e le vicende della città in 
questo periodo piuttosto oscuro della storia del Vicino 
Oriente antico. 

Fig. 4. Frammento del bordo inferiore di statua regale in basalto del re Yakhdun-Lim di Karkemish 
(foto di Nicolò Marchetti, cortesia del Museo delle Civiltà Anatoliche, Inv. 2012 [130]). 
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il ruolo PoliTico di karkemisH in siria duranTe il Periodo imPeriale 
iTTiTa 

Stefano de Martino

Università degli Studi di Torino, Dipartimento di Studi Storici

La creazione del regno di Karkemish da parte 
di Šuppiluliuma I
Le “Gesta” di Šuppiluliuma I, scritte dal figlio e suc-
cessore Muršili II, descrivono in modo dettagliato le 
fasi della conquista ittita di Karkemish (del Monte 
2008: 110-119), sito che a quel tempo era parte del 
regno di Mittani (Klengel 1992: 120; 2001: 191). 
L’assedio di Karkemish durò sette giorni, ma – come è 
noto – questo è un numero topico e, dunque, non può 
essere preso come un dato realistico. E’ certo, però, 
che la città resistette all’attacco ittita e fu espugnata 
solo a seguito di una “terribile battaglia”.  Karkemish 
non solo era una roccaforte militare, ma era anche un 
centro di grande ricchezza: il bottino di guerra preso 
dai vincitori era costituito da 3.330 prigionieri (ancora 
una volta una cifra simbolica, ma che fa riferimento 
genericamente ad un grande numero di deportati), oro, 
argento, oggetti di bronzo. 
La città era anche sede di un importante santuario, 
quello della dea Kubaba; Šuppiluliuma I non solo non 
permise ai suoi soldati di fare razzia del tesoro di que-
sto santuario, ma egli stesso vi si recò allo scopo di 
rendere omaggio alla dea. Muršili II, nel presentare le 
imprese di Šuppiluliuma I, tende sempre ad enfatizza-
re la pietas e la devozione verso gli dei mostrate dal 
proprio padre e predecessore, tuttavia il rispetto del re 

conquistatore nei confronti del santuario di Kubaba 
potrebbe non essere un mero elemento di propaganda 
ed essere stato effettivamente motivato dal prestigio 
che esso aveva nell’intera area siro-anatolica.
Tutta la narrazione delle “Gesta” mostra che Karke-
mish intorno alla metà del quattordicesimo secolo era 
un sito strategico dal punto di vista militare, un centro 
carovaniero di notevole ricchezza e un importante luo-
go di culto.
Šuppiluliuma I, dopo la conquista della città, fece di 
Karkemish un regno subordinato a Ḫatti e ne affidò il 
governo ad uno dei suoi figli, Piyašili, creando, così, 
una nuova dinastia regia originata dalla stessa famiglia 
reale ittita. 
Piyašili, salendo sul trono di Karkemish, abbandonò il 
suo nome di nascita e assunse un nome hurrita, Šarri-
Kušuḫ. Questa scelta era motivata dal fatto che a Kar-
kemish, abitata verosimilmente da una popolazione in 
parte amorrea e in parte hurrita, i nomi di persona hur-
riti dovevano essere divenuti comuni nelle fasce socia-
li più elevate, a imitazione della corte e dei dignitari 
di Mittani, analogamente a quanto sappiamo per altri 
centri siriani che erano stati sottoposti al dominio mit-
tanico. La scelta di Piyašili di assumere un nome hurri-
ta va letta dunque come un segnale della sua volontà di 
avvicinarsi alla tradizione locale di Karkemish, scelta 
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ancora più significativa se si considera che al tempo 
di Šuppiluliuma I i nomi hurriti erano caduti in disuso 
all’interno della famiglia reale ittita, diversamente da 
quanto era accaduto al tempo di Tutḫaliya I, Arnuwan-
da I e Tutḫaliya III e a quanto accadrà poi al tempo 
di Ḫattušili III. Anche i successori di Piyašili/Šarri-

Kušuḫ portano nomi hurriti, Ini-Tešob, Talmi-Tešob, 
Kuzi-Tešob, tutti composti con il teonimo Tešob, cioè 
il nome della più importante divinità del pantheon hur-
rita; inoltre possiamo ipotizzare che anche il succes-
sore diretto di Šarri-Kušuḫ, il re Šaḫurunuwa, avesse 
un secondo nome hurro-luvio composto con il teonimo 

Fig. 1. La “Tavola Bronzea”, il trattato stipulato 
da Tutḫaliya IV e Kurunta (da Otten 1988: tav. 1).
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Šarruma e con un termine hurrita che, reso in grafia 
luvio-geroglifica, non riusciamo ancora a leggere (cf. 
de Martino 2011: 21).
La casa reale di Karkemish godeva di una posizione 
e di un prestigio elevato e superiore a quello di tut-
te le altre famiglie reali dei paesi subordinati a Ḫatti. 
L’alto rango del re di Karkemish viene esplicitamente 
definito nell’editto regio (KBo 1.28) emanato dal re it-
tita Muršili II per il fratello Piyašili (cf. anche Mora in 
questo stesso volume); infatti questo editto stabilisce 
che il re di Karkemish occupa la terza posizione nella 
gerarchia ittita dopo il Gran Re e il suo erede al trono 
(così anche nel trattato stipulato da Tutḫaliya IV con 
Kurunta re di Tarḫuntašša, § 18). In questo editto si 
legge anche che, nelle occasioni nelle quali i sovrani 
subordinati e gli alti dignitari della corte erano ammes-
si alla presenza del re ittita, il re di Karkemish poteva 
restare seduto nel momento in cui il Gran Re entrava 
nella sala dove tutti erano riuniti, diversamente dagli 
altri invitati che dovevano scattare in piedi (per questo 
trattato e per gli altri trattati stipulati tra Ḫatti e Karke-
mish, si veda Singer 2001).
I sovrani di Karkemish erano presenti alla corte itti-
ta in occasioni ufficiali, come si evince dal fatto che 
essi sono menzionati quali testimoni in atti emana-
ti dal sovrano ittita, sia di politica internazionale, sia 
di carattere amministrativo interno. Nel trattato con-
cluso verosimilmente da Ḫattušili III re di Ḫatti con 
Ulmi-Tešob/Kurunta sovrano del paese subordinato 
di Tarḫuntašša, il re di Karkemish Ini-Tešob compa-
re tra i membri della corte chiamati a testimoni della 
stipulazione del trattato (van den Hout 1995); il suo 
nome si trova all’inizio della lista di testimoni, subito 
dopo la menzione dell’erede al trono e di altri principi 
reali. Sempre Ini-Tešob è tra i testimoni del trattato 
fra Tutḫaliya IV e Kurunta di Tarḫuntašša (Fig. 1); 
anche qui egli compare al primo posto subito dopo il 
tuḫkanti e gli altri principi reali (Otten 1988). Nell’atto 
amministrativo emanato da Tutḫaliya IV in favore de-
gli eredi di Šaḫurunuwa, un dignitario di alto rango e 
membro della corte, Ini-Tešob, è presente nella lista di 

testimoni, e anche in tale documento egli è menzionato 
all’inizio, tra i personaggi di maggiore rango (Imparati 
1974). Questi documenti mostrano non solo che Ini-
Tešob  (Fig. 2) doveva essere spesso presente alla corte 
ittita, dove questi atti erano emanati, ma anche che il 
re di Karkemish godeva di grande prestigio, come si 
evince dal fatto che egli viene menzionato al primo 
posto, dopo l’erede al trono e i principi di sangue re-
ale, mentre altri sovrani di  paesi subordinati a Ḫatti 
compaiono molto più avanti nell’elenco dei testimoni 
(Imparati 1992).

Il ruolo politico e militare di Karkemish
Šarri-Kušuḫ fu molto attivo nel corso del suo regno e 
partecipò a spedizioni militari guidate da suo fratello, 
il re di Ḫatti, come documentano gli Annali di Muršili 
II. Nel terzo anno di regno di Muršili, Šarri-Kušuḫ 
mosse con un esercito a sostegno del fratello che sta-
va combattendo in Anatolia occidentale contro il re di 
Arzawa; il re di Karkemish fu di nuovo a fianco di 
Muršili II nel settimo anno di regno del fratello, quan-
do questi era impegnato in una campagna militare in 
Anatolia nord-orientale (del Monte 1993: 75, 79, 88). 
Se, dunque, il re Karkemish fu presente in occasione 
di imprese belliche in Anatolia, ancora maggiore fu il 
suo impegno a difesa dei territori siriani subordinati a 
Ḫatti. Nel secondo anno di regno di Muršili II si ma-
nifestò il timore di un attacco assiro e il generale 
ittita Nuwanza fu mandato a Karkemish per dare 
sostegno a Šarri-Kušuḫ. 
Nel settimo anno di Muršili II, Nuḫḫašše si ribellò 
agli Ittiti, verosimilmente sobillata dall’Egitto. Karke-
mish, che si trovava in prima linea ad affrontare que-
sta rivolta, chiese aiuto al paese alleato Ugarit (come 
mostra il testo RS 17. 334) e venne supportato anche 
dall’esercito imperiale ittita come documentano gli 
Annali Completi di Muršili II, (anno 7 e anno 9; del 
Monte 1992: 85-89, 85-96) e il testo KUB 19.15+ 
(Miller 2008).  
Lo scontro tra Ḫatti e l’Egitto, culminato nella batta-
glia di Qadeš, al tempo del re ittita Muwattalli II, vide 
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la presenza, a fianco di Muwattalli II, anche di un con-
tingente militare guidato dal re Karkemish (presumi-
bilmente X-Šarruma/Šaḫurunuwa, si veda Pernigotti 
2010: 68, 73, 86).
Il sostegno che Karkemish dava costantemente a Ḫatti 
veniva ampiamente ricompensato; durante il regno 
di Muršili II, Karkemish estese il proprio territorio a 
scapito del vicino regno di Ugarit; infatti, Muršili II 
scorporò alcuni territori che si trovavano nella par-
te meridionale del regno di Ugarit, cioè le regioni di 
Siyannu e Ušnatu, e pose il loro signore, Abdi-Anati, 
sotto la diretta sovranità del re di Karkemish (si veda 
RS 17.335+; RS 17.368). La decisione di Muršili vole-
va indebolire il potente stato di Ugarit, frazionandone 
il territorio (Singer 1999: 640-641), e allo stesso tem-
po, rafforzare Karkemish, considerato come il proprio 
alleato di ferro.
Se, come abbiamo visto, Karkemish rappresentava il 
principale e più fedele alleato di Ḫatti, non dovevano 
mancare frizioni tra il re di questo potentato siriano e il 

governo imperiale ittita e Muršili II intervenne almeno 
in un’occasione per contrastare l’operato del re di Kar-
kemish. L’editto emanato da Muršili II (KBo 3.3+), a 
sostegno del re di Amurru Tuppi-Tešob recentemente 
pubblicato (con l’aggiunta del testo KUB 19. 31) da 
J. Miller (2007) mostra che il re di Karkemish (vero-
similmente Ini-Tešob), insieme a due funzionari ittiti, 
aveva abusato del proprio potere a danno del sovrano 
di Amurru; infatti alcuni prigionieri civili da tempo 
impiegati in Amurru erano stati insediati illegittima-
mente a Karkemish, Emar e Aleppo. Autori di questa 
ingiusta appropriazione di tale contingente di lavo-
ratori erano stati il re di Karkemish e due funzionari 
ittiti attivi, rispettivamente, uno a Emar e uno a Alep-
po. Come J. Miller (2007: 142-143) scrive, Muršili II 
intervenne direttamente nella questione non solo per 
evitare frizioni tra i potentati siriani a lui subordinati, 
ma forse anche con l’intento di riaffermare l’autorità 
del potere centrale di Ḫatti contro “le grandiose ambi-
zioni del re di Karkemish”.

Fig. 2. Impronte dei sigilli di Ini-Tešob dalla capitale ittita (da Herbordt 2005: tav. 12, nn° 150b, 151b).
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Il sovrano di Karkemish intratteneva rapporti diploma-
tici in prima persona con altre grandi potenze del Tardo 
Bronzo, diversamente dai paesi subordinati agli Ittiti 
che non potevano avere contatti autonomi e non me-
diati da Ḫatti con paesi terzi. Nella redazione egiziana 
del trattato stipulato tra Ramses II e Ḫattušili III (docu-
mentata dalle iscrizioni di Karnak e del Ramesseum), 
nella parte iniziale del testo, si dice che la tavola d’ar-
gento del trattato fu portata in Egitto da una delegazio-
ne della quale facevano parte non solo gli ambasciatori 
di Ḫatti, ma anche un messaggero di Karkemish (Edel 
1997: 16-17; Pernigotti 2010: 97, con diversa lettura 
del nome di questo messaggero). Inoltre un ostrakon, 
rinvenuto nella Valle dei Re e oggi al Museo del Cairo 
(CGC 25807; si veda Ćerný 1935), scritto in caratteri 
ieratici, conserva un testo che fa riferimento ad una let-
tera inviata dal re di Karkemish Ini-Tešob alla corte fa-
raonica. In realtà si tratta non della copia di tale lettera, 
ma di una rielaborazione in forma di modello standard 
di messaggio diplomatico, tuttavia essa sicuramente 
riprende una lettera effettivamente scritta da Ini-Tešob 
al faraone (Breyer 2010: 281) ed è un’importante te-
stimonianza del ruolo che il re di Karkemish ricopriva 
nelle relazioni internazionali e nella diplomazia.

Il re di Karkemish quale  giudice e arbitro in 
controversie di carattere internazionale tra 
paesi siriani
Il re di Karkemish veniva spesso chiamato a dirimere 
controversie che sorgevano all’interno di uno dei re-
gni siriani sotto dominio ittita, oppure anche tra due di 
questi. Le numerose sentenze emesse dal re di Karke-
mish testimoniano quanto intensa fosse l’attività da lui 
svolta come presidente di una corte di giustizia (d’Al-
fonso 2005: 61-63).
Ricordo qui, a titolo di esempio, soltanto due casi. Il re 
di Ugarit Ammistamru II volle, non sappiamo bene per 
quali motivi, mandare in esilio ad Alašiya/Cipro due 
suoi fratelli (Singer 1999: 678-680); questa decisione 
venne ratificata da un verdetto (RS 17.035) emanato 
dal Gran Re di Ḫatti Tutḫaliya IV e da uno omologo 

del re di Karkemish Ini-Tešob (RS 17.352). L’inter-
vento di entrambi, Tutḫaliya e Ini-Tešob, è motivato 
dalla gravità e dalle conseguenze di tale verdetto che 
andava a rompere l’unità della famiglia reale di Ugarit. 
L’altro caso giuridico nel quale Ini-Tešob re di Karke-
mish svolse un ruolo importante, prima nei tentativi di 
mediazione tra le due parti coinvolte e poi come giudi-
ce, riguarda uno delle procedure di divorzio più dram-
matiche che le fonti vicino orientali del Tardo Bronzo ci 
abbiano tramandato. Il re di Ugarit Ammistamru II ave-
va sposato la figlia del re di Amurru Bentešina; questa 
principessa aveva per madre una figlia dello stesso re di 
Ḫatti Ḫattušili III e, dunque, non solo era la sorella del 
re di Amurru Šaušgamuwa, ma discendeva anche dalla 

Fig. 3. Impronta di un sigillo di Kuzi-Tešob da Lidar Höyük 
(da Sürenhagen 1986: 185).
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casa reale ittita. Ammistamru II decise di divorziare da 
questa principessa (Singer 1999: 680-681), accusata di 
una grave colpa che non viene mai specificata, ma che 
verosimilmente era adulterio (Márquez Rowe 2000). Si 
trattava di una caso complesso, perché non solo Ammi-
stamru II chiedeva il divorzio, ma esigeva anche una 
punizione esemplare per la sua ex-moglie; tutto ciò 
andava a creare una situazione di grave tensione tra i 
due stati siriani Ugarit e Amurru, entrambi sudditi di 
Ḫatti, che avrebbe potuto incrinare la solidità dell’im-
pero ittita in Siria. Un dossier di una quindicina di do-
cumenti testimonia le varie fasi nelle quali Tutḫaliya 
IV e Ini-Tešob cercarono di risolvere il caso. In un pri-
mo tempo fu stabilito il divorzio e la principessa, già 
moglie di Ammistamru II, fu rimandata dal fratello nel 
paese di Amurru. Il re di Ugarit, però, non contento di 
ciò, chiese che la sua ex-moglie gli fosse restituita per 
poterla punire in modo esemplare; dopo molte consul-
tazioni fu stabilito che la povera principessa tornasse 
da Ammistamru, che però dovette pagare al cognato 
Šaušgamuwa la somma elevatissima di 1.400 sicli d’o-
ro. Alcune delle sentenze relative a questa lunga e diffi-
cile controversia furono emesse dal re di Karkemish. In 
una prima fase, dopo il divorzio, Ini-Tešob intervenne 
per definire la divisione dei beni della principessa; due 
successive sentenze furono emesse congiuntamente da 
Ini-Tešob e da Šaušgamuwa, ma esse vennero poi supe-
rate dalla sentenza definitiva, emanata da Tutḫaliya IV, 
che consegnava la principessa amorrea a Ammistamru. 
Il dossier relativo a questa complessa vicenda mostra il 
ruolo svolto da Ini-Tešob nel difficile tentativo di me-
diazione  tra le due parti contendenti (d’Alfonso 2005: 
143-151); il fatto che il verdetto finale sia stato emes-
so dal re di Ḫatti è dovuto all’estrema delicatezza del 
caso, sul quale solo la suprema autorità, cioè il Gran 
Re, poteva deliberare. 

L’intervento di Karkemish a tutela e sostegno 
degli scambi economici in Siria
Come ha messo recentemente in luce C. Mora (2008), 
gli archivi di Tell Sheiḫ Ḥamad/Dur Katlimmu, Tell 

Sabi Abyad e Tell Khuera/Ḫarbe testimoniano che 
Karkemish era al centro di una fitta rete di scambi di-
plomatici e di traffici mercantili che coinvolgevano 
l’intera area siriana.
Non solo Karkemish era un’importante centro com-
merciale, ma i suoi sovrani – e, in base alla documen-
tazione pervenutaci, in particolare Ini-Tešob – hanno 
anche cercato di agevolare gli scambi commerciali tra 
i potentati siriani, dando un apporto significativo alla 
definizione di norme giuridiche a tutela dei mercanti 
che, nei loro viaggi, passando da un regno all’altro, 
venivano talvolta assaliti e uccisi da banditi a scopo 
di rapina. 
Si menzionano qui, a titolo di esempio, i seguenti do-
cumenti:
- L’accordo fissato tra Ugarit e Karkemish (RS 17.146) 
che riguarda il caso di mercanti dell’un paese uccisi 
nel territorio dell’altro. 
- L’accordo stretto da Ini-Tešob con Ugarit relati-
vo all’uccisione di mercanti a scopo di rapina (RS 
17.230); esso stabilisce che il reo, se arrestato, do-
vrà risarcire la famiglia della vittima al triplo, sia per 
quanto riguarda la persona del mercante ucciso, sia in 
relazione all’entità dei beni sottratti. 
- Il caso (RS 17.145), di cui fu giudice Ini-Tešob, rela-
tivo a mercanti che lavoravano per conto di un certo 
Aballa e furono uccisi nel territorio di Ugarit. Poiché 
i responsabili dell’omicidio non erano stati catturati, 
fu stabilito che la corte di Ugarit si facesse carico del 
risarcimento verso Aballa pagando una somma eleva-
tissima, cioè 1.200 sicli di argento. L’entità di questa 
somma voleva presumibilmente essere un monito per il 
re di Ugarit, affinché assicurasse il controllo delle stra-
de ed evitasse ulteriori assalti alle carovane mercantili. 
- Il processo (RS 17.158), di cui Ini-Tesob fu giudice, 
intentato da un mercante di Tarḫuntašša; egli chiese 
giustizia contro Ugarit per il fatto che il suo socio in 
affari era stato ucciso nel territorio di questo paese e i 
colpevoli non erano stati trovati. Anche in questo caso 
la parte lesa fu risarcita con un quantitativo di argento 
(180 sicli). 
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Riguardo a tutti questi casi giuridici si osserva che in 
alcuni di essi Karkemish non è coinvolto come paese 
di appartenenza di uno dei due litiganti, ma il ruolo del 
sovrano di Karkemish è quello di giudice in controver-
sie tra altri paesi siriani. 
Si deve rilevare, infine, che le norme definite da Ini-
Tešob privilegiano il criterio del risarcimento rispetto 
a quello dell’imposizione della pena e soprattutto non 
prescrivono la morte del reo, condividendo e applican-
do, quindi, una linea giuridica che si andava afferman-
do nel regno ittita e che tendeva a eliminare la con-

suetudine dell’uccisione del reo in caso di omicidio  
(Singer 1999: 651; d’Alfonso 2005: 35-36).
Tutto ciò mostra ancora una volta l’importante ruolo 
che Karkemish aveva nel controllo e nella gestione dei 
territori siriani sotto dominio ittita, ruolo che gli era 
stato affidato dal re di Ḫatti e che veniva riconosciuto 
e accettato dagli altri regni e potentati siriani, non solo 
per il vincolo di fedeltà che li teneva legati al Gran Re 
ittita, ma verosimilmente anche in virtù del prestigio 
che i sovrani di Karkemish, e in particolare Ini-Tešob, 
si erano guadagnati con il loro operato.

Fig. 4. Hattuša: la città alta con i templi urbani, vista dalla porta delle Sfingi (foto di Barbara Bolognani). 
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la corTe di karkemisH duranTe il Periodo imPeriale iTTiTa 

Clelia Mora

Università degli Studi di Pavia, Dipartimento di Studi Umanistici

Ho iniziato a occuparmi della storia di Karlemish negli 
anni ’90; non pensavo, allora, che le attività di scavo 
sul sito sarebbero ripartite in tempi così ravvicinati. 
Ringrazio dunque gli organizzatori del convegno bolo-
gnese, e Nicolò Marchetti in particolare, per l’invito: il 
presente volume è, tra l’altro, un’ottima occasione per 
mettere a punto le conoscenze su Karkemish nella fase 
del Bronzo Tardo, acquisite fino ad ora sulla base di 
fonti di provenienza esterna. Gli scavi da poco riavvia-
ti alimentano anche la speranza che presto si possano 
aggiungere, alle fonti già note, altri documenti prove-
nienti finalmente dal centro del regno.
Per quanto riguarda il tema di questo breve contri-
buto, vorrei prima di tutto mettere in evidenza alcu-
ni documenti che a mio parere sono molto importanti 
per meglio comprendere il ruolo politico e culturale 
di Karkemish in epoca imperiale ittita. Questi docu-
menti sono:
– i trattati dei Grandi re ittiti con i re di Tarhuntašša 
(trattato con Kurunta, conservato sulla cosiddetta “Ta-
vola di Bronzo” e trattato con Ulmi-Teššup; si veda 
Otten 1988; van den Hout 1995);
– il sigillo del re Šahurunuwa di Karkemish, ritrovato 
in impronta su tavoletta a Emar (Beyer 1982, 2001: 45). 

Il § 18 (II 79-83) della “Tavola di Bronzo” dispone 
che:

“Concerning the Great Throne (of Hatti), his 
protocol shall be the same as that of the king of 
the land of Carchemish. Only the crown prin-
ce shall be greater than the king of the land of 
Tarhuntassa; no one else shall be greater than 
he. Whatever royal ceremonial is allowed to the 
king of the land of Carchemish shall be also al-
lowed to the king of the land of Tarhuntassa” 
(Beckman 1996: 113).1 

Il confronto con questo passo ha consentito una nuo-
va interpretazione di un punto cruciale del testo KBo 
1.28 (CTH 57), decreto di un Grande re ittita (con tutta 
probabilità Muršili II) per l’”innalzamento” del re di 
Karkemish. La rilettura del passo in questione, che ho 
proposto in Mora 1993, è la seguente: 

“Qualunque figlio o nipote di Pijaššili o qua-
lunque discendente di Pijaššili nel paese di 
Kargamiš si insedierà nell’alta sede, allora 
chiunque sia il tuhkanti – per il Mio Sole, lui 
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Fig. 1. Impronta del sigillo di Šahurunuwa, 
re di Karkemish (da Beyer 1982: 68).

solo,[il tuhkanti], sia [più grande] del re di 
Kargamiš” (Mora 1993).2

Viene dunque ufficializzata, con questa formula, la 
struttura a tre livelli del potere imperiale; il re di Kar-
kemish, posto al terzo livello, diventa una figura di 
grande potere nell’organigramma dell’Impero ittita.3

Il sigillo di Šahurunuwa (Fig. 1), con la grande varietà 
di soggetti e di elementi decorativi che vi sono raffigu-
rati, è la prima testimonianza, tra i documenti noti fino 
ad ora, di quel particolare tipo di espressione artistica 
solitamente chiamata “siro-ittita” (cf. Mora 1992). È 
dunque possibile ipotizzare che la corte di Karkemish, 
e in particolare i suoi artigiani e scribi, abbiano avu-
to un ruolo importante non solo nella diffusione del 
nuovo linguaggio figurativo, ma forse anche nella sua 
creazione. 
Considerata dunque l’importanza politica – ricono-
sciuta ufficialmente dai Grandi re ittiti – della sede di 
Karkemish,4 e il ruolo di centro culturale che probabil-
mente ha svolto con i suoi scribi e le sue maestranze, è 

possibile che, oltre al re, anche molti altri membri del-
la corte, principi e alti dignitari, avessero funzioni im-
portanti all’interno dell’Impero.5 Numerosi documenti 
provenienti da Hattuša, da Ugarit e da Emar ci forni-
scono informazioni sul coinvolgimento di personaggi 
altolocati della corte di Karkemish nell’amministra-
zione delle province siriane;6 ma spesso le indicazioni 
sono vaghe e non consentono una distinzione imme-
diata tra principi e dignitari provenienti dalla corte di 
Karkemish e quelli provenienti dalla capitale ittita.7 
Attraverso una ricerca iniziata alcuni anni fa ho cer-
cato di mettere ordine in questa situazione, con il fine 
anche di ricostruire, per quanto possibile, l’organizza-
zione di questa corte e il funzionamento dell’ammini-
strazione dello stato.
Attraverso l’analisi di documenti e dati già noti e dei ri-
sultati offerti da studi precedenti è stato quindi possibile: 
1) costituire liste degli appartenenti alla corte di Kar-
kemish, suddivisi per categorie (principi, alti dignitari, 
altri funzionari);
2) individuare i sigilli (o almeno alcuni dei sigilli) di 
cui avevano fatto uso questi funzionari (si tratta cioè 
degli strumenti attraverso i quali si esercitavano le at-
tività amministrative).8

Ed ecco l’elenco dei principi e dei funzionari di Kar-
kemish fino ad ora individuati (in base allo spoglio di 
cui si è detto):9

Principi (DUMU.LUGAL/REX.FILIUS):

Alihešni
Armanani?
Armaziti
Hešmi-Teššup
Hešni
Kunti-Teššup
Laheja
Marianni?
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Mizra/imuwa
Pihamuwa
Piha-Tarhunta
Taki-Šarruma?
Tili-Šarruma
Tuppi-Teššup?
Tuwataziti?
Upparamuwa

Alti dignitari e funzionari: 

Ahī-mālik?
Amanmašu
Arwašši
Baba?
Ebinahe 
Hilarizi?
Kili-Šarruma
Kummawalwi
Kummijaziti
Kurkalli
Laat-Dagān
Laheja
Madi-Dagān
Mašamuwa
Mutri-Teššup
Naheja?
Pihaziti
Pillaza
Puhi-šenni
Takuhlinu
Tuwariša?
Uri-Teššup
Zulanna
Zuzulli

Come anticipato poco sopra, queste liste sono ancora 
provvisorie e in qualche caso l’attribuzione di un per-
sonaggio alla corte di Karkemish è soltanto ipotetica. 
Riassumo brevemente i principali problemi che ostaco-
lano la definizione delle liste e l’identificazione dei per-
sonaggi: raramente è indicata nei testi o nelle iscrizioni 
sui sigilli la corte di provenienza di un personaggio, 
anche nel caso di principi; si riscontra frequentemente, 
inoltre, il caso di principi o funzionari che svolgevano 
la loro attività in diverse località, talvolta in fasi diverse 
della loro carriera e con titoli diversi; l’identificazione 
di alcuni personaggi è spesso ostacolata da frequenti 
casi di omonimia, che non sempre può essere chiarita 
dall’abbinamento nome-titolo (non è impossibile infat-
ti che la stessa persona sia citata con titoli diversi, in 
relazione alle diverse cariche ricoperte).10

Il piccolo corpus dei sigilli di Karkemish così costitu-
ito, pur se ancora provvisorio per gli stessi motivi che 
non permettono la definizione delle liste di persone, 
fornisce una serie di elementi significativi e utili per 
precisare l’elenco dei principi e dignitari e per identifi-
care eventuali altri appartenenti alla corte nord-siriana. 
Infatti, i sigilli della corte di Karkemish presentano al-
cune caratteristiche che consentono di distinguerli ab-
bastanza chiaramente da quelli della corte anatolica. 
Ne presento una breve sintesi (cf. Mora 2005 e 2010):
– prima di tutto, l’uso di elementi iconografici definiti 
convenzionalmente siro-ittiti; 
– uso molto più frequente rispetto all’Anatolia del si-
gillo a cilindro;
– alta percentuale, rispetto all’uso anatolico, di sigilli 
sui quali sono documentate le due scritture, cuneifor-
me e geroglifica; in Anatolia la scrittura cuneiforme si 
trova invece quasi esclusivamente sui sigilli reali (si 
veda Figg. 2, 3, 4; solo quello alla Fig. 3 è un sigillo 
reale); 
– presenza della figura umana sormontata dal sole ala-
to, frequente sui sigilli di Karkemish e nord-siriani, 
per lo più assente sui sigilli di provenienza anatolica; si 
veda Mora 2004:  446-447; cf. Figg. 2, 3, 4);
– infine, a Karkemish, i sigilli dei re e quelli dei prin-
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Fig. 3. Impronta di sigillo di Ini-Teššup, 
re di Karkemish (da Schaeffer 1956: fig. 35).

Fig. 4. Impronta di sigillo di Laat-Dagan 
(da Schaeffer 1956: fig. 70; cf. Beyer 2001: B58). 

Fig. 2. Impronta di sigillo di Amanmašu 
(da Schaeffer 1956: fig. 68).
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cipi e dignitari presentano molto spesso caratteristiche 
simili (uso delle due scritture, tipologia delle figure 
rappresentate), mentre in Anatolia si differenziano 
molto più nettamente (Figg. 2, 3, 4). 
In presenza di situazioni dubbie, l’esame delle caratteristi-
che formali del sigillo può dunque offrire qualche ulteriore 
elemento utile per stabilire se un principe o un digni-
tario apparteneva ad una corte o all’altra. 
Le liste così costituite, e presentate finora semplicemen-
te in ordine alfabetico, raggruppano gli appartenenti alla 
corte di Karkemish senza distinzione cronologica; sono 
già in corso ulteriori ricerche e approfondimenti per de-
finire, per quanto possibile, la distribuzione diacronica 
dei funzionari all’interno dei diversi periodi di regno. 
Il passo successivo sarà quello di analizzare le divers 
funzioni ricoperte dalle persone più influenti e la loro 
posizione gerarchica all’interno della corte; lo stu-
dio dei sigilli si concentrerà sull’analisi di specifici 
“symbols of power” adottati dalla corte nord-siriana 
(cf. Mora in preparazione). Una particolare attenzione 
sarà rivolta infine al ruolo internazionale svolto da Kar-
kemish nella fase del tramonto dell’Impero ittita. Que-
sto tipo di indagine potrà forse aiutarci a comprendere 
meglio come un centro apparentemente minore, stretto 
tra due grandi potenze e in una situazione internazio-
nale molto complessa e difficile, sia stato in grado di 
resistere e di assumere un ruolo di supplenza di un 
grande regno ormai in agonia.11 

Note:

1. Simile, anche se più conciso, il passo nel trattato con 
Ulmi-Teššup (r. 37’: cf. van den Hout 1995: 32-33; Beckman 
1996: 105). 

2. Cf. anche la traduzione di Beckman (1996: 154), in cui 
si ripropone questa interpretazione: “Whatever son or gran-
dson of Piyassili, or whatever descendant of Piyassili should 
ascend the throne in the land of Carchemish – whoever is 
His Majesty’s crown prince, only he [the crown prince (of 

Hatti)] shall be [greater than] the king of the land of Car-
chemish”. 

3. Come disposto nel passo della “Tavola di Bronzo” ripor-
tato sopra, al terzo livello si colloca anche, da un certo mo-
mento in poi, il re di Tarhuntašša.

4. Un dato interessante sul ruolo di Karkemish nell’ambi-
to del tardo Impero ittita si ricava anche dal confronto con 
l’organizzazione politica e amministrativa del contempora-
neo regno medio-assiro: a famiglie imparentate con le di-
nastie regnanti si affidava, in entrambi i casi, il controllo 
di regioni particolarmente importanti sia dal punto di vista 
geo-politico che da quello dello sfruttamento delle risorse. 
In Assiria questo ruolo era ricoperto dal “re di Hanigalbat”, 
nell’Impero ittita dal re di Karkemish (cf. Dalley 2000: 83; 
Mora e Giorgieri 2004: 19ss).

5. Cf. Mora 1998, per l’ipotesi che gli scribi di Karkemish 
abbiano svolto un ruolo attivo anche nello sviluppo e nel-
la diffusione della scrittura geroglifica anatolica durante il 
XIII sec. a.C.

6. Com’è noto, questi sono gli archivi più ricchi di documen-
ti relativi alla storia di Kerkemish nel Bronzo Tardo. Non 
va dimenticato che altre informazioni si ricavano da piccoli 
archivi di recente scoperta, i cui testi non sono ancora in-
tegralmente pubblicati: Tell Sheikh Hamad/Dur Katlimmu, 
Tell Khuera/Arbe, Tell Sabi Abyad. Alcune testimonianze 
provenienti da quest’ultimo sito sembrano particolarmente 
illuminanti sulla storia e l’importanza di Karkemish nei pri-
mi decenni del XII secolo a.C. (in un periodo, cioè, proba-
bilmente già posteriore alla fine dell’Impero ittita), ma se ne 
attende ancora la pubblicazione completa (per riferimenti 
alle sedi di edizione dei testi pubblicati e per una rassegna 
di alcune delle più importanti informazioni provenienti da 
questi archivi si rimanda a Mora e Giorgieri 2004: 14-15, 
19-20; e a Mora 2008a: 80ss).

7. Spesso, negli studi dedicati all’amministrazione ittita in 
Siria, si parla in modo generico di “Ittiti”, senza distinzio-
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ne. In altri casi, si presentano liste provvisorie e parziali di 
funzionari o principi appartenenti alla corte di Karkemish, 
talvolta con notevoli differenze tra una lista e l’altra (per 
questo problema si rimanda a Mora 2004: 433, n° 20).

8. Per i titoli di questi principi, dignitari e funzionari, per 
alcune indicazioni prosopografiche e per l’elenco e l’ana-
lisi dei loro si-gilli, si rimanda a Mora 2004, 2005, 2010. 
Per ulteriori approfondimenti si vedano anche Mora 2008a 
e 2008b.

9. Nella lista sono seguiti da “?” i nomi dei principi/dignitari 

la cui appartenenza alla corte di Karkemish è ancora incerta.

10. Esemplari e discussi i casi di Piha-Tarhunta e di Taki-
Šarruma, per i quali si rimanda a Mora 2004 e 2008b, con 
relativi riferimenti bibliografici. 
 
11. È certamente superfluo ricordare l’importanza del ritro-
vamento del sigillo del re Kuzi-Teššup (si veda, anche per i 
riferimenti precedenti, Hawkins 1988; cf. anche De Martino 
in questo volume, fig. 3), che ha confermato quanto già si 
era intuito, cioè la continuità della dinastia ittita di Karke-
mish anche dopo la fine della dinastia di Hattuša.

Fig. 5. Vista dell’acropoli e dei terrapieni di difesa della Inner Town da nord-ovest.
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karkemisH in THe eGyPTian sources

Marco Zecchi

Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Department of History and Cultures

Karkemish, on the west bank of the Euphrates, ap-
pears for the first time in the Egyptian sources in the 
18th dynasty, when the domination of western Asia be-
comes central to Egyptian policy. In the seventh pylon 
of the great temple of the god Amon at Karnak there 
is a geographical list of territories conquered by Thut-
mose III during the Egyptian military expansion in the 
Near East (Fig. 1). This list, which reflects historical 
events, includes the toponym Karkemish, spelled ka-
r-ka-m-ša (Urk. IV 792). His great eighth campaign of 
the 33rd year of reign led the pharaoh across the Eu-
phrates, into Mitanni, where he set up a stele (Breasted 
1906: § 478; Pritchard 1969: 239; Urk. IV 697. Cf. 
also Helck 1981: 241-244; Vandersleyen 1995: 305) 
commemorating this success next to the one erected, a 
few decades earlier, by his grandfather Thutmose I, the 
first known Egyptian king to have reached the banks of 
the river during a military campaign up through Syria, 
perhaps after an earlier campaign of his predecessor 
Amenhotep I (Breasted 1906: § 67, 73). Moreover, ac-
cording to the autobiographical text left in his tomb by 
Thutmose III’s officer Amenemheb, the Egyptian king 
was able to enter within the territory of Karkemish. 
Just before the narration of the conquest of the city 
Qadesh, Amenemheb tells proudly that: 

“When the king came to Nahariya, I brought off 
three men from the fight there; I set them before 
His Majesty as living prisoners… Again I fought 
on that expedition in the land of Karkemish (qa-
r-qa-my-ša). I took […] as living prisoners and 
I crossed over the water of Nahariya, while they 
were in my hand… I [placed] them before my 
lord. He rewarded me with a great reward…” 
(Breasted 1906: § 583; Urk. IV 891).

Subsequently, the name of Karkemish occurs in two 
lists of foreign place-names dating to the reign of 
Amenhotep III, once in a list found on a statue base at 
the king’s mortuary temple at Kom el Hetan (spelled 
qi-r-qa-m-ša) on the Theban west bank (Figs. 1-2; 
Kitchen 1964: 4, pls. II, VIII; Edel and Görg 2005: 8, 
22-23, 31-32, 43), and once in a list on the columns in 
the main hypostyle hall of the temple of Soleb in Nu-
bia (spelled qa-r-qa-mi-ša) (Fig. 3; LD III 88; Giveon 
1964: 239-255). All the place-names are written within 
fortified ovals surmounted by figures of bound prison-
ers, according to the New Kingdom iconographic con-
vention for indicating their foreign origin. Even though 
these topographical lists may be useful for the study of 
the contacts and relations between Egypt and Syria-
Palestine in the Late Bronze Age, they do not always 
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Fig. 1. Statue of Amenhotep III from Kom el Hetan 
(after Kitchen 1964: pl. VIII).

Fig. 2. Drawing of the cartouche from the Statue of Amenhotep III from 
Kom el Hetan (after Varille 1935: fig. 4).
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or necessarily reflect physical conquest or dominance. 
Rather, they may represent the wider world which was 
ideally, if not actually, dominated by the king of Egypt 
and his gods. Therefore, owing to the scant available 
sources, these lists alone cannot be taken as a proof of 
an Egyptian military or political control of Karkem-
ish during the reign of Amenhotep III (Kitchen 2006: 
1-8). On the contrary, Egypt was not able to maintain 
control over territories in the far north and Karkemish 
became subjected to the kingdom of Mitanni, ruled by 
king Tushratta. In this respect it should be noted that 
the name of Karkemish does not occur in the Amarna 
archive, containing the correspondence, mostly in Ak-
kadian, of the Egyptian kings (from Amenhotep III to 
Tutankhamon) with the kings of Babylonia, Assyria, 

Fig. 3. List of place-names from the temple of Soleb, Nubia, with the Karkemish toponym among the others 
(adapted from Lepsius n.d.: pl. 88).

Hatti, Mitanni and minor kings and rulers of the Near 
East, vassals of the Egyptian kingdom.
From the time of the Hittite king Suppiluliuma I, who 
ascended to the throne either in the last years of the 
reign of Amenhotep III or at the beginning of his heir’s 
reign, Akhenaten, Karkemish came under the Hittite 
control until the fall of Hatti in the early 12th century 
BC (cf. Kupper 1992: 19-20; Lacambre and Tunca 
1999: 598-599). King Suppiluliuma I first launched 
an attack against the capital of Mitanni, then captured 
the Syrian cities which were vassals to Tushratta, in-
cluding Aleppo, and eventually, after a short siege, 
Karkemish also fell to the Hittites. Suppiluliuma I des-
ignated his son Piyashshili (also known under his Hur-
rian name Sharri-Kushuh) as king of the city, imposing 
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direct rule over Syria and bringing the empire of Mi-
tanni to an end (Bryce 1998: 175-176, 191-192). With 
the defeat of Mitanni, several of Egypt’s vassals in 
northern Syria changed allegiance. Even though Egypt 
did not stop being a threat to the Hittite dominion in 
Syria, the last kings of the 18th dynasty were very like-
ly unable to retake even the southern zones of Syria. 
In Horemeheb’s tomb of Saqqara, prepared when he 
was a general of the army and before he became phar-
aoh of Egypt, he declares that “his name was famous 
in the land of the Hittites, as he was travelling to the 
north” (Martin 1989), which seems to suggest that he 
led military campaigns during Tutankhamon’s reign in 
an attempt to recover Egypt’s lost provinces. 
In 1973 Donald R. Redford published a controversial 
stone libation vessel, which was first seen in a Cairo 
antiquities shop. The vessel bears on the flat rim a hi-
eroglyphic text, which reads in part: 

“Regnal year sixteen, under the Majesty of the 
lord of the Two Lands, Horunemheb (sic), the 
ruler, at the time of his first victorious campaign 
from Byblos as far as the land of the vile chief of 
Karkemish (pa ta n pa wr hsy n q-r-q-m-ša)…”

followed by an invocation to the gods Ptah, Astarte, 
Anat daughter of Ptah, Resheph and Qadesh in fa-
vour of Sen-nefer, “stablemaster” of the king (Redford 
1973: 36-49). The length of Horemheb’s reign is still 
subject to debate. Even though it has been suggested 
that the vessel refers to a campaign in Karkemish dur-
ing Mursili II’s ninth year mentioned in the Annals of 
the Hittite king, doubts have been expressed not only 
about the authenticity of the vessel but also the mili-
tary activity of the Egyptian king in Asia (Murnane 
1990: 30-31; cf. also Schulman 1978: 46-47; Yoyotte 
1981: 44; Pitard 1987: 74-75; Vandersleyen 1995: 486; 
Bryce 1998: 241-242; Freu 2004: 141-142). The ex-
pression “the land (ta) of the vile chief (wr hsy)” is in-
deed suspicious. In this respect, however, it should be 
stressed that Horemheb’s memorial temple at Thebes 

was decorated with battle scenes (Johnson 1992: 124-
129). It is not clear whether they refer to his campaigns 
waged on behalf of Tutankhamon (as suggested by 
Darnell and Manassa 2007: 182), or to military opera-
tions in Asia when he was pharaoh, or if they reflect 
actual events at all. 
The city of Karkemish is also mentioned in the Egyp-
tian texts of the following dynasty, when the new 
kings organised a series of military campaigns into 
Western Asia on a scale not seen since Thutmose 
III’s reign, in order to restore Egypt’s dominion in 
Syria. 
After a decade of hostilities between Egypt and Hatti, 
in the fifth year of his reign, Ramesse II and his army 
crossed the Egyptian boundaries and reached the terri-
tory of Qadesh, on the river Oronte. Ramesse II’s forc-
es fought against the Hittite army of king Muwatalli 
II in one of the most famous battles of the ancient 
world. After hours of fighting, Ramesse II withdrew 
his army from the field, realising that he would never 
succeed in capturing Qadesh or defeating Muwatalli 
II, and marched homeward. Despite this, Ramesse II 
turned the battle episode to his advantage, offering 
his version of the events in an epic poem inscribed 
on various temple walls (Karnak, Luxor, Ramesseum 
and Abydos), and written also on papyri, to celebrate 
his “great victory” (Fig. 4). Here Karkemish is men-
tioned in a few passages as one of Hatti’s allies which 
fought against the Egyptian army: 

“the entire land of Hatti had come, that of Na-
harina (Mitanni) likewise, and that of Arzawa… 
Kizzuwatna, Karkemish, Qode. Their rulers 
were with him, each man with his forces…” 
(KRI II 18 § 46). 

or: 

“…the vile prince of Hatti… he sent forth many 
chiefs, each of them with their chariots and 
equipped with their weapons of war, the prince 
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Fig. 4a-c. Copper ring with Psametik I’s cartouche (BM 116187; photos by Luisa Guerri, 
courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum).

of Arzawa… the prince of Karkemish…” (KRI 
II 51 § 151).

or, in another passage: 

“see, the vile prince of Hatti has come together 
with many foreign lands that accompany him, 
whom he has brought with him as allies, the 
land of Derdeny, the land of Naharina… the 
land of Karkemish…” (KRI II 111 § 45. Cf. also 
KRI II 4 § 5 and 216 no. 20). 

Moreover, to stress Ramesse II’s victory, at the Rames-
seum, on the west bank of Luxor, there are scenes with 
twelve sons of the king leading foreigner prisoners 
to the gods of Thebes, that is Amon, Mut and their 
child Khonsu. Among them is the prince Sety leading 
“soldiers of Karkemish” (qy-r-qa-my-ša) (KRI II 145 
§86. Cf. also KRI II 143 § 64, 144 § 65). The battle of 

Qadesh, however, did not resolve the situation in Syria 
and was followed by a long period of political hostili-
ties. Eventually, in the twenty-first year of Ramesse II’s 
reign, sixteen years after the battle, a peace-treaty be-
tween Egypt and the new Hittite king Hattusili III was 
agreed. A Hittite delegation arrived in Per-Ramesse, 
in the Delta, to bring a copy of the treaty engraved in 
cuneiform on a great silver plate. An Egyptian version 
of this treaty also exists, preserved on two stele, one in 
Karnak and one in the Ramesseum (KRI II 225-232; 
Davies 1997: 97-116; Edel 1997). According to this 
text, together with the Hittite envoys there was a cer-
tain Yapushili, representative of the city of Karkemish: 

“… [the messenger of the] land of [Hatti… Tili]-
Teshub, and [the second messenger] of [Hatti] 
Ra[mose and the messenger of Karke]mish Ya-
pushili, they came carrying the tablet of [silver 
which] the great chief of Hatti Hattusili III had 
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sent to the pharaoh – life, power, health – in 
order to ask for [peace with the Majesty of the 
king of Upper and Lower Egypt Usermaatra], 
Setepenra, son of Ra, Ramesse II, beloved of 
Amon”. 

The presence of Yapushili from Karkemish, the for-
ward base of the Hittites on the Euphrates, must not 
have been accidental, but might be an indication of the 
will to maintain good relation over Syria, a land which 
had often been theatre of tensions between Egypt and 
Hatti.
Another attestation of the name of Karkemish occurs 
in an ostracon (CGC 25807; see Ćerný 1935) from 
Thebes, containing the beginning of a model of a letter 
written by the king of Karkemish Ini-Teshub (Kupper 
1992: 22-23), a contemporary of the Hittite king Tud-
haliya IV, son of Hattusili III.
A few decades after Ramesse II’s reign, Karkemish is 

mentioned in another official text, even though in a to-
tally different context. By the eighth year of Ramesse 
III, the so-called Sea People attempted an invasion of 
Egypt by land and sea. They had already swept away 
the Hittite empire and many of its allies. In the text cel-
ebrating the victory of the pharaoh’s army engraved on 
the wall of the temple of Medinet Habu, a description 
of the critical situation is offered: 

“Countries were dislodged and devastated all 
at one time. No land could stand before their 
arms, from Hatti, Qode, Carchemish (q-r-qa-m-
ša), Arzawa, Alasiya (Cyprus), (but they were) 
land waste, one by one… They (= Sea People) 
advance toward Egypt, but the fire was ready 
before them”. 
(KRI V 39, 16; Peden 1994: 28-29). 

Fortunately for Egypt, Ramesse III was able to prevent 

Fig. 5. Stamp seal-impressions with the cartouche of king Nekau II from House D: a) BM 116225; 
b) BM 116224; (photos by Giulia Scazzosi, courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum).
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the invasion, defeating the so-called Sea People in two 
land and sea battles. However, it should be added that 
at present there is no archaeological or epigraphic evi-
dence that Karkemish was devastated  by an invasion, 
so it is likely that the text of Medinet Habu refers to 
an invasion or sacks by the Sea People in the territory 
of northern Syria under the Hittite empire, rather than 
to a destruction of the city itself. Even after the disap-
pearance of the dynasty of Hattusa, a branch of the 
Hittite royal dynasty survived at Karkemish for sev-
eral generations.
By the end of the 20th dynasty, Egypt lost control 
of its last possessions in the Near East and, after the 
mention in the temple of Medinet Habu of the time of 
king Ramesse III, the name of Karkemish occurs no 
more in the Egyptian official texts until the Greco-Ro-

man Period. But relations between the Syrian city and 
Egypt did not cease. In a completely different interna-
tional context, the pharaoh Psametik I of the 26th dy-
nasty intervened against the Babylonia expansion in 
support of Egypt’s old rival, the Assyrian empire. The 
Egyptian king marched all the way to Karkemish, ar-
riving where no pharaohs had arrived since Ramesse 
II. Proof of the Egyptian influence in the area is of-
fered by the findings from an elite house (House D) in 
the Outer Town of Karkemish, where a few Egyptian 
objects were found, such as a fragment of an alabas-
ter bowl and another of a glazed flask, both with hi-
eroglyphs, four bronze statuettes (Fig. 7) and, most 
significantly, a bronze ring with its bezel in the form 
of a cartouche with the throne-name of Psametik I, 
Wahibra (Fig. 4), in addition to four clay seal-impres-

Fig. 6. Stamp seal-impressions with the cartouche of king Nekau II from House D: a) BM 116223; 
b) BM 116222 (photos by Giulia Scazzosi, courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum).
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sions with the cartouche of king Nekau II (Figs. 5-6) 
and two other sealings (cf. Woolley 1921: 125-128, 
pls. 21b-c, 26c: 1-8; cf. also Zecchi in press). Notably, 
despite the assistance offered by the Egyptians, the 
Assyrians were defeated by the Babylonians in 609 
BC. A few years later, in 605 BC, the army of Nekau 
II returned to Karkemish, to fight against the Babylo-
nians, but it was defeated (Hogarth 1914: 17). Shortly 
after, Egypt lost all its remaining footholds in Syria 
and Palestine.
The name of Karkemish occurs in the Egyptian sourc-

es just once more, after more than one hundred centu-
ries after Ramesse III’s inscription of Medinet Habu. 
The city, spelled grg-i-m-S, appears on the wall of the 
Greco-Roman temple of Kom Ombo in a list of foreign 
place-names subjugated by Egypt (de Morgan 1895: 
130, 170). But this was just an idealised domination of 
Egypt. Here, the geographical list is not representative 
of a real sovereignty of Egypt, but is rather a priestly 
exercise, a re-employing of more ancient themes and 
models.

Fig. 7. Egyptianizing bronze figurines from House D, late 7th century BC (after Woolley 1921: pl. 21b-c).
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The 1986 discovery of an impression of the seal of 
Kuzi-Tešup, King of the land of Karkemish, son of 
Talmi-Tešup, allowed to add a further generation to the 
four-generation line of Hittite viceroys of Karkemish 
(Sürenhagen 1986, Hawkins 1988). At the same time, 
the name of Kuzi-Tešup was recognized as that of the 
grandfather in the genealogies of two different rulers 
of Malatya, brothers, where he was entitled “Great 
King, Hero of Karkemish”. His direct descendants, at-
tested in their own inscriptions in a line extending for 
at least four and possibly seven or more generation, 
bore the title “Country Lords of the land of Malatya”.
At the site of Karkemish itself however no substan-
tial inscriptions have been found earlier than those of 
a four-generation line, the “house of Suhi”, who bore 
the title of “Ruler (tarwani) Country Lord of the city 
of Karkemish”. These are dated approximately to the 
10th century BC, and comprise Suhi I – Astuwala-
manza and Suhi II – Katuwa. The greater part of their 
inscriptions and associated sculpture was the work of 
Katuwa, and others were those of his father, Suhi II. 
A single fragment of a lion has an incomplete inscrip-
tion of Astuwalamanza (KARKAMIŠ A14b, Hawkins 
2000: 83-85), and a stele with a badly worn inscrip-
tion was set up by his brother, a priest of Kubaba 
(KARKAMIŠ A4b, Hawkins 2000: 80-82). For Suhi I 

no inscription was known until the discovery in 2011 
of a stele set up by him, bearing a text nearly identical 
to that of the stele of the priest of Kubaba (Dinçol et al. 
in this volume; and KARKAMIŠ A4b, Hawkins 2000: 
80-82). Both stelae commemorated the success of a 
Great King Ura-Tarhunta, son of a Great King Sapazi-
ti, in a dispute with a land Sura (probably to be recog-
nized as Asura – Assyria). It seems probable that Suhi I 
was actually contemporary with the Great King whose 
deeds he commemorated. The latter’s titles are given 
as “Great King, Hero, King of the land of Karkemish”, 
while the former’s are “King Ura-Tarhunta’s kinsman 
(?), Ruler (tarwani), Country Lord of the city Karkem-
ish”. Notably the last two titles were borne by Suhi’s 
three lineal descendants and by other later rulers of the 
city (Hawkins 1995a).
There is further evidence for the relations between the 
lines of Great Kings and Country Lords. Suhi II gave 
his daughter in marriage to a king Tudhaliya, who may 
be identified with a Great king Tudhaliya attested on 
a fragment of stele similar to those of Ura-Tarhunda. 
Later Katuwa records in his inscriptions his struggle 
for the possession of Karkemish with the “grandsons 
of Ura-Tarhunta” (KARKAMIŠ A11a, Hawkins 2000: 
97). We may probably understand that power in the 
city passed to the Country Lords. Further research is 
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however needed to shed light on the nature of this pro-
cess. Perhaps their claims to Great Kingship were de-
rived from descent from Kuzi-Tešup, the great-great-
grandson of Shuppiluliuma I, some 150 years earlier.   
While the four-generation line of Country Lords, the 
house of Suhi, probably spanned the 10th century BC, 
in the mid-9th century of Karkemish was under a King 
Sangara attested in the records of Assurnasirpal II and 
Shalmaneser III, c.870-845 BC, but he is not repre-
sented by any known inscriptions of his own (Grayson 
1996: A.0.102.1, 55’, 67’). He was perhaps weakened 
and impoverished by Assyrian exactions of tribute.
The next rulers of Karkemish known from their own 
hieroglyphic inscriptions belong to the “house of As-
tiruwa”, a line of at least four generations stretching 
back to the end of the 9th century BC. Astiruwa himself 
is known only from inscriptions of others, in particular 
those of Yariri, who while styling himself only “ruler” 
(tarwani) makes it clear that he is acting as guardian of 
“my Lord Astiruwa’s children”, especially the young 
heir Kamani (KARKAMIŠ A6, Hawkins 2000: 126). 
Yariri seems to have been regent, and to judge from 

his peculiar appearance in his self-representation, he 
may have been a eunuch, as the beardless guards at-
tending him are explicitly designated. He boasts his 
international reputation and remarkably his literacy in 
several scripts and proficiency in foreign languages 
(KARKAMIŠ A15b, Hawkins 2000: 131). Kamani 
certainly succeeded to the rulership, for several no-
table inscribed monuments of his have been found 
(Hawkins 2000: 140-154). In the manner of the house 
of Suhi, he styles himself “tarwani, Country Lord of 
the city Karkemish” but surprisingly adds “and the 
city of Malatya” (KARKAMIŠ A31, Hawkins 2000: 
142; ÇEKKE, Hawkins 2000: 145). This claim may 
be historic, going back to the heirs of Kuzi-Tešup, but 
was surely empty. In one inscription he claims to have 
(re)built the temple of Kubaba magnificently, and in 
another acting jointly with his prime minister (“first 
servant”) Sastura he founded a city named after him-
self, Kamana (ÇEKKE, Hawkins 2000: 145).
The next generation seems to be represented by a badly 
damaged inscribed relief, of which the author’s name 
is missing, but he speaks of “my father Sastura” and 

Fig. 1. Graphic reconstruction of the gods’ procession in the Long Wall of Sculpture built by Suhi II 
(after Hawkins 1972: fig. 4a).
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Fig. 2. Graphic reconstruction of the decoration of the Royal Gatehouse located atop of the Great Staircase 
(after Hawkins 1972: fig. 4b).

Fig. 3. Copy of the inscribed orthostat by Katu-
wa from the King’s Gate area (KARKAMIŠ 

A13d/II.60, after Hawkins 2000: pl. 25).

bears the same titles as Kamani, Country Lord of the 
city Karkemish and the land of Malatya”. An associat-
ed fragment bearing only the name Astirua could be re-
stored to a position to give the author’s missing name, 
thus Astirua II, son of Sastura, though the style of the 
sculpture suggests a date later than the mid-8th century 
BC (KARKAMIŠ A21 frag. 1., Hawkins 2000: 162). 
Fragments of a colossal seated statue with inscription 
excavated in the South Gate preserve a possible “be-
loved of Kubaba, Asti[rua]’s son” (KARKAMIŠ A13 
c1, Hawkins 2000: 168). The style here too looks to be 
late 8th century BC, which could indicate an attribu-
tion to Pisiri, last king of Karkemish, who is recorded 
among the tributaries of Tiglath-pileser III in 738 BC 
(Tiglath-Pileser III 11, 9; 14, 11; 27, 4; 32, 3; 35 iii 16, 
Tadmor and Yamada 2011), and was removed from the 
throne by Sargon II in 717 BC (Annals 72-76, Fuchs 
1994: 88, 316). At that point Karkemish was annexed 
as an Assyrian province, which it remained for the 
next century up to the fall of Assyria. The damage suf-
fered by these two monuments, those of Sastura’s son 
and Asti[rua]’s son, looks like the sort of deliberate 
destruction regularly inflicted by the Assyrians on the 
memorials of defeated opponents.
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Table 1. Kings of Karkemish and Malatya in the Iron Age.
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Introduzione
Karkemish, una delle più importanti capitali del Vi-
cino Oriente antico durante l’Età del Ferro, si trova 
lungo l’Eufrate nei pressi di una località nota come 
Gerablus, ora al confine tra Turchia e Siria (Fig. 1). Il 
sito si presenta attualmente come un’imponente col-
lina, in turco höyük, e si compone di tre parti tra loro 
concentriche e ben distinte topograficamente: l’acro-
poli che domina il sito con il lato settentrionale che 
cade a picco sul fiume; la città bassa interna; la città 
bassa esterna (Marchetti 2005). Tali settori, ben visibi-
li anche nella fotografia aerea e satellitare, sono divisi 
al suolo da netti elementi di separazione quali scarpate 
o terrapieni tanto da essere sempre stati riconoscibili 
fin dalle prime descrizioni che vennero fatte di questo 
insediamento.1 
Oltre alla particolare conformazione del sito, legata 
non solo alla morfologia del suolo, ma anche e soprat-
tutto all’articolazione urbanistica dell’antica città con i 
suoi edifici e monumenti sepolti, sono sempre stati vi-
sibili in superficie resti strutturali che hanno permesso 
l’individuazione di un importante centro antico fin dai 
tempi dei primi viaggiatori.2 
I primi a dare notizia e descrizione delle evidenze con-
servate furono Maundrell nel 1714 e Pococke nel 1737 
che pensò di riferire i resti visibili alla città romana 

di Gerrhae citata da Tolemeo (Hogarth 1914: 3). Fino 
al 1874-1876, quando Smith riconobbe la presenza di 
una fase ittita e propose l’identificazione del sito di 
Gerablus con Karkemish, l’area archeologica era nota 
soltanto per le sue strutture romane che la facevano 
identificare, a partire dal toponimo, con Europos o 
Hierapolis o addirittura veniva ignorata dai viaggiatori 
del tempo come Maspero nel 1872 o Nöldeke nel 1876 
(Hogarth 1914: 4-6).
 
La fase classica negli scavi britannici 
Ancora quando, nel 1911, Hogarth, Campbell Thom-
pson e Lawrence si apprestavano a iniziare la prima 
campagna di scavo che avrebbe riportato in luce le ve-
stigia dell’antica Karkemish, la descrizione che viene 
data del sito mostra come la via colonnata, le strutture 
del foro e il tempio all’estremità sud-orientale dell’a-
cropoli fossero tra le evidenze più significative tra 
quelle visibili in superficie.3

L’importanza della monumentalità della fase roma-
na, che viene così bene messa in evidenza dai primi 
viaggiatori e dagli stessi archeologi che per primi si 
accinsero a scavare il sito, contrasta con la scarsezza 
di dati che ci sono pervenuti nelle relazioni di scavo e 
con la considerazione stessa che la stratigrafia di epoca 
classica ha avuto da parte degli archeologi nel corso 
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Fig. 1. Carta con la rappresentazione 
delle principali località citate nel testo 

(da Talbert 2000: mappa 36).

delle operazioni sul campo. I riferimenti ai muri ro-
mani rinvenuti, seppure numerosi, sono più che altro 
dovuti al fatto che la loro costruzione ha comportato 
il danneggiamento se non la totale asportazione dei li-
velli di epoca ittita o precedente e che la loro presenza 
impone la necessità di relazionarsi ad essi ed eliminar-
li. Le strutture e gli edifici non sono praticamente mai 
descritti, né si allegano quasi planimetrie relative alle 
fasi tarde.4 
La consapevolezza che si tratti comunque di una parte 

della storia del sito di Karkemish spinge gli autori a 
dichiarare l’intenzione di pubblicare in un successivo 
momento i monumenti ellenistici e romani (Woolley e 
Barnett 1952: iii), ma questo non riesce a eliminare la 
sensazione che la loro stessa esistenza sia vista come 
un impedimento e un ostacolo alla conoscenza della 
“vera” Karkemish. Tale impressione viene poi confer-
mata dalla modalità stessa utilizzata per la rimozione 
delle stratigrafie più recenti, che, per ammissione dello 
stesso Woolley, furono fatte saltare tramite l’utilizzo 
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Fig. 2. Localizzazione dei monumenti romani in base alle indicazioni contenute nei rapporti di scavo 
(sulla base di Google EarthTM e Woolley 1921: tav. 3).

della dinamite.5 Date queste premesse non stupisce la 
quasi totale mancanza di informazioni sul periodo el-
lenistico e romano di cui resta soltanto qualche accen-
no isolato. 

Il nome della città classica 
Non abbiamo notizia di rinvenimenti di epigrafi o di al-
tri reperti che tramandino il nome della città. L’erede di 
Karkemish, una città ben strutturata con tanto di mura 
(Woolley 1921: 62), porte urbiche,6 strada colonnata
Hogarth 1914: 1), mura (Woolley 1921: 62), acquedot-
to (ibidem, 73), terme (ibidem, 67-69), una imponen-
te area pubblica (interpretata come il foro, cf. Hogarth 
1914: 1; Woolley e Barnett 1952: 169, 177, 181, 185, 
200-201), teatro (Woolley 1921: 62) e templi (Wool-
ley e Barnett 1952: 207-210), non è ancora infatti stata 
identificata con certezza, mancando riferimenti sicuri 

al suo toponimo (Fig. 2). Ci troviamo, dunque, di fronte 
a uno di quei tanti casi di studio con cui si deve con-
frontare la topografia antica: abbiamo una serie di evi-
denze sul terreno prive di una sicura identità e una serie 
di riferimenti conservati nelle fonti letterarie a città o 
insediamenti che non hanno ancora una localizzazione 
sul terreno. È dunque possibile trovare una corrispon-
denza tra i resti della città romana che si sovrappose a 
Karkemish e uno di questi tanti centri citati dagli storici 
e dai geografi antichi? 
La questione fu affrontata già da Hogarth, che nel vo-
lume introduttivo alla pubblicazione degli scavi si pose 
lo stesso interrogativo nel tentativo di giungere anche 
ad una corretta interpretazione dell’origine dei toponimi 
attuali Djerabis o, più tardi, Djerablus (Hogarth 1914: 
19).
Vi sono diversi testi letterari che parlano della Siria 
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romana sia dal punto di vista storico che geografi-
co.7 A questi si devono aggiungere anche gli itinerari, 
documenti che riportano elenchi di località, distanze 
e indicazioni relative alla rete stradale. La citazione 
più utile si trova nel V libro di Tolemeo. Il geografo 
alessandrino, che nella sua opera ci tramanda una lista 
di località corredate dalla loro localizzazione tramite 
coordinate geografiche, elenca una serie di città che 
si trovano sull’Eufrate da nord a sud: Zeugma, Euro-
pos, Kaikilia.8 Data l’importanza dell’insediamento, 
testimoniata come abbiamo visto dalla monumentale 
struttura urbanistica e dalla presenza di edifici tipici 
di una cittadina di rilievo, pare difficile pensare che 
Tolemeo non avesse fatto cenno alla sua esistenza, per 
cui si deve pensare che la città ellenistico-romana so-
vrapposta a Karkemish fosse proprio uno dei centri da 
lui segnalati lungo il corso del fiume a sud di Zeugma.
Qualche indicazione ulteriore per fornire una identifi-
cazione più sicura viene dalla Tabula Peutingeriana, 
copia medievale di un itinerarium pictum romano. La 
rete viaria è resa tramite una serie di segmenti spezzati 
in cui ogni interruzione della linea o ogni figura rap-
presentante centri urbani corrisponde a una stazione 
cui è associato un numerale, che indica la distanza in 
miglia romane da quella successiva. Concordemente 
a quanto riportato da Tolemeo, anche la Tabula Peu-
tingeriana mostra un percorso sulla sponda destra 
dell’Eufrate che passa per Zeugma e si dirige verso 
meridione. A sud di questa città viene indicata una lo-
calità senza nome segnalata dal tipico simbolo di un 
centro urbano (la doppia casetta affiancata) distante 
XXIIII miglia e, dopo altre XVI miglia, un’altra sta-
zione indicata tramite una discontinuità nella linea cui 
è abbinato il toponimo Caeciliana. Incrociando i dati 
a disposizione si può dedurre con una certa sicurezza 
che il sito intermedio doveva essere la Europos tole-
maica (Fig. 3).
La sequenza delle città lungo il fiume e l’indicazione 
delle distanze, che dovrebbe fornire un punto sicuro 
per l’identificazione della Karkemish romana, apre in-
vece nuovi interrogativi in quanto il sito di Gerablus 

si trova a circa XX miglia romane (circa 29,6 Km) da 
Zeugma invece che a XXIIII (circa 35,52 Km) e non 
coincide dunque con alcuna delle località della Tabula. 
Anche la localizzazione del sito di Caeciliana, la città 
citata a sud di Europos in successione lungo il corso 
del fiume, non è certa e viene dunque a mancare un al-
tro riferimento sicuro insieme a Zeugma per delimitare 
l’area all’interno della quale dovrebbe porsi Europos. 
In realtà anche la distanza tra Hierapolis e Zeugma 
sulla Tabula Peutingeriana, che riporta XXIIII miglia, 
è errata, in quanto nella realtà il percorso sarebbe lun-
go indicativamente 14 miglia romane in più.
Hogarth ipotizzò che vi fosse stato un errore con uno 
spostamento di una decina di miglia (un simbolo X) 
da un tragitto all’altro, per cui le cifre sarebbero da 
emendare rispettivamente in XIIII (Zeugma-Europos) 
e XXXIIII (Zeugma-Hierapolis) (Hogarth 1914: 20-
21). Tale teoria è basata ancora sulla errata localizza-
zione di Zeugma con Birecik, che in effetti disterebbe 
in linea d’aria 21 km dal nostro sito, corrispondenti a 
14 miglia romane. 
In realtà questa correzione, dato che la città fondata 
da Seleuco I si trova presso Belkis, lontana all’incirca 
29 km in linea d’aria da Karkemish, non risolverebbe 
il problema e la cifra riportata sulla Tabula (35 km) 
sarebbe comunque più prossima alla distanza reale 
piuttosto che la proposta avanzata da Hogarth. Intorno 
a XVI miglia a sud di Gerablus ci si imbatte inoltre 
nell’area dell’estuario del Sagiur ove si ritiene deb-
ba trovarsi una località identificabile con Caeciliana 
(Hogarth 1914: 21; Dussaud 1927: 450; Chapot 1967: 
281), in conformità con le indicazioni riportate dalla 
Tabula. Anche se le distanze non sono precise e resta-
no alcune problematiche aperte, a partire dall’indivi-
duazione al suolo del percorso di queste vie di comuni-
cazione, l’analisi degli itinerari raffigurati sulla Tabula 
Peutingeriana sembra confermare sostanzialmente 
una probabile identificazione della Karkemish romana 
con la Europos tolemaica.
Tali discordanze hanno comunque spinto recentemen-
te alla formulazione di nuove ipotesi (Gaborit e Leri-
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che 1998: 195-196; Comfort et al. 2000: 119), che non 
possono essere ignorate in questa sede. La scoperta di 
un importante sito ellenistico a Gebel Khalid9 è stata 
messa in connessione con Europos, anche se diversi 
elementi si oppongono a questa identificazione per 
ammissione dello stesso studioso che avanza l’ipotesi. 
La città di Gebel Khalid infatti non presenta fasi suc-
cessive a quella seleucide, mentre la storiografia anti-
ca cita l’esistenza di Europos fino all’epoca bizantina. 
Inoltre il posizionamento stesso dell’insediamento è 
inconciliabile con quanto emerge dalle fonti geografi-
che e itinerarie. Gebel Khalid si trova posta molto a sud 

lungo l’Eufrate, dunque troppo distante da Zeugma da 
un lato e troppo vicina al sito identificato con Eragiza 
(Tell el Hajj; Gatier, Sinclair and Balance 2000: 1031) 
dall’altro (Europos dovrebbe inoltre essere separata da 
Eragiza secondo l’indicazione di Tolemeo da almeno 
altre quattro città) (Fig. 1).
Dunque, anche se non esistono dati che consentano di 
assegnare con assoluta certezza, in attesa di riscontri 
epigrafici, il nome Europos alla città romana di Kar-
kemish, sembra che tale ipotesi sia la più verosimile. 
Ulteriore conferma verrebbe anche dall’analisi dei to-
ponimi coi quali l’area era nota, che si sarebbero ori-

Fig. 3. Particolare della Tabula Peutingeriana riferita all’area dell’Eufrate 
(da  http://www.tabula-peutingeriana.de/tp/tp10.html).
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ginati dalla forma greca. Il più antico, Djerabis, che 
risale al XIII secolo nella sua forma Djirbas, sarebbe 
una derivazione diretta da Europos o dalla sua forma 
siriaca Aghropos (Hogarth 1914: 21-22; Jones 1971: 
243-244). Djerablus, altra variante con cui era noto il 
sito a partire dall’età ottomana, ha un’origine più pro-
blematica, dovuta forse a un’assimilazione del topo-
nimo antico Hierapolis alla forma Djerabis (Hogarth 
1914: 22-25).
Se le fonti geografiche e itinerarie conferiscono mag-
giore forza a questa identificazione, purtroppo gli al-
tri riferimenti a Europos che si trovano nella lettera-
tura antica non permettono di ricavare informazioni 
più dettagliate o precise per dirimere la questione in 
maniera definitiva. Procopio,10 parlando delle guerre 
contro i persiani, localizza l’insediamento lungo l’Eu-
frate a una distanza relativamente breve da Hierapolis, 
ma non aggiunge altri particolari significativi. Plinio,11 
Stefano Bizantino,12 la Cosmografia Ravennate13 ci-
tano l’esistenza di questa cittadina in Siria, ma senza 
specificare nulla sulla sua posizione. Soltanto da Plinio 
si apprende che Europum doveva trovarsi nei pressi 
dell’Eufrate, ma il rapporto diretto col corso d’acqua 
appare molto sfumato e meno significativo che in Pro-
copio o Tolemeo. 
L’unico passo che aggiunge alcune caratteristiche al 
paesaggio circostante è quello di Luciano, che descri-
ve una battaglia combattuta tra l’esercito romano e i 
Parti nei pressi di una città chiamata Europos,14 anche 
se risulta difficile comprendere la storicità di questo 
avvenimento e localizzarlo geograficamente. Tra le 
proposte di identificazione, accanto a Dura Europos, 
è stato recentemente riportato in auge anche il sito di 
Europos sull’Eufrate proprio a partire dalla descrizio-
ne che lo scrittore latino fornisce del paesaggio circo-
stante.15 
Nei pressi della città vi sarebbe un territorio collinare 
e montuoso abitato da contadini che vivono in villaggi 
che si trovano in una zona posta sotto il controllo ro-
mano. Tali riferimenti si adattano meglio ai dintorni di 
Gerablus piuttosto che al deserto in cui sorgeva Dura 

Europos, che tra l’altro fu probabilmente conquista-
ta proprio in seguito alla battaglia oggetto di questa 
narrazione. Tale descrizione, seppure riferibile per le 
sue caratteristiche alla regione in cui si trovava Kar-
kemish, non aggiunge nuovi elementi rispetto a quelli 
già analizzati e non permette dunque di collegare con 
precisione Europos a nessun sito specifico. 
Come abbiamo avuto modo di vedere le modalità di 
scavo non hanno consentito di avere informazioni utili 
a ricostruire la storia e la topografia di questa città in 
epoca classica.16 Diversi riferimenti contenuti nel testo 
a strutture ellenistiche (Woolley 1921: 89, 95; Wool-
ley e Barnett 1952: 157-158, 207, 213) e a ceramica 
a vernice nera (Woolley e Barnett 1952: 172, 235), di 
cui alcuni frammenti datati al IV secolo a.C., consen-
tono di ipotizzare che la prima fase del reinsediamen-
to si possa porre in un periodo coevo ad altre grandi 
fondazioni effettuate da Seleuco I nella regione come 
ad esempio Zeugma stessa (Jones 1971: 243). La città 
si trovava infatti in una posizione ottimale strategica-
mente parlando, occupando l’altura data dall’höyük 
e controllando uno dei punti di attraversamento del 
fiume, così come Zeugma a nord e Caeciliana a sud. 
Mancano in realtà informazioni più dettagliate, ma si 
può pensare che anche in epoca ellenistica la città ab-
bia avuto una certa importanza. La fase che meglio si 
conserva e si vede risale comunque all’epoca romana 
e si deve riferire a un’opera di monumentalizzazione 
che viene generalmente datata tra II e III secolo d.C. 
Abbiamo la citazione di diversi monumenti pubblici, 
ma nessuna descrizione dettagliata o planimetria di 
essi e mancano indicazioni sulla ceramica rinvenuta, 
per cui anche l’inquadramento cronologico non risulta 
avere fondamenti verificabili. 
I resti archeologici, cui si fanno soltanto rapidi cen-
ni nei rapporti di scavo, consentono di constatare una 
continuità di vita dell’insediamento anche in epo-
ca bizantina e araba, almeno nel settore prossimo 
all’acropoli (Woolley e Barnett 1952: 208-209, 211, 
214). Procopio pone la cittadina tra i centri fortificati 
dell’Eufratesia,17 ma in un altro passo utilizza invece 
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la definizione di chorion.18 Tale termine, pur confer-
mando l’esistenza di Europum quale centro ancora 
importante in questi anni, pone qualche interrogati-
vo sulle reali dimensioni della cittadina nel VI secolo 
d.C., dato il valore semantico che indica abitualmente 
un villaggio. Purtroppo dai dati dello scavo britannico 
non si possono ricavare informazioni relative alle tra-
sformazioni subite dalla città nel periodo tardoantico e 
medievale e all’abbandono. 
Come si è visto, ancora numerosi sono i quesiti che 
restano aperti per il periodo classico, a partire dalla 
sicura identificazione del sito sino ad arrivare alla sua 
planimetria o alla definizione e articolazione delle sue 
fasi di vita dalla fondazione alla decadenza. I nuovi 
scavi ripresi nel 2011 e condotti dalla missione turco-
italiana diretta da Nicolò Marchetti dell’Università di 
Bologna riusciranno a gettare nuova luce su tali pro-
blematiche consentendo di dare qualche risposta in più 
su questo importante sito ellenistico-romano della me-
dia valle dell’Eufrate.  

Note:

1. “It is marked by a horseshoe embankment, pierced by two 
main gaps” (Hogarth 1914: 1); v. anche Chapot 1967: 280.

2. La storia dei riferimenti e delle descrizioni del sito di Kar-
kemish prima degli scavi si trova in Hogarth 1914: 2-12. Per 
una panoramica in generale sui viaggiatori in area siriana si 
veda Gaborit e Leriche 1998: 172-175.

3. “The line of a colonnaded street could be followed from 
the southern gap towards the foot of a high citadel mound 
[…] At its south-eastern foot could be seen remains of more 
massive late structures, rising out of broken ground, than 
were apparent elsewhere. It seemed as if the Forum of the 
Romano-Syrian city might have been on this spot […] a con-
siderable Romano-Syrian temple of the second or the third 
century A.D. It seems that on the south-east face the terra-
cing of the mound gave way, and that most of this temple has 
collapsed in a cataract of blocks” (Hogarth 1914: 1-2).

4. Al di fuori delle citazioni nel testo, gli unici riferimenti 
alle fasi classiche e tardoantiche si trovano in qualche foto-
grafia e pianta. In particolare: Woolley 1921: tav. 9a (Terme 
Romane), tav. 11a (West Gate); tavv. 10 a-b (West Gate), tav. 
14 (rovine romane, possibile teatro); tav. 16 (Water Gate). 
Woolley e Barnett 1952: tavv. 34 a-b, 35 a (fondazioni ro-
mane area Tempio dio della Tempesta), tav. 37 a-b (mura 
ipotetico foro area Tempio dio della Tempesta), tav. 46 a-b 
(mura ipotetico foro area King’s Gate), tav. 68 (frammento 
di ceramica ellenistica); fig. 84 (stratigrafia dell’Acropoli), 
tav. 43b (pianta con mura romane dell’ipotetico foro).

5. “Carchemish era stata una grande città nel periodo roma-
no e la località era cosparsa di rocchi di colonna e frammen-
ti di architrave recanti iscrizioni imperiali: e anche troppo 
spesso quando ci si metteva a scavare ci si imbatteva nelle 
fondamenta di grandi edifici così saldamente cementate che 
dovevano essere fatte saltare con la dinamite se si voleva 
raggiungere i resti ittiti sepolti sotto di esse” (Woolley 1957: 
68).

6. Citazioni di fasi romane sono in Woolley 1921: 45, 73, 
80, 89, 101.

7. Una rassegna delle fonti sulla Siria romana si trova in 
Gaborit e Leriche 1998: 167-171. Una rassegna delle prin-
cipali città ellenistiche note dalle fonti letterarie si trova in 
Cohen 2006.

8. Ptol., V, 15

9. Gaborit e Leriche 1998: 191-195; Clarke et al. 2002. Per 
informazioni sul sito e per riferimenti bibliografici più det-
tagliati cf. Cohen 2006: 178-180.

10. Procop. De Bellis, II, 20, 24-28.

11. Plin. N.H., V, 87.

12. Steph. Byz. s.v. Europos.
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13. Ravennatis Anonymi Cosmographia 2.15.

14. Lucian. De Hist. Conscr. 20, 24, 28.

15. Lucian. De Hist. Conscr. 28; Coracella 2002: 85-97.

16. Lo studio, basato su fonti e bibliografia è stato affianca-
to, dal 2011, da un lavoro su documenti inediti e da attività 

di ricerca sul campo (topografia e scavo). Tale approccio 
sta già dando nuovi importanti risultati gettando nuova luce 
sulle fasi ellenistica, romana e bizantina di Karkemish.

17. Procop. De Aed. II, IX, 10.

18. Procop. De Bellis, II, 20, 24.

Fig. 4. Un tratto centrale della via colonnata, vista da sud-est, sullo sfondo ruderi della Inner Town.
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karkemisH and iTs reGion in laTe anTique and byZanTine Times

Alessandra Ricci

Koç University - Istanbul, Department of Archaeology and History of Art

Historical Background
The location of Karkemish, on the western bank of 
the  Euphrates, across a modern border, had reverbera-
tions on the positioning of the site within the complex 
histories that shaped these territories during the Late 
Antique and Byzantine periods (Figs. 1-3). The fol-
lowing remarks therefore aim at suggesting working 
hypothesis for an on-site research that will undoubted-
ly follow and that will help to throw light on the urban 
layout, life and inevitable transformations Karkemish 
went through in these periods.
Latin and Greek sources refer to the site as Europos 
(Lat.) or Εύρωπός (Gr.), a city in the region of Euphra-
tensis, built on the remains of ancient Karkemish. Both 
Ammianus Marcellinus in the 4th century AD and Pro-
copius in the middle of the 6th century AD refer to it as 
located on the western bank of the Euphrates and part 
of a network of cities that formed the urban landscape 
of the region. 
In the 7th century AD, the same region is referred to as 
an eparchy, a term which in Byzantine sources refers 
to an episcopal province and, in the 11th and 12th cen-
turies AD might be seen as a synonymous of the term 
thema, the main administrative regions of the Byzan-
tine empire at the time. 
It is important to note that, according to the sourc-

es, the Late Antique and Byzantine city was sup-
posedly built atop the earlier city.

The Shape of the City
Surveys conducted on the banks of the Euphrates have 
revealed the presence of a well organised system of 
crossings which, in Roman and Late Antique times, 
facilitated movement between Mesopotamia and the 
Mediterranean. Tolls collected at crossing points made 
possible the creation of new social groups, whose 
wealth and status were displayed in the cities they in-
habited. It is likely that Europos/Karkemish was en-
dowed with an important crossing whose existence is 
however only postulated. The traces of the crossing 
might eventually be identified by means of satellite 
and aerial imagery followed by on-site surveys and 
excavations.
The city of Europos/Karkemish (Figs. 4-5) was en-
compassed by walls which, according to Byzantine 
historians, were built by emperor Anastasios’ magister 
militum ‒ or, commander in chief ‒ Keler. A re-assess-
ment of the frontier town of Dara (modern Oğuz) lo-
cated in northern Mesopotamia, some eighteen km to 
the north-west of Nisibis (modern Nusaybin), has  re-
vealed that its city walls were built at the hands of Em-
peror Anastasius in 505 AD following advice from the 
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Fig. 1. Map of the Near East during the Late Antique and Byzantine periods (after Comfort et al. 2000: fig. 1).
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Fig. 2. Map of the Zeugma region during the Late Antique and Byzantine periods (after Comfort et al. 2000: fig. 2).
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Fig. 3. Map of the Euphrates valley be-
tween Zeugma and Karkemish during 
the Late Antique and Byzantine peri-
ods (after Comfort et al. 2000: fig. 8).
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magister militum. Both Dara and Europos were part 
of a rather vast and extended network that formed the 
eastern frontier of the empire and which was object of 
refurbishing during the reign of Anastasius (491-518 
AD). The official court’s historian Procopius ascribes 
to the emperor Justinian the reconstruction of the walls 
(Proc., Buildings 2.9.10). According to the same au-
thor’s writings, in 542 AD General Belisarius turned 
the city into full-fledged military headquarters (Proc., 
Wars 2.20.24-7). Archaeological investigations will 
hopefully contribute to ascertain the authenticity of 
Procopius’ information and work towards a clearer un-
derstanding of Anastasius’ works in the region, about 
which hardly any official document survived.
Beside its military and defensive connotations, Eu-
ropos was also known for the presence of monastic 
establishments that must have occupied the site and 
areas around it.

The “End” of Byzantium
The Arab conquest of Europos took place in 636 AD, 
although without completely eradicating the Byzan-
tine presence on the site. Greek studies in fact appar-
ently continued through the first decades of the 9th 
century AD with continuous life of one of its monastic 
complexes.

Conclusion
Europos/Karkemish was an important urban center 
within the network of the Late Antique and Byzantine 
borders.  Yet, this system of defenses should be viewed 
as a regional arrangement more than a frontier line. 
Such network did naturally come into contact with 
its neighbors and therefore the renewed archaeologi-
cal investigation at Karkemish might eventually shed 
more light on the process of shaping of these defenses, 
located in a focal point for east-west contacts.

Fig. 4. The south-eastern Lower Town of Karkemish in 1909, seen from the acropolis 
(Courtesy of the Newcastle University Library, Gertrude Bell Archives).
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Fig. 5. View of the Inner Town (2012), looking north-east: one can note the layout of 
the Classical town with later superimpositions.
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Introduction
Except for three inscribed fragments of presumably 
royal statues (Marchesi in press a; cf. also Marchesi 
in this volume, fig. 4), the excavations at the site of 
Karkemish have not, up to the present, recovered any 
substantial and well preserved records of the Middle 
and Late Bronze Age city’s rulers. The rulers of the 
2nd millennium BC are generally known only from 
external sources: the Amorite kings of Karkemish 
are attested from the Mari and other Old Babylonian 
archives, and from some glyptic documents found at 
Acemhöyük in Turkey or of unknown provenance (cf. 
Marchesi in this volume); and the Hittite viceroys from 
the historical records of Boğazköy-Hattuša and their 
own state documents and seals from Ugarit and Emar. 
The four-generation line of Hittite viceroys (Table 1) 
descending directly from Šuppiluliuma I unexpect-
edly gained a fifth generation with the discovery of 
the impressions of the magnificent seal of Kuzi-Tešup, 
Šuppiluliuma’s great-great-great-grand son, at Lidar 
Höyük (cf. Sürenhagen 1986). Even more surprising 
was the recognition of Kuzi-Tešup in the Malatya in-
scriptions as grandfather of two different rulers (thus 
brothers), in genealogies recording four generations of 
his descendants  (cf. Hawkins 1988). 
Other Malatya inscriptions attest a three-generation line 

of rulers, not explicitly but probably attached to the line 
of Kuzi-Tešup, and this seven-generation line must span 
from the early 12th to the end of the 11th centuries BC.
The Hittite viceroys in Karkemish bore only the simple 
title “King of the Land of Karkemish”, in contrast to 
their Hattuša cousins, who styled themselves as “Great 
King, King of the Land of Hatti, Heroe”. In Malatya, 
however, the ruling descendants of Kuzi-Tešup entitle 
themselves not “King”, but “Country Lord”, an infe-
rior title under the Hittite Empire denoting regional 
grandees. But Kuzi-Tešup, who bears the title “King 
of the Land of Karkemish” on his own seal, is entitled 
by his grandsons in the Malatya genealogies as “Great 
King, Hero of Karkemish”. From this it has been in-
ferred that at the end of the Hittite Empire, when the 
Hattuša dynasty disappeared, Kuzi-Tešup claimed the 
vacant imperial title, being a surviving lineal descend-
ant of Šuppiluliuma I.
The site of Karkemish itself has yielded no traces of 
its Hittite viceroys. The earliest substantial inscrip-
tions are the work of a four-generation line of Country 
Lords. They are all monumental building inscriptions, 
which together with sculpted orthostats, adorned the 
façades of the main architectural complexes excavated 
to date: (1) The temple of the Storm-God with (2) The 
Long Wall of Sculpture and (3) The Great Staircase; 
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Table 1. The Great Kings of Hatti and the Kings of Karkemish.

(4) The Herald’s Wall, (5) The Processional Entry and 
(6) The King’s Gate. 
Most of these inscriptions and the buildings in which 
they are embedded are the work of the fourth Country 
Lord, Katuwa (nos. 1, 4, 5, 6). No. 2 is the work of his 
father Suhi II, from whom we have also a stele (KELE-
KLI; cf. Hawkins 2000: 92) from a site some 10 km 
north of Karkemish. Two fragments of inscribed portal 
lions, one of Suhi II and one of his father Astuwala-
manza, son of Suhi I, which is his only known inscrip-
tion, possibly come from no. 3.
An inscribed stele was found in situ in a corner of the 
courtyard of the Storm-God Temple. The inscription 
states that the stele was set up by a priest of Kubaba, 
son of Suhi I, thus a brother of Astuwalamanza. Atop 
of the stele is carved the winged sun-disc, one-time 
emblem of Hittite royalty, and in fact the main text 
concerns a Great King named Ura-Tarhunta, and a dis-
pute which he conducted and won against a land of 
Sura (perhaps to be identified with Assyria). Thus it 
seems that the account was written on the stele by the 
priest of Kubaba on behalf of the Great King. How-
ever the reasons why and the relationship between the 
two remain unexplained. 
The lion of Astuwalamanza and the stele of the priest 
are the earliest substantial inscriptions known from 
Karkemish. The whole group of inscriptions and 
sculpture of the three generations of Country Lords 
might be dated approximately to the 10th century BC 

on stylistic and palaeographic criteria and as well as 
on the basis of historical arguments. The first genera-
tion, that of Suhi I, was not represented by inscriptions 
before 2011. 

The New Stele from Karkemish
The stele found in 2011 on the southern slope of the 
acropolis (Fig. 1) bears an inscription of Suhi I, which 
allows us to add one generation to the series of Iron 
Age rulers and to partially fill the gap (For a complete 
edition, cf. Dinçol et al. in press).
The inscription is very similar to the one on the Kuba-
ba priest’s stele, which might therefore have been cop-
ied from it. The top of the stele is characterised by the 
winged sun-disc, accompanied by a lunar crescent and 
a star. The first six lines of inscription are almost iden-
tical to the text of the priest’s stele, and can be read as 
follows: 

“Great King Ura-Tarhunta, Hero, King of the 
Land of Karkemish, son of Sapaziti, Great King, 
Hero. 
A dispute arose for him with the land of Sura, 
and he opposed the army. To king Ura-Tarhunta 
the mighty Storm-God and the Goddess Kubaba 
gave a mighty courage, and he…, and resolved 
the dispute”. 

The last two lines (Fig. 2) conclude: 
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Fig. 1. The basalt stele of Suhi I (KH.11.O.400, h. 194 cm).
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“This stele Suhi, King Ura-Tarhunta’s dear 
kinsman(?), the Ruler, the Country Lord of the 
City of Karkemish, put up”. 

This inscription also permits to clarify some uncertain-
ties related to the priest’s inscription, also thanks to the 
enhanced reading through digital technologies of lines 
4-6 (on which cf. Bitelli et al. in this volume). The 
name of Ura-Tarhunta’s father is now clear. Although 
the interpretation of the word translated as “kinsman” 
still awaits further study, the relationship between the 
Great King and the author of the stele starts to unveil. 
It seems that the Great King and the Country Lord 

were co-existing roles; perhaps the relationship was 
that of a sovereign and a first minister or vizier. In this 
light it would not be surprising to find a member of the 
royal family as vizier, therefore a kinsman.
There are other indications of interaction between 
the lines of Great Kings and Country Lords. Suhi II 
KELEKLI stele preserves the clause: “When King 
Tudhaliya took (in marriage) my dear daughter”. This 
Tudhaliya may be identified with the “Tudhaliya, 
Great King, [King] of the Land of Kar[kemi]sh” found 
on a fragment of a stele very similar to those of Suhi 
I and the priest (KARKAMIŠ A16c, Hawkins 2000: 
82). So intermarriage between the two lines is attested. 
Further, in the following generation an inscription of 

Table 2. The descendants of Kuzi-Tešup and Great Kings, Kings, Rulers and Country Lords of Karkemish.
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Katuwa records a struggle for the city of Karkemish 
with the “grandsons of Ura-Tarhunta”, which he won. 
The line of Great Kings ultimately lost out to that of 
the Country Lords.
Actually we may ask why all the Early Iron Age monu-
ments of Karkemish, even those recording “deeds” of 
the Great Kings, were set up by the Country Lords. 
Could it be that the real power in the city was already 

in the hands of the Country Lords? 
This might lead to another question: who were these 
Great Kings and where did their title come from? An 
obvious possibility is that they claimed to be Kuzi-
Tešup’s descentants, thus ultimately descending from 
Šuppiluliuma I. A comparable lineage would be the 
seven generations of Country Lords in Malatya, also 
descending from Kuzi-Tešup (Table 2).

Fig. 2. Stele KH.11.O.400, detail of line 7.
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Introduction
The hieroglyphic inscriptions from the 2011 season at 
Karkemish can be divided into three groups: (i) those 
belonging to previously excavated and published in-
scriptions; (ii) those that were previously excavated 
but not published, mostly found in and around the dig-
house of the early excavations; (iii) those that were 
newly excavated in 2011. In the following we present 
a selection of these. 

Lost and Found: Previously Published In-
scriptions
From the first group it was welcome to find fragments 
of inscriptions A11a and A12. Both are inscriptions of 
Katuwa and date to the late 10th or early 9th centu-
ries BC. KARKAMIŠ A11a is a basalt portal orthos-
tat that was excavated partially in situ at the King’s 
Gate, where it functioned as a door-jamb, although 
the facing jamb was uninscribed. It was placed next 
to the inscribed statue KARKAMIŠ A4d, the so-called 
Atrisuha statue.
The text was already damaged when originally ex-
cavated, but preserved seven lines of text narrating 
the pious deeds of Katuwa (the Ruler, Karkamishean 
Country Lord), which included a clause defining the 
occasion for the inscription: “this god Atrisuha I seat-

ed at these gates with goodness” (A11a §20), which is 
likely to be a reference to the statue A4d. Now both the 
orthostat and the statue are largely lost. Several frag-
ments of A11a are now to be found in Ankara Museum 
of Anatolian Civilizations (nos. 109000a-h), while one 
fragment is kept in the British Museum (BM.117916). 
J. D. Hawkins’ edition of A11a was made on the basis 
of an inked squeeze in the British Museum (Hawkins 
2000: 95).
The three fragments of A11a found in 2011 also come 
from the area of the King’s Gate: KH.11.O.43, 102 
from locus F.255, and KH.11.O.290 from locus F.272, 
and were already thought by the excavator, N. Mar-
chetti, to be related to the Atrisuha complex. Nos. 43 
and 102 fit together and come from lines five to six 
of the inscription, while the tiny fragment no. 290 be-
longs to line one (Fig. 1).
KARKAMIŠ A12, part of a large stele detailing mili-
tary exploits of Katuwa, was excavated in May 1912 
“in front of the great Lion slab at the foot of the stair-
case” and several additional fragments were “found 
on the road surface near the ‘Hilani’” (Woolley and 
Barnett 1952: 176, 187, 273; Hawkins 2000: 112). The 
stele was thought by the original excavators to have 
been broken up in antiquity and probably to have been 
originally situated in the Herald’s Wall. The left hand 
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side of the inscription and two fragments are kept 
in Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations (nos. 
106A+106B, C, D). 
KH.11.O.552 was found in 2011 in Woolley’s dig-
house, and fits directly on to the right-hand side of line 
two of the lost fragment, line three of the surviving 
piece in Ankara (Fig. 2). Somehow the right-hand side 
of the inscription was broken at some point after the 
excavation photographs were made but before Wool-
ley had to leave the site during his final excavations 
in 1920. 

Unpublished Inscriptions2

Also from Woolley’s dig-house, but previously unpub-
lished, is the basalt fragment KH.11.O.51 (Fig. 3). This 
preserves fragments of two sides of a possible stele, 
with the edge of the corner having been broken off. Its 
dimensions are 13.6 x 6.5 x 6.2cm, showing that the 
few preserved signs may have belonged to quite a size-
able monument. Side A has three partial signs reading 
dextroverse p[i]-ha-s[a]. The right side, B, has a frag-
ment of a sign that may be the top of the sign L.2093 i, 
or possibly part of the sign L.415 sa. The signs on Side 
A should belong to the word pihasa “lightning, vic-

Fig. 1 The surviving and rediscovered fragments of KARKAMIŠ A11a superimposed on an old excavation photo 
(H. Peker, modified after Hawkins 2000/I.3: pls. 10, 12.9)
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Fig. 2. KARKAMIŠ A12. Surviving fragment and rediscovered fragment superimposed to the 
right (H. Peker, modified after Hawkins 2000/I.3: pl. 22).

tory”, which is not otherwise attested in this full pho-
netic writing (Hawkins 2000: 106). Usually this would 
be written with the logogram FULGUR (L.200) and 
phonetic complements. The fragment is thus a tantaliz-
ing excerpt from a royal inscription, possibly dealing 
with military exploits and using a rare phonetic writ-
ing of this word. 
Found 20 m to the east of Woolley’s dig-house and 

also unpublished is the basalt fragment KH.11.O.232 
(Fig. 4). This contains a line divider, and is obviously 
part of a large multi-lined inscription. The writing is 
dextroverse. The curled ram’s horn clearly indicates 
the sign [m]a (L.110), followed by the word divider 
and then the hand holding a dagger: tá (L.29). Despite 
the extremely fragmentary nature of the preserved in-
scription there is a good chance that this sequence is to 
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Fig. 3. KH.11.O.51 
(drawing by H. Peker).

Fig. 4. KH.11.O.232 (drawing by M. Weeden).

Fig. 5. KH.11.O.326 
(drawing by H. Peker).
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be read: [á-m]a-[za] | tá-[ti-ia-za] (amanzatatiyanza) 
“my paternal …”, an attribute phrase usually qualify-
ing the word (LIGNUM) salashanza “authority”, or 
occasionally alamanza “name”. Of course, this is not 
certain, but the phrase is frequent enough to warrant 
consideration. 

An Intriguing New Fragment
The fragment KH.11.O.326 (Fig. 5) is a surface find 
from 2011, coming from the area to the south-west 
of the King’s Gate. It measures 12.4 x 7.1 x 11.1 cm. 
Given that only fragments of signs are preserved this is 
again likely to have been a large inscription. This too 
has a line-divider at its top. Interesting here is that the 
preserved inscription appears to contain the top of the 
sign for “king”, REX, the tall conical sign to the right, 
although this is broken. It is followed by the personal 
determinative used to introduce a personal name. The 
sign following the personal determinative is unclear. 
Possibilities are: the sign L.445 lu/a/i; the sign L.285 
zu(wa); the sign L.318, which is frequently used in the 
sequence L.318-pa to write the name Teššub. 
In either of the second two cases, zu(wa) and L.318, 
this would have consequences for the dating of the 
fragment, as neither of these signs is used beyond the 
Hittite Empire period (ca. 1350-1200 BC). If this is a 
name of a king from the Empire Period, then he is not 
a king of Karkemish, as all the Karkemish kings are 
known from this time and none correspond to a similar 
name. It could be a name of a king from just after the 
fall of the Hittite Empire, thus likely to be placed after 
Kuzi-Teššub, the son of Talmi-Teššub the last Hittite 
viceroy of Karkemish.  
If we are considering an Empire period date it might 

be that this is a “prince” (REX.FILIUS), rather than 
a king. One outside chance for a reading is Tašmi-
(Šarruma): L.318-pa, or Teššub, is never used as the 
first element of a theophoric name and is thus unlikely 
to occur at the beginning of any name. However, L.318 
could also be used to write other syllables containing 
the sound TA/ES(U), and it did occur initially in the 
writing of the name Tašmi-Šarruma, the Hurrian-lan-
guage second-name of the Hittite king Tudhaliya IV: 
L.318+MI-SARMA (Herbordt et al. 2011: 101-102). If 
this were the correct, the element +MI would have to 
be written under the sign, rather than in ligature on its 
side or over its top as it is normally written. This is 
somewhat desperate speculation. It could also be one 
of the other signs mentioned, or a possibility that we 
have not yet seen.
It is, however, fruitless to speculate on the basis of this 
badly broken fragment. The only relatively sure thing 
we can say about this inscription is that it indicates 
someone’s name, most probably the name of a king or 
of a prince. One can only hope for clarification from 
further excavations.

Notes:

1. This work was supported by Scientific Research Projects 
Coordination Unit of Istanbul University. Project number 
24305.

2. We are grateful to Prof. Belkıs Dinçol and to the late Prof.
Ali Dinçol for their precious criticism.

3. L. followed by numeral = catalogue number of hiero-
glyphic sign in Laroche 1960.
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Introduction
During the 2011 excavation campaign at Karkemish 
(Fig. 1) and Yunus (Fig. 2), the joint Turco-Italian ex-
pedition brought to light several later Iron Age con-
texts, with their pottery assemblages. A preliminary 
analysis of the Iron Age (hereafter IA) II-III1 pottery 
is proposed here on the basis of this fresh evidence 
as well as on the results of the excavations conducted 
by C. L. Woolley (Woolley 1921; Woolley and Barnett 
1952).     
The IA II-III materials retrieved by the British Muse-
um expedition came from the Hilani, the Lower Palace 
area, the Storm-God Temple, the King's Gate, as well 
as from some buildings of the Outer Town (Houses A, 
C and D) and the Yunus cemetery. 
Most of these areas have been newly investigated by 
the joint Turco-Italian Expedition in 2011 (Marchetti 
et al. 2012). In particular the efforts were concentrat-
ed in the so-called "Lower Palace Area", where three 
operations were opened: area A (Storm-God Temple), 
area B (Hilani) and area C (King's Gate). Another 
area (D) was opened at the edge of the Inner Town 
with the aim of studying Woolley's "South Gate". In 
the Outer Town, area E was opened in order to in-
tercept the alleged Assyrian city wall, while close 
to the Syrian border, we documented the remains of 

House A and investigated a small part of a crema-
tion cemetery (Area F). Therefore during the 2011 ex-
cavations, domestic, religious, palatial, funerary and 
military contexts have been investigated. This variety 
might provide the basis for future studies dealing with 
functional interpretations of spaces and of the pottery 
assemblages. 

The Pottery Assemblage
The methodology of analysis applied to the pottery as-
semblage retrieved can be defined as follows. In the 
first place vessels and sherds are divided into three 
functional classes: Simple Ware, Kitchen Ware and 
Preservation Ware (hereafter SW, KW and PW). This 
classification is the result of preliminary autoptical 
analysis based on the morphological (shape) and tech-
nological (fabric) features of the assemblage. Each 
functional class is then divided into open and closed 
shapes. The former consists of bowls and platters, 
while the latter encompasses basins, jars, jugs, craters, 
pots and pithoi.   
In order to provide a wider picture of the entire as-
semblage some pottery specimens distinguished dur-
ing Woolley’s excavations at Karkemish and Yunus 
have been partially integrated in this system. Surface 
treatments and decorations are widely used for func-
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Fig. 1. Location of the excava-
tion areas at Karkemish (super-
imposed to a Quickbird satellite 

image by DigitalGlobeTM).

Fig. 2. Satellite image of Yunus with 2011 
survey fields (based on Google EarthTM).
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tional or simply decorative purposes. Burnishing and 
slip are the most attested treatments, though some 
specimens are also smoothed. Among decorations, 
monochrome and polichrome paint as well as applied 
elements and incised motives occur, while a smaller 
amount of vessels can be combed or grooved.
Most of the shape typologies identified so far in the 

Karkemish assemblage can be categorized as SW. 
These vessels were generally used for serving and 
processing food and beverages but not for cooking.
Open shapes mainly consist of bowls and platters. The 
former have generally plain vertical rim and walls 
(Fig. 3: nos. 1-3), while in a few cases out-turned 
rounded walls are attested (Fig. 3: no. 4). Some of 

Fig. 3. Iron Age II-III, Simple Ware open shapes from the Turco-Italian excavations at Karkemish and Yunus. 
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Fig. 4. Iron Age II-III, Simple Ware closed shapes from the Turco-Italian excavations at Karkemish and Yunus. 

bowls has plain or flat rim and vertical, out-turned or 
in-turned wall (Fig. 3: nos. 5-7). 
The repertoire of IA II-III bowls might be compared 
with the Southern Anatolian, northern Syrian and 
northern Mesopotamian horizons. 
Bowls with  thick in-turned rim, in-turned wall and gener-
ally ring base (Fig. 3: nos. 10-12) are among the hall-
marks of the period. Some specimens have combed or 
other incised decorations. Comparisons can be made 
with IA II-III contexts from Tell Abu Danne (Lebeau 

1983: pl. 24.6-7), Tell Ahmar (Jamieson 2000: fig. 
4.3), the Khabur region (Anastasio 1999: fig. 1e) and 
Qasrij Cliff (Curtis 1989: figs. 26.56-66, 28.89-96). A 
similar pattern can be also proposed for bowls with 
thick in-turned and flat rim. Moreover, many bowls 
have grooved or applied decorations on the outer wall 
(Fig. 3: no. 13). Such bowls may differ in size from 
about 15-20 cm to 40 cm (Fig. 3: nos. 15-16).
A distinctive type of small bowls have low or high car-
ination. Medium carinated bowls with thin out-turned 
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rim (Fig. 3: no. 17), or high carinated bowls with thick 
out-turned rim (Fig. 3: nos. 18-19), can be compared at 
IA II-III specimens from Lidar Höyük (Müller 1999: 
fig. 17, AB 26), Tell Ahmar (Jamieson 2000: fig. 3.12-
13), Tell Sheikh Hassan (Schneider 1999: fig. 7.11.3), 
Tell Rad Shaqrah (Reiche 1999: fig. 3g) and Qasrij 
Cliff (Curtis 1989: fig. 24.33).
SW closed shapes encompass small jugs, jugs, jars and 
craters. The repertoire of small jugs and jugs is still 
restricted to a few types. The majority of which has 
out-turned rim, vertical or slightly rounded neck and 
a combed decoration just below the rim (Fig. 4: nos. 
1-6). A miniature jug (Fig. 4: no. 7) from a funerary 
context of the Outer Town of Karkemish can be paral-
leled with IA III Zincirli  (Lehmann 1996: pl. 38, no. 
214/1). 
Having a good range of shapes and size, a representa-
tive selection of jars is available. The most recurrent 
specimens are either characterised by a slightly out-
turned rim and grooved neck or by a flat out-turned 
rim and an applied rope (Fig. 4: nos. 15-16). Other 
jars have in-turned thick rim and vertical grooved wall 
(Fig. 4: no. 17). 
Some shapes are mainly attested in funerary contexts. 
Among them, double handled jars with out-turned 
rim, flat base and painted decoration (Fig. 5: no. 1)  
come from Woolley’s excavations in the cemetery 
of Yunus. A globular glazed jar (Fig. 4: no. 8), found 
during the new excavations in the Outer Town buri-
als of Karkemish, can be paralleled with Neo-Assyr-
ian specimens from Ashur (Andrae 1977: fig. 164).
A bi-conical stand (Fig. 4: no. 19) was found in area 
A (Storm-god temple). Similar specimens are typical 
of Central Syria (Tell Afis, Cecchini 1998: fig. 37.6) 
or the Middle Euphrates area (Tell Ahmar, Jamieson 
2000: fig 8.9).  
Kraters were mostly retrieved in funerary con-
texts, such as the Yunus cemetery and the Out-
er Town of Karkemish, where they were used as 
grave-goods (Woolley 1939: pls. IX-X). The most 
typical shape has out-turned rim, vertical wall, 

Fig. 5. Iron Age II-III, Simple Ware closed shapes from Wool-
ley’s excavations at Yunus (nos. 1-2 after Woolley 1939: pl. 
XIII, 5, 9; nos. 3-5 photos by Luisa Guerri, courtesy of the 
Ancient Orient Museum of Istanbul, resp. Inv. 9841, 9840, 

9837).
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low carination and ring base. Craters walls are 
generally painted with geometrical or figurative motifs 
(Fig. 5: no. 2), though unpainted shapes are also at-
tested during the IA II-III, such as in the Deve Höyük 
cemetery (Moorey 1980: no. 19). In addition to this 
well-known type, the renewed excavations at Karkem-
ish allowed to identify another variety of craters char-
acterised by out-turned or in-turned wall with grooved 
decoration and applied handle (Fig. 4: no. 18).
Woolley’s excavations in the Yunus cemetery also re-
vealed many specimens of imported pottery. This as-
semblage  mainly consists of small jugs with mono-
chrome and polichrome painted decorations, such as 
geometric patterns (Fig. 5: nos. 3-5). These shapes 
are widely attested along the Levantine coast since 

Fig. 6. Iron Age II-III, Kitchen Ware (nos. 1-8) and Preservation Ware (nos. 9-13) from the 
Turco-Italian excavations at Karkemish and Yunus. 

the second half of the 9th century BC (cf. in general 
Lehmann 1996). 
Technological analyses revealed that SW firing temper-
ature ranges from 600 C to 900 C. Fabrics are generally 
fine and homogeneous, with a low frequency of small 
mineral inclusions (less than 1 mm). Despite the high 
variety of fabric colors attested, the most recurrent ones 
are reddish or pinkish (5YR 6-7/6 and 7.5YR 7-8/4). 
Kitchen Ware vessels are those used for activities 
involving the cooking of food. The most representa-
tive shape within the Karkemish KW assemblage is 
the so-called Hole-mouth pot (Fig. 6: nos. 1-2, 4, 6, 8) 
chracterised by thick in-turned rim. This type appears 
to be widely attested in Anatolia, northern Syria and 
northern Mesopotamia during the IA II-III period. Par-
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allels can be made with the Middle and Upper Euphra-
tes areas, in particular with sites such as Tell Ahmar 
(Jamieson 1999: figs. 5.1, 3, 10; Jamieson 2000: fig. 
11.1), Tell Jurn Kabir (Eidem and Ackermann 1999: 
fig. 9) and Tell Sheikh Hassan (Schneider 1999: fig. 
9.1). Some pots may also have an out-turned thick rim 
(Fig. 6: nos. 3, 5, 7). 
Preliminary analyses revealed that KW vessels were 
usually made of raw clay with many mineral and 
vegetal inclusions (0.5 mm to 2 mm), with an aver-
age frequency of 20%. Firing temperature are attested 
around 500 C. Fabrics have mostly grayish to black-
ish colors (5YR 4-5/1). The quantitative occurrence 
of surface treatments or decorations is quite low. This 
could be explained with the low social value and 
endurance of this type of pottery.
Preservation Ware involves middle or large size stor-
age containers and transport vessels. The most recur-
rent shapes are jars or pithoi, used for food and liq-
uids preservation. Among the jars, the main typology so 
far attested has double out-turned rim (Fig. 6: no. 9). 
Pithoi have a high degree of morphological as well as 
decorative variability. Woolley’s excavations revealed 
some specimens with thick vertical rim, vertical wall, 
low carination and high footed base. This type may 
have applied rope shapes decorations. Similar exam-
ples are attested in the IA III contexts of Tell Ahmar 
(Jamieson 2000: 285-286, fig. 10.2-3). The renewed 
excavations at Karkemish and Yunus allow to distin-
guish new shapes, among which there are pithoi with 
out-turned thick rim and applied rope decoration (Fig. 
6: nos. 10-12) or others with vertical innerly thick rim 
(Fig. 6: no. 13). Vats might be also ascribed to the Pres-
ervation Ware category. These can have rectangular 
shape (about 1.30 x 0.60 x 0.50 m) with a flat or ovoid 
shaped base or with a high footed base. The latter type 
mostly occur in funerary contexts such as 
the graves of Yunus (Woolley 1939: pls. IV.2, V.1). 
These specimens were used as containers for cremated 
remains, as grave goods or sometimes to cover the 
burial. 

Technological analyses of the Preservation Ware 
shapes can be proposed here. Fabrics are character-
ised by low or medium-low firing, and medium and 
low frequency (more than 10%) of both mineral and 
vegetal inclusions (more than 0.5 mm). Fabric colors 
are usually 5YR 6/6 (outer) and 7.5YR 7/2-4 (core).

Conclusions
This preliminary analysis of the IA II-III pottery as-
semblage from the excavations at Karkemish and Yu-
nus reveals that SW shapes such as bowls, jugs and 
jars are the most occurring specimens. These appear 
also to be well distributed in each type of context. The 
analysis of the geographical distribution reveals a close 
connection with the Middle and Upper Euphrates ar-
eas, though substantial parallels can be also proposed 
with the Upper Khabur and the Tigridian regions. A 
better chronological assessment of the Karkemish con-
texts migth be reached through the analysis of the Cyp-
riot Ware sherds. Unfortunately pots and other cooking 
vessels are still poorly attested. The better documented 
typology so far is the Hole-mouth cooking pot, an hall-
mark of late IA Syria and Upper Mesopotamia. 
Both the British and the Turco-Italian expeditions 
brought to light a sufficient amount of PW specimens 
at Karkemish and Yunus. The most remarkable shapes 
attested are large pithoi, mainly recovered in the Lower 
Palace area and in the Outer Town. On the other hand, 
vats appear to be limited to the funerary contexts of 
the Outer Town of Karkemish and Yunus. These types 
can be paralleled with  the IA II-III horizon of southern 
Anatolia, northern Syria and northern Mesopotamia. 
The preliminary analysis of the pottery assemblage 
from the excavations at Karkemish and Yunus, re-
veals a range of pottery shapes with close relations 
to the Upper and Middle Euphrates valley reper-
toires but also extending to neighboring areas. This 
datum, together with the rest of the archaeological 
materials and the epigraphic evidence, underlines the 
importance of the material culture of Karkemish dur-
ing the IA II-III. 
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Notes:

1. This paper is based on the result from the 2011 campaign 
only. Due to the remarkable degree of continuity between 
the Iron II and III horizons and to the lack of a sufficiently 
extended stratigraphic evidence (which has since been re-

covered in the 2012 and 2013 campaigns), the discussion of 
the two chronological phases has been here kept together. 
Thus, this paper represents and introduction to the study of 
the pottery from Karkemish from the later Iron Age.

Fig. 7. Grave G.461 (Iron Age III) in the Outer Town at Karkemish in the course of the 2012 excavation season.
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some Preliminary remarks on THe iron aGe sTone Vessels from 
karkemisH

Luisa Guerri

Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Department of History and Cultures

The archaeological materials from the British Museum 
excavations at Karkemish (Gaziantep, Turkey), car-
ried out between 1911 and 1920, is the subject of my 
ongoing doctoral project “Objects and documentation 
of the British excavations at Karkemish: A new anal-
ysis”, undertook at the Department of History and 
Cultures of the University of Bologna. 
The objects presented here are kept in the storerooms 
of the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations in Ankara 
(materials exhibited in the galleries are not considered 
here). This assemblage consists of nearly 600 stone 
objects, mostly unpublished. In this paper I briefly dis-
cuss the most representative class among those studied 
i.e. the stone vessels (about 100 artefacts). No inven-
tory numbers of the vessels were assigned during Brit-
ish excavations. 
The stone vessels from Karkemish (mainly made of 
basalt) belong to typologies characteristic of the Iron 
Age. However, these specimens often show details 
(reliefs, types of stone, elaborated shapes partially re-
sembling objects made in other materials) which point 
to an association with urban elite assemblages. This is 
a very interesting element within the context of daily 
and sumptuary productions of this period.

Basins 
Basins are usually of small or medium dimensions, 
with smooth or engraved legs and with bull and lion 
heads, as customary for the Iron Age productions. A 
small basin in medium-grained basalt Inv. 9905 (17.9 
x 11.3 x 10.9 cm) engraved on four sides, with a very 
peculiar two-side depression, upper and lower wit-
nesses a secondary use as a mortar (Fig. 1). On one 
side is represented a caprid with trees on both sides, 
while on the other side there is a lion with back legs 
bent and a tree in front of it. The front side shows two 
bull heads with a tree between them.

Tripods 
Tripods are the best represented typology, which con-
sists of several classes, mostly fragmentary. Here are 
shown some of the most characteristic shapes.
Tripod 1, Inv. 9413 (Fig. 2) with vertical legs, con-
nected to the central projection, with a dot decoration 
in the lower part (d. 34.3 cm, h. 19.4 cm, rim width 2.5 
cm), deep depression, used as a mortar, of fine-grained 
basalt (restored).
Tripod 2, Inv. 60-2-96 (Fig. 3) with small inward legs, 
deep depression, used as a mortar (d. 25.4 cm, h. 19.8 
cm), in medium-grained basalt.
Tripod 3, Inv. 9471 (Fig. 4) fragmentary and restored, 
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Fig. 1. Basin, Inv. 9905 (photo by Luisa Guerri, courtesy of the 
Museum of Anatolian Civilizations). 

Fig. 2. Tripod, Inv. 9413 (photo by Luisa Guerri, cour-
tesy of  the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations).

Fig. 3. Tripod, Inv. 60-2-96 (photo by Luisa Guerri, cour-
tesy of the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations). 

Fig. 4. Tripod, Inv. 9471 (photo by Luisa Guerri, courtesy 
of the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations).
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Fig. 9. Bowl, no Inv. (photo by Luisa Guerri, courtesy of  
the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations).

Fig. 8. Bowl, no Inv. (photo by Luisa Guerri, courtesy of  the 
Museum of Anatolian Civilizations).

Fig. 7. Bowl, Inv. 1515 (photo by Luisa Guerri, courtesy of  
the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations).

Fig. 5. Bowl, Inv. 1584 (photo by Luisa Guerri, courtesy of  
the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations).

Fig. 6. Bowl, KH.11.O.499 (7th century BC).
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with vertical short legs; presents the peculiarity of 
having a spout and the small horizontal handle (frag-
mentary) on one-side, of medium-grained basalt (d. 29 
cm, h. 10.3 cm).

Vessels with Handles 
This is an  an unusual typology, of medium diameter 
with various typologies of handle.
Bowl 1, Inv. 1584 (d. 31.2 cm, h. 11.4 cm) (Fig. 5): 
bowl of medium dimensions with a peculiar handle 
along the rim, thickened in the lower part and ring bot-
tom of fine grained-basalt.
Bowl 2, Inv. 1515 (Fig. 7): medium-sized bowl (d. 
22.3 cm, h. 6.8 cm) with
handle only on part of the rim, thickened in the lower 
part, of fine-grained basalt.
During the 2011 excavations, we found a stone bowl 
(KH.11.O.499) (d. 24.7 cm, h. 8.7 cm) in an Iron III 
cremation tomb G.456, of the same typology as Fig. 

5. This is a very important clue for compatively dating 
the stone vessels in Ankara (Fig. 6).

Circular Vessels without Handles 
This group consists of bowls with ring or flat bottom. 
Many fragments of this well-known typology have 
been found.
Bowl 3 (Fig. 8), small bowl with double thickened 
rim and ring bottom (d. 22.5 cm, h. 7.2 cm), of fine-
grained basalt.
Bowl 4 (Fig. 9), short bowl, with ring bottom (d. 28.7 
cm, h. 6.8 cm), of medium-grained basalt.
Bowl 5, Inv. 9410 (Fig. 10): bowl with tall circular 
foot, flat bottom (d. 29.3 cm, h. 12.7 cm); this is the 
only piece of such a fine-grained black stone (highly 
polished).
Bowl 6 (Fig. 11), small bowl with circular foot, frag-
mentary, with carination below the rim, flat bottom (d. 
13.2 cm, h. 8.5 cm).

Fig. 10. Bowl, Inv. 9410 (photo by Luisa Guerri, courtesy of 
the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations).

Fig. 11. Bowl, no Inv. (photo by Luisa Guerri, courtesy 
of the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations).
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Girelli**

*Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Department of History and Cultures, 
**Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Department of Civil, Chemical, Environmental, and Materials 

Engineering

During the 2011 archaeological campaign at Karkem-
ish, a portable 3D laser scanner with digital images 
acquisition has been successfully tested to capture 
and document artefacts found during the excavations. 
For this purpose some of the most significant objects, 
widely different in size (from a few centimetres up to 
2 m), have been chosen. Two complete stone stelae 
bearing inscriptions, a bronze statuette of a deity, an 
inscribed bronze cylinder seal and several fragments 
of stone inscriptions and sculptures have been docu-
mented this way.
To fulfill the high accuracy required for 3D modeling 
of artifacts of small and medium size, a triangulation 
laser scanner type is a suitable solution, as shown by 
the authors in previous experiences in surveys con-
ducted in Turkey (Bitelli et al. 2007a; Bitelli et al. 
2007b; Bitelli and Girardi 2011). 
The instrumentation used here, from NextEngine, is 
composed by a compact laser scanner controlled by a 
laptop. This solution is very handy and allows the data 
acquisition both in a lab-room and on the field. 
In this type of instrument four laser beams hit the tar-
geted surface and their image is captured by a CCD re-
ceiving sensor. Knowing some geometrical constraint 
and measuring the ingoing angle of the laser beams, it 
is possible to retrieve the 3D coordinates of each point 
on the object surface with a precision from one to few 

tenth of a millimetre. Acquisition of the natural color 
is also possible through simultaneous embedded pho-
tographic RGB acquisition. 
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the results obtained in 
the 3D modeling of the bronze statuette of a divinity. 
Wireframe and textured models are presented.
This paper deals in particular with the 3D modeling of 
the basalt stela (about 2 m high) with its Luwian hiero-
glyphic dedication text to king Ura-Tarhunta (Fig. 2) 
and with the data processing applied in order to recog-
nise the symbols in some worn-out lines (cf. Bitelli et 
al. in press).
Fig. 3 shows the scanning process, performed on site 
by A. Adamo and S. Bassetto. The process was con-
ducted over the whole front surface of the stela by re-
alising multiple overlapping scans using the NextEn-
gine system in the so-called “wide mode”. In Fig. 3 
the array of laser lines, scanning in parallel, is clearly 
visible.
The processing of laser data and the successive elabo-
rations were performed in a laboratory by the DICAM 
team. The acquired scans were cleaned and triangu-
lated, transforming the point clouds into polygonal 
textured surfaces, and all the meshes put into the same 
reference system. A unique 3D model was finally cre-
ated merging all the meshes (Fig. 4, left) into a single 
one, where redundancy in overlapping areas is filtered. 
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Fig. 1. 3D model of the bronze statuette of a deity 
(KH.11.O.516) in textured (left) and wireframe (right) 
view (a); the shaded model: front view (b) and back 

view (c).

The first alignment was improved by means of Itera-
tive Closest Point (ICP) procedure. Afterwards, in or-
der to obtain a very accurate 3D model of the whole 
object all the imperfections, such as missing data and 
morphological inconsistencies,  have been corrected 
through an accurate editing process (Fig. 4, right), 
keeping as much as possible the original geometry. 
The final model consists of about seven million points 
and about fourteen million triangles.
This kind of surveying work is of great interest in ar-
chaeology. A 3D digital model of an object can in fact 
be exported in several formats and used for different 

purposes: virtual exploration via Web, on-line cata-
logues, virtual museums, physical replicas by means 
of solid 3D printers, multidisciplinary studies. 
In this case, in order to support the recognition and 
the interpretation of the worn lines of the stela (mainly 
lines IV, V and VI), where symbols were almost com-
pletely lost to the eye, a very interesting experiment 
was conducted thanks to the available digital dataset. 
Different approaches were attempted, based on the la-
ser derived model or on the combined use of laser data 
and photographic imagery. 
In the first place the experiments were concentrated on 
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Fig. 2. The Luwian hieroglyphic stele (KH.11.O.400) as 
found at Karkemish in 2011.

Fig. 3. A phase of the data acquisition process performed 
using the triangulation laser scanner.
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changing the parameters for the 3D model visualisa-
tion and exploitation (light source position, rotation, 
etc.), on texturing the 3D model by high resolution 
images acquired on-site, or finally deriving new im-
age products from the surface model. In general, it has 
been noted that the signs can be better appreciated on 
the synthetic model rather than on the original.
In the second approach the research was concentrated 
only on the lost lines applying some special digital fil-
tering to the original high resolution images or to the 
negatives obtained from the same images. 
The best solution came from a combination of these 
techniques, as shown for example in Fig. 5, referring 
to line IV. Each line was broke down into three plane 
surfaces extracted according to some geometrical 
evaluations (e.g. being the surface slightly rounded), 
and each one processed separately by applying digi-
tal filters to the negative image superimposed on the 
3D model. The experiment was really successful, al-
lowing J. David Hawkins and Hasan Peker, who were 
present at the experiment, to check and correct their 
reading of the stela. 

Fig. 4. The 3D model of the stela, after the global alignment 
of all the acquired meshes here indicated by different colors 
(left); the whole 3D model, with synthetic color, after the 

data fusion (right).
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Fig. 5. The three portions of line 4 of the Luwian stele (negative imagery), after a com-
bined use of image processing techniques on the laser-derived 3D surface.
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archaeologists and geomatics engineers, highlighting 
the multidisciplinary approach in modern archaeology.  

The Fieldwork
The topographic fieldwork was realized integrating 
classical surveys made by total station with GNSS 
measurements, carried out either in static and in kin-
ematic mode.
During the 2011 topographic campaign three small 
close traverses  were singled out using a total station, 
because of the inaccessibility of some areas. The first 
one enclosed the Lower Palace area (sixteen fixed 
points)(Fig. 1), the second one the South Gate area 
(four fixed points) and the last one a small part of the 
northern Outer Town (three fixed points). The travers-
es of the South Gate area and of the Outer Town area 
were directly connected to that of the Lower Palace 
area through two smaller compound traverses .
The second operation consisted in measuring the abso-
lute position of some vertexes (four for the Lower Pal-
ace area and three for both the South Gate area and the 
Outer Town area) by GNNS techniques, using a single 
receiver with integrated antenna and acquiring data for 
several hours in each position (Fig. 2). This choice, 
mainly due to logistic problems, is suitable for a Pre-
cise Point Positioning (PPP)  calculation of the vertex 

Introduction
Karkemish lies about 60 km to the south-east of the city 
of Gaziantep and approximately 30 km south of Nizip. 
It is located on the western bank of the Euphrates near 
the frontier between Turkey and Syria. The ancient city 
is included in a military base and a portion of the Outer 
Town lies in Syrian territory, thus fieldwork presented 
some problems also because the site has been mined 
from the 1950s onwards. In fact, despite the recent 
mine clearing (completed in March 2011), IMAS se-
curity protocols state that the area must be considered 
still as a risky one and the anti-mine double-checking 
is mandatory at all steps of fieldwork. Georeferenc-
ing the site was very important, as a crucial phase for 
a good integration of the different available datasets 
and as support for further data acquisition activities 
(e.g. high resolution satellite imagery); unfortunately, 
the only publicly available cartography was till now 
represented by the 1:100,000 Russian maps. Starting 
from the consideration that a first requirement for an 
effective modern data management for an archaeologi-
cal site is the establishment of a common shared spa-
tial reference system (mainly provided today by the 
use of spatial geodesy), an integrated approach using 
classical methods and GNSS was depicted. The work 
has been realized through the collaboration between 

GeoreferencinG karkemisH 

Gabriele Bitelli,* Emanuele Mandanici*, Silvia Bernardoni**, Raffaele Trojanis**

*Alma Mater Studiorum - University of Bologna, Department of Civil, Chemical, Environmental, and Materials 
Engineering, 
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Fig. 1. Closed traverse of the Lower Palace Area, superimposed on a orthomosaic picture acquired with a kite flight over the 
area (operator: M. Zanfini). Note that POL1 and POL2 have been removed in 2012.

coordinates, even if it does not allow to achieve the 
same precision as a differential positioning technique.
During the 2012 campaign, instead, a wider closed 
traverse was established in order to enclose the whole 
site  (Fig. 3). It consists of ten fixed points, that were 
surveyed by differential GNNS techniques, using a 

static positioning approach with two GNSS receivers, 
to reach a higher accuracy. Subsequently, the traverse 
of the Lower Palace area was connected with the big-
ger one by total station measurements and the coordi-
nates of all the points acquired in 2011 were recom-
puted together with the new data (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 2. GNSS receiver in acquiring mode.

Both in the 2011 and the 2012 campaigns, we start-
ed the survey to acquire the Digital Elevation Model 
(DEM) of the site (Fig. 6). In 2011 this operation was 
made using a total station, whereas in 2012 by two 
GNNS receivers (kinematic survey). The 2011 and 2012 
data were integrated to create a partial 3D model (Fig. 
7). In 2013 kinematic survey has been completed and 
the whole site, without the ramparts has been surveyed.

GNSS Processing
To determine the absolute position of the vertexes 
of the major traverse which encompasses the whole 
archaeological area, the geocentric coordinates at 
POLG0, the chosen fundamental vertex, have been 
computed by a PPP (Precise Point Positioning) tech-
nique. PPP realises an absolute GNSS positioning ap-
proach, which exploits both carrier-phase and modu-
lated code observations over a period of several hours, 
providing a nominal accuracy at centimetre level (Fig. 
9). The GNSS observations acquired in several days in 
September 2012 have been processed and combined in 
a unique solution in the ITRF 2008 international ref-
erence system. All the other vertexes of the net have 
been computed by the differential static post-process-
ing technique, assuming as fixed the coordinates of 
POLG0. Finally, the smaller traverses surveyed during 
the 2011 campaign have been connected by adjusting 
all the available total station measurements.
Of course the heights obtained by the GNSS data 
processing are ellipsoidal and they are referred to the 
WGS84 ellipsoid. The conversion between the ellip-
soidal and the orthometric heights requires a geoid un-
dulation model. A possible solution is the use of the 
EGM2008 global model, which has the advantage to 
be a widely recognized international standard and pro-
vides a reasonable accuracy for this kind of applica-
tions. In this case, however, it was possible to derive 
the elevation of the POL1 vertex from a well-defined 
point in the existing cartography. The elevation 363 
asl marked in 1:25,000 Turkish maps of Karkamış in 
a spot west of the asphalt road on top of the acropo-
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Fig. 3. High-resolution satellite view of the site showing traverse stations of the 2011 and 2012 campaigns. 
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Fig. 4. Plot of the adjusted network including all the GNSS surveys at Karkemish and the main total station measurements. 
The ellipses represent the estimated accuracy of each solution. 
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lis). Thus, the geoid undulation has been evaluated at 
POL1 as the difference between its ellipsoidal height 
derived from GNSS processing and the elevation ob-
tained by trigonometric levelling. The obtained value 
amounts to 21 meters and it differs from the EGM2008 
solution by approximately 4 meters. Even if this ap-
proach leads to a poor absolute accuracy, it ensures a 
better coherence with existing historical datasets.
The following table shows the UTM coordinates and 
orthometric height for the vertexes of the traverse sur-
veyed in the 2012 campaign.

ID EAST 
(UTM)

NORTH 
(UTM)

H 
(A.S.L.)

POL1  412323.87 4076417.34 348.2
POL13  412297.31 4076497.33 346.6
POL14  412283.51 4076467.67 348.3
POL2  412342.82 4076416.56 348.1
POL6  412432.43 4076420.86 343.9
POLG0  411865.86 4076492.09 361.9
POLG1  411961.99 4076286.86 359.4
POLG2  412257.78 4076088.26 352.0
POLG3  412446.78 4076110.58 350.9
POLG4  412528.27 4076222.64 342.6
POLG5  412399.22 4076523.04 351.7
POLG6  412201.38 4076558.70 352.6
POLG7  412247.92 4076669.10 356.0
POLG8  412036.27 4076874.65 338.9
POLG9  411845.95 4076915.38 348.9

Table 1. List of the UTM-WGS84 (ITRF2008) Zone 37 coor-
dinates of the vertexes of the traverse surveyed in the 2012 
campaign. The elevation above the sea level was fixed for 
POL1, which was connected to a well-defined point on the 
acropolis in existing 1:25,000 cartography.

The elevation of POL1 has been used also as the verti-
cal reference for the point cloud obtained by the real 
time kinematic survey performed on the archaeologi-
cal area. Starting from these three-dimensional points, 
a digital terrain model of the area has been generated. 
A regular grid has been interpolated firstly, by means 
of a kriging algorithm. The grid sampling has been set 
to five meters, considering the mean distance between 
the original points. 
The vertical relative accuracy is expected to be lower 
than one decimetre but the absolute accuracy is strong-
ly affected by the poor accuracy of the reference point.

Conclusions
In spite of the problems encountered, fieldwork al-
lowed a georeferencing of Karkemish. The points sur-
veyed are well documented, with their geographical 
coordinates, and can be directly located in cartogra-
phy. This process is essential for the establishment of 
a GIS collecting all the different datasets available – 
now and in the future – for the site.6

Notes:

1. See Bitelli et al. 2009 and Bitelli 2010.

2. The closed traverse occurs when the first and the last 
points are coincident.

3. A compound traverse is an open traverse ending in a 
known point.

4. See Gandolfi et al. 2005.

5. This traverse also included the area of the necropolis of 
Yunus, that is outside the military base.

6. If not otherwise specified, high-resolution satellite image-
ry of Karkemish employed here is QuickBirdTM by Digital 
Globe. 
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Fig. 5. DTM contour lines derived by the real time kinematic GNSS survey, superimposed on a high resolution satellite image.
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Fig. 7. Time-view of the tracked GNSS satellites, during the ten hour acquisition of the POL6 vertex.

Fig. 6. 3D model of the DTM in a perspective view from south, superimposed on a satellite image 
(Google EarthTM). 
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orTofoTo aerea della inner Town di karkemisH (camPaGna 2011)

Massimo Zanfini

Alma Mater Studiorum - Università di Bologna, Dipartimento di Storia Culture Civiltà

Durante la missione di scavo e rilievo del 2011 è sta-
ta condotta una campagna di battute fotografiche da 
aquilone finalizzate alla creazione di un fotopiano ad 
alta definizione del sito. 
Le riprese sono state effettuate utilizzando un aquilo-
ne statico monocavo, alla vela del quale è fissata una 
macchina fotogafica compatta (il peso di una macchina 
reflex renderebbe il volo troppo difficoltoso) impostata 
per scattare una fotografia ogni 5 secondi. Sono così 
state riprese diverse strisciate, per un totale di alcune 
centinaia di immagini, da una altezza variabile dai 70 
ai 250 m, che hanno documentato tutta l'area a sud del-
la caserma moderna all'interno dei ramparts. 
I parametri che hanno motivato la scelta delle imma-
gini utilizzate per il fotopiano (solo diciannove delle 
quasi duemila scattate) sono stati: 
1) la nitidezza 2) la qualità dei colori 3) la presenza 
all'interno dell'immagine del maggior numero di pun-
ti di controllo, questi ultimi rilevati tramite stazione 
totale. 
Utilizzando un software di fotogrammetria mono-
scopica è stato così realizzato un fotopiano con una 
risoluzione a terra di 4 cm, necessaria per identifica-
re anche quelle strutture che difficilmente si sarebbe 
individuate se non da una fotografia aerea o da una 
attenta ricognizione di superficie, soprattutto tenendo 
conto delle dimensioni enormi del sito e della totale 

mancanza di rilievi topografici attendibili. L'area in-
dagata d'altra parte ben si prestava a questo tipo di do-
cumentazione, è infatti sostanzialmente pianeggiante 
e quindi assimilabile, con un margine di errore tra-
scurabile a questa scala, ad un piano geometrico. Nel 
fotopiano generale è evidente sia la strada colonnata 
dell'impianto romano, che taglia l'area da nord a sud, 
che la maglia della struttura urbana di questa fase a 
ovest della strada stessa, molto ben leggibili proprio 
dalla fotografia aerea. 
A est della strada colonnata si sviluppa invece l'area 
cosiddetta dei calanchi, caratterizzata da fenomeni 
erosivi sulla cui natura ancora non è stata fatta pie-
na luce, orientati in direzione est-ovest e terminanti 
contro le mura sul fiume, una struttura assolutamente 
imponente che sembra chiudere lo sviluppo dell'inse-
diamento verso l'Eufrate.
Dal fotopiano generale (Fig. 1a), di cui vengono illu-
strati anche i dettagli a maggiore risoluzione (Figg. 
1b-g), sono stati poi estrapolati i fotopiani di dettaglio 
delle aree A, B, C e D (Figg. 2-5).
La fotografia aerea da bassa e media quota si è rivelata 
uno strumento molto valido non solo per la migliore  
comprensione della morfologia dell'area, mancando 
rilievi topografici pregressi, ma soprattutto come base 
per la pianificazione delle successive e necessarie atti-
vità di rilievo topografico.
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Fig. 1a. Ortofoto aerea della Inner Town di Karkemish (con indicazione della griglia di cui ai settori delle figg. 1b-g). 
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Fig. 1b. Particolare del settore nord-occidentale della Inner Town di Karkemish.
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Fig. 1c. Particolare del settore sud-occidentale della Inner Town di Karkemish.
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Fig. 1d. Particolare del settore centro-settentrionale della Inner Town di Karkemish.
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Fig. 1e. Particolare del settore centro-meridionale della Inner Town di Karkemish.
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Fig. 1f. Particolare del settore nord-orientale della Inner Town di Karkemish.
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Fig. 1g. Particolare del settore sud-orientale della Inner Town di Karkemish.
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Fig. 2. Ortofoto aerea dell’area A a Karkemish (2011).
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Fig. 3. Ortofoto aerea dell’area B a Karkemish (2011).
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Fig. 4. Ortofoto aerea dell’area C a Karkemish (2011).
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Fig. 5. Ortofoto aerea dell’area D a Karkemish (2011).
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Fig. 6. Prime indagini parziali nella Outer Town: la House A da rilievo a stazione (operatori: S. Bernardoni, R. Trojanis), 
planimetria storica (Woolley 1921: fig. 36) e ortofoto aerea (2011).
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